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Abstract
The study of general two dimensional models of gravity allows to tackle basic ques-
tions of quantum gravity, bypassing important technical complications which make
the treatment in higher dimensions difficult. As the physically important examples
of spherically symmetric Black Holes, together with string inspired models, belong
to this class, valuable knowledge can also be gained for these systems in the quan-
tum case. In the last decade new insights regarding the exact quantization of the
geometric part of such theories have been obtained. They allow a systematic quan-
tum field theoretical treatment, also in interactions with matter, without explicit
introduction of a specific classical background geometry. The present review tries
to assemble these results in a coherent manner, putting them at the same time into
the perspective of the quite large literature on this subject.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1 Introduction
The fundamental difficulties encountered in the numerous attempts to
merge quantum theory with General Relativity by now are well-known even
far outside the narrow circle of specialists in these fields. Despite many valiant
efforts and new approaches like loop quantum gravity [371] or string theory 1
a final solution is not in sight. However, even many special questions search
an answer 2 .
Of course, at energies which will be accessible experimentally in the fore-
seeable future, due to the smallness of Newton’s constant, respectively the
large value of the Planck mass, an effective quantum theory of gravity can be
constructed [129] in a standard way which in its infrared asymptotical regime
as an effective quantum theory may well describe our low energy world. Its
extremely small corrections to classical General Relativity (GR) are in full
agreement with experimental limits [436]. However, the fact that Newton’s
constant carries a dimension, inevitably makes perturbative quantum gravity
inconsistent at energies of the order of the Planck mass.
In a more technical language, starting from a fixed classical background,
already a long time ago perturbation theory has shown that although pure
gravity is one-loop renormalizable [404] this renormalizability breaks down
at two loops [188], but already at one-loop when matter interactions are
taken into account. Supergravity was only able to push the onset of non-
renormalizability to higher loop order (cf. e.g. [224,38,119]). It is often argued
that a full treatment of the metric, including non-perturbative effects from the
backreaction of matter, may solve the problem but to this day this remains a
conjecture 3 . A basic conceptual problem of a theory like gravity is the double
role of geometric variables which are not only fields but also determine the
(dynamical) background upon which the physical variables live. This is e.g. of
special importance for the uncertainty relation at energies above the Planck
scale leading to Wheeler’s notion of “space-time-foam” [434].
Another question which has baffled theorists is the problem of time. In
ordinary quantum mechanics the time variable is set apart from the “observ-
ables”, whereas in the straightforward quantum formulation of gravity (the
so-called Wheeler-deWitt equation [435,121]) a variable like time must be in-
troduced more or less by hand through “time-slicing”, a multi-fingered time
etc. [232]. Already at the classical level of GR “time” and “space” change
their roles when passing through a horizon which leads again to considerable
complications in a Hamiltonian approach [10, 272].
Measuring the “observables” of usual quantum mechanics one realizes
that the genuine measurement process is related always to a determination of
1 The recent book [360] can be recommended.
2 A brief history of quantum gravity can be found in ref. [371].
3 For a recent argument in favor of this conjecture using Weinberg’s argument of
“asymptotic safety” cf. e.g. [296].
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the matrix element of some scattering operator with asymptotically defined
ingoing and outgoing states. For a gauge theory like gravity, existing proofs of
gauge-independence for the S-matrix [279] may be applicable for asymptoti-
cally flat quantum gravity systems. But the problem of other experimentally
accessible (gauge independent!) genuine observables is open, when the dynam-
ics of the geometry comes into play in a nontrivial manner, affecting e.g. the
notion what is meant by asymptotics.
The quantum properties of black holes (BH) still pose many questions.
Because of the emission of Hawking radiation [211,412], a semi-classical effect,
a BH should successively lose energy. If there is no remnant of its previous
existence at the end of its lifetime, the information of pure states swallowed by
it will have only turned into the mixed state of Hawking radiation, violating
basic notions of quantum mechanics. Thus, of special interest (and outside the
range of methods based upon the fixed background of a large BH) are the last
stages of BH evaporation.
Other open problems – related to BH physics and more generally to quan-
tum gravity – have been the virtual BH appearing as an intermediate stage in
scattering processes, the (non-)existence of a well-defined S-matrix and CPT
(non-)invariance. When the metric of the BH is quantized its fluctuations may
include “negative” volumes. Should those fluctuations be allowed or excluded?
The intuitive notion of “space-time foam” seems to suggest quantum gravity
induced topology fluctuations. Is it possible to extract such processes from a
model without ad hoc assumptions? From experience of quantum field theory
in Minkowski space one may hope that a classical singularity like the one in
the Schwarzschild BH may be eliminated by quantum effects – possibly at the
price of a necessary renormalization procedure. Of course, the latter may just
reflect the fact that interactions with further fields (e.g. other modes in string
theory) are not taken into account properly. Can this hope be fulfilled?
In attempts to find answers to these questions it seems very reasonable
to always try to proceed as far as possible with the known laws of quantum
mechanics applied to GR. This is extremely difficult 4 in D = 4. Therefore, for
many years a rich literature developed on lower dimensional models of gravity.
The 2D Einstein-Hilbert action is just the Gauss-Bonnet term. Therefore,
intrinsically 2D models are locally trivial and a further structure is introduced.
This is provided by the dilaton field which naturally arises in all sorts of
compactifications from higher dimensions. Such models, the most prominent
being the one of Jackiw and Teitelboim (JT), were thoroughly investigated
during the 1980-s [22, 123, 405, 122, 124, 238, 250, 251, 312, 388]. An excellent
summary (containing also a more comprehensive list of references on literature
before 1988) is contained in the textbook of Brown [59]. Among those models
spherically reduced gravity (SRG), the truncation of D = 4 gravity to its
s-wave part, possesses perhaps the most direct physical motivation. One can
either treat this system directly in D = 4 and impose spherical symmetry in
4 A recent survey of the present situation is the one of Carlip [79].
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the equations of motion (e.o.m.-s) [276] or impose spherical symmetry already
in the action [36,412,33,409,205,324,407,244,276,295,195], thus obtaining a
dilaton theory 5 . Classically, both approaches are equivalent.
The rekindled interest in generalized dilaton theories in D = 2 (hence-
forth GDTs) started in the early 1990-s, triggered by the string inspired
[310,137,443,127,316,233,117,254] dilaton black hole model 6 , studied in the
influential paper of Callan, Giddings, Harvey and Strominger (CGHS) [71].
At approximately the same time it was realized that 2D dilaton gravity can
be treated as a non-linear gauge-theory [426,230].
As already suggested by earlier work, all GDTs considered so far could
be extracted from the dilaton action [373,349]
L(dil) =
∫
d2x
√−g
[
X
R
2
− U(X)
2
(∇X)2 + V (X)
]
+ L(m) , (1.1)
where R is the Ricci-scalar, X the dilaton, U(X) and V (X) arbitrary functions
thereof, g is the determinant of the metric gµν , and L
(m) contains eventual
matter fields.
When U(X) = 0 the e.o.m. for the dilaton from (1.1) is algebraic. For
invertible V ′(X) the dilaton field can be eliminated altogether, and the La-
grangian density is given by an arbitrary function of the Ricci-scalar. A recent
review on the classical solution of such models is ref. [381]. In comparison with
that, the literature on such models generalized to depend also 7 on torsion T a
is relatively scarce. It mainly consists of elaborations based upon a theory pro-
posed by Katanaev and Volovich (KV) which is quadratic in curvature and
torsion [250,251], also known as “Poincare´ gauge gravity” [322].
A common feature of these classical treatments of models with and with-
out torsion is the almost exclusive use 8 of the gauge-fixing for the D = 2
metric familiar from string theory, namely the conformal gauge. Then the
e.o.m.-s become complicated partial differential equations. The determination
of the solutions, which turns out to be always possible in the matterless case
(L(m) = 0 in (1.1)), for nontrivial dilaton field dependence usually requires
considerable mathematical effort. The same had been true for the first papers
on theories with torsion [250, 251]. However, in that context it was realized
soon that gauge-fixing is not necessary, because the invariant quantities R and
T aTa themselves may be taken as variables in the KV-model [390,389,391,392].
This approach has been extended to general theories with torsion 9 .
5 The dilaton appears due to the “warped product” structure of the metric. For
details of the spherical reduction procedure we refer to appendix A.
6 A textbook-like discussion of this model can be found in refs. [183,399].
7 For the definition of the Lorentz scalar formed by torsion and of the curvature
scalar, both expressed in terms of Cartan variables zweibeine eaµ and spin connection
ωabµ we refer to sect. 1.2 below.
8 A notable exception is Polyakov [362].
9 A recent review of this approach is provided by Obukhov and Hehl [348].
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As a matter of fact, in GR many other gauge-fixings for the metric have
been well-known for a long time: the Eddington-Finkelstein (EF) gauge, the
Painleve´-Gullstrand gauge, the Lemaıtre gauge etc. . As compared to the “di-
agonal” gauges like the conformal and the Schwarzschild type gauge, they
possess the advantage that coordinate singularities can be avoided, i.e. the
singularities in those metrics are essentially related to the “physical” ones in
the curvature. It was shown for the first time in [291] that the use of a temporal
gauge for the Cartan variables (cf. eq. (3.3) below) in the (matterless) KV-
model made the solution extremely simple. This gauge corresponds to the EF
gauge for the metric. Soon afterwards it was realized that the solution could be
obtained even without previous gauge-fixing, either by guessing the Darboux
coordinates [377] or by direct solution of the e.o.m.-s [290] (cf. sect. 3.1). Then
the temporal gauge of [291] merely represents the most natural gauge fixing
within this gauge-independent setting. The basis of these results had been a
first order formulation of D = 2 covariant theories by means of a covariant
Hamiltonian action in terms of the Cartan variables and further auxiliary fields
Xa which (beside the dilaton field X) take the role of canonical momenta (cf.
eq. (2.17) below). They cover a very general class of theories comprising not
only the KV-model, but also more general theories with torsion 10 . The most
attractive feature of theories of type (2.17) is that an important subclass of
them is in a one-to-one correspondence with the GDT-s (1.1). This dynamical
equivalence, including the essential feature that also the global properties are
exactly identical, seems to have been noticed first in [248] and used extensively
in studies of the corresponding quantum theory [281,285,284].
Generalizing the formulation (2.17) to the much more comprehensive class
of “Poisson-Sigma models” [379, 396] on the one hand helped to explain the
deeper reasons of the advantages from the use of the first oder version, on the
other hand led to very interesting applications in other fields [3], including
especially also string theory [382, 387]. Recently this approach was shown to
represent a very direct route to 2D dilaton supergravity [140] without auxiliary
fields.
Apart from the dilaton BH [71] where an exact (classical) solution is
possible also when matter is included, general solutions for generic D = 2
gravity theories with matter cannot be obtained. This has been possible only
in restricted cases, namely when fermionic matter is chiral 11 [278] or when
the interaction with (anti)selfdual scalar matter is considered [356].
Semi-classical treatments of GDT-s take the one loop correction from
matter into account when the classical e.o.m.-s are solved. They have been
used mainly in the CGHS-model and its generalizations [41, 117, 374, 44, 115,
147, 256, 446, 445, 209, 210, 423]. In our present report we concentrate only
upon Hawking radiation as a quantum effect of matter on a fixed (classical)
10 In that case there is the restriction that it must be possible to eliminate all
auxiliary fields Xa and X (see sect. 2.1.3).
11 This solution was rediscovered in ref. [393].
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geometrical background, because just during the last years interesting insight
has been obtained there, although by no means all problems have been settled.
Finally we turn to the full quantization of GDTs. It was believed by
several authors (cf. e.g. [373, 349, 242, 139, 138]) that even in the absence of
interactions with matter nontrivial quantum corrections exist and can be com-
puted by a perturbative path integral on some fixed background. Again the
evaluation in the temporal gauge [291], at first for the KV-model showed that
the use of other gauges just obscures a very simple mechanism. Actually all
divergent counter-terms can be absorbed into one compact expression. After
subtracting that in the absence of matter the solution of the classical theory
represents an exact “quantum” result. Later this perturbative argument has
been reformulated as an exact path integral, first again for the KV-model [204]
and then for general theories of gravity in D = 2 [281,285,284,196,157,199].
In our present review we concentrate on the path integral approach, with
Dirac quantization only referred to for sake of comparison. In any case, the
common starting point is the Hamiltonian analysis which in a theory for-
mulated in terms of Cartan variables in D = 2 possesses substantial techni-
cal advantages. The constraints, even in the presence of matter interactions,
form an algebra with momentum-dependent structure constants. Despite that
nonlinearity the simplest version of the Batalin-Vilkovisky procedure [27] suf-
fices, namely the one also applicable to ordinary nonabelian gauge theories
in Minkowski space. With a temporal gauge fixing for the Cartan variables
also used in the quantized theory, the geometric part of the action yields the
exact path integral. Possible background geometries appear naturally as ho-
mogeneous solutions of differential equations which coincide with the classical
ones, reflecting “local quantum triviality” of 2D gravity theories in the ab-
sence of matter, a property which had been observed as well before in the
Dirac quantization of the KV-model [377].
These features are very difficult to locate in the GDT-formulation (1.1),
but become evident in the equivalent first order version with a “Hamiltonian”
action.
Of course, non-renormalizability persists in the perturbation expansion
when the matter fields are integrated out. But as an effective theory in cases
like spherically reduced gravity, specific processes can be calculated, relying
on the (gauge-independent) concept of S-matrix elements. With this method,
scattering of s-waves in spherically reduced gravity has provided a very di-
rect way to create a “virtual” BH as an intermediate state without further
assumptions [157].
The structure of our present report is determined essentially by the ap-
proach described in the last paragraphs. One reason is the fact that a very com-
prehensive overview of very general classical and quantum theories in D = 2
is made possible in this manner. Also a presentation seems to be overdue in
which results, scattered now among many different original papers can be inte-
grated into a coherent picture. Parallel developments and differences to other
approaches will be included in the appropriate places.
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1.1 Structure of this review
This review is organized as follows:
• Section 1 in its remaining part contains a short primer on differential geom-
etry (with special emphasis on D = 2). En passant most of our notations
are fixed in that subsection.
• Section 2 motivates the study of GDTs and introduces its action in the
three most frequently used forms (dilaton action, first order action, and
Poisson-Sigma action) and describes the relations between them.
• Section 3 gives all classical solutions of GDTs in the absence of matter. The
global structure of such theories is discussed using Schwarzschild space-
time as a simple example. As a further illustration we consider a family of
dilaton models describing a single black hole in Minkowski, Rindler or de
Sitter space-time.
• Section 4 extends the discussion to additional gauge-fields, supergravity and
(bosonic or fermionic) matter fields.
• Section 5 considers the role of energy in GDTs. In particular, the ADM
mass, quasilocal energy, an absolute conservation law and its corresponding
No¨ther symmetry are discussed.
• Section 6 leaves the classical realm providing a concise treatment of (semi-
classical) Hawking radiation for minimally and non-minimally coupled mat-
ter.
• Section 7 is devoted to non-perturbative path integral quantization of the
geometric sector of GDTs with (scalar) matter, giving rise to a non-local
and non-polynomial effective action depending solely on the matter fields
and external sources. The matter sector is treated perturbatively.
• Section 8 shows some consequences of the previously developed perturbation
theory: the virtual black hole phenomenon, the appearance of non-local
vertices, and S-matrix elements for s-wave gravitational scattering.
• Section 9 describes the status of Dirac quantization for a typical example
of that approach.
• Section 10 concludes with a brief summary and an outlook regarding open
questions.
• Appendix A recalls the spherical reduction procedure in the Cartan formal-
ism.
• Appendix B collects some basic properties of the heat kernel expansion
needed in Section 6.
Several topics are closely related to the subject of this review, but are not
included:
(1) Various calculations and explanations of the BH entropy [169, 355] be-
came a large and rather independent field of research which shows, how-
ever, overlaps [165,171] with the general treatment of the dilaton theories
presented in this review. We do not cover approaches which imply fur-
ther physical assumptions which transgress the orthodox application of
quantum theory to gravity [34, 35, 43, 24, 31].
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(2) The ideas of the holographic principle [403,400] and of the AdS/CFT cor-
respondence [309,200,444] are now being actively applied to BH physics
(see, e.g. [375] and references therein).
(3) There exist different approaches to integrability of gravity models in two
dimensions [338,269,268,339]. In particular, a rather sophisticated tech-
nique has been applied to solve the effective 2D models emerging after
toroidal reduction (instead of the spherical reduction considered in this re-
view) of the four-dimensional Einstein equations [39,417]. Recently again
interesting developments should be noted in Liouville gravity [151, 406].
Some relations between 2D dilaton gravity and the theory of solitons
were discussed in [70, 336].
Each of these topics deserves a separate review, and in some cases such reviews
exist. Therefore, we have restricted ourselves in those fields to just a few
(somewhat randomly selected) references which hopefully will permit further
orientation.
1.2 Differential geometry
1.2.1 Short primer for general dimensions
In the comprehensive approach advocated for D = 2 gravity the use
of Cartan variables (zweibeine, spin-connection) plays a pivotal role. As an
introduction and in order to fix our notations we shall review briefly this
formalism. For details we refer to the mathematical literature (cf. e.g. [334]).
On a manifold with D dimensions in each point one introduces viel-
beine eµa(x), where Greek indices refer to the (holonomic) coordinates x
µ =
(x0, x1, . . . , xD−1) and Latin indices denote the ones related to a (local) Lorentz
frame with metric η = diag (1,−1, . . . ,−1). The dual vector space is spanned
by the inverse vielbeine 12 eaµ(x):
eµaebµ = η
ab (1.2)
SO(1, D− 1) matrices Lab(x) of the (local) Lorentz transformations obey
Lac Lb
c = δab . (1.3)
A Lorentz vector V a = eaµV
µ transforms under local Lorentz transformations
as
V ′a(x) = Lab(x)V b(x) (1.4)
This implies a covariant derivative
(Dµ)
a
b = δ
a
b ∂µ + ωµ
a
b , (1.5)
12 For simplicity we shall use indiscriminately the term “vielbein” for the vielbein,
the inverse vielbein and the dual basis of 1-forms (the components of which are
given by the inverse vielbein) whenever the meaning is clear either from the context
or from the position of indices.
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if the spin-connection ωµ
a
b is introduced as the appropriate gauge field with
transformation
ω′µ
a
b = −Lbd (∂µLad) + Lac ωµcd Lbd . (1.6)
The infinitesimal version of (1.6) follows from Lab = δ
a
b + l
a
b + O(l2) where
lab = −lba .
Formally also diffeomorphisms
x¯µ(x) = xµ − ξµ(x) +O(ξ2) (1.7)
can be interpreted, at least locally, as gauge transformations, when the Lie
variation is employed which implies a transformation referring to the same
point. In
∂x¯µ
∂xν
= δµν − ξµ, ν ,
∂xν
∂x¯µ
= δνµ + ξ
ν
, µ (1.8)
partial derivatives with respect to xν have been abbreviated by the index after
a comma.
For instance, for the Lie variation of a tensor of first order V¯µ(x¯) =
∂xν
∂x¯µ
Vν(x) one obtains
δξVµ(x) = V¯µ(x)− Vµ(x) = ξν , µ Vν + ξνVµ, ν . (1.9)
For the dual to the tangential space, e.g. V µ∂µ = V
µ(∂µx¯
ν)∂¯ν = V¯
µ∂¯µ one
derives the analogous transformation
δξV
µ = V¯ µ(x)− V µ(x) = −ξµ, νV ν + ξνV µ, ν . (1.10)
The metric gµν in the line element is a quadratic expression of the viel-
beine
(ds)2 = gµν dx
µdxν = eaµe
b
ν ηab dx
µdxν , (1.11)
and, therefore, a less elementary variable. Also the reparametrization invariant
volume element√
(−)D−1g dD x =
√
(−)D−1 det gµν dD x =
=
√
(−)D−1(det eaµ)2 det η dD x = | det eaµ| dDx = |e| dDx (1.12)
is of polynomial form if expressed in vielbein components.
The advantage of the form calculus [334] is that diffeomorphism invariance
is automatically implied, when the Cartan variables are converted into one
forms
eaµ → ea = eaµdxµ, ωµab → ωab = ωµab dxµ (1.13)
which are special cases of p-forms
Ωp =
1
p!
Ωµ1 ... µp dx
µ1 ∧ dxµ2 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµp . (1.14)
Due to the antisymmetry of the wedge product dxµ∧dxν = dxµ⊗dxν−dxν⊗
dxµ = −dxν ∧ dxµ all totally antisymmetric tensors Ωµ1...µp are described in
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this way. Clearly Ωp = 0 for p > D. The action of the (p+ q)-form Ωq ∧Ωq on
p+ q vectors is defined by
Ωp ∧ Ξq(V1, . . . , Vp+q) = 1
p!q!
∑
π
δπΩ(Vπ(1), . . . , Vπ(p))Ξ(Vπ(p+1), . . . , Vπ(p+q)),
(1.15)
where the sum is taken over all permutations π of 1, . . . , p + q and δπ is +1
for an even number of transpositions and −1 for an odd number of transpo-
sitions. It is convenient at this point to introduce the condensed notation for
(anti)symmetrization:
α[µ1...µp] :=
1
p!
∑
π
δπαapi(1)...api(p) , σ(µ1...µp) :=
1
p!
∑
π
σapi(1)...api(p) , (1.16)
where the sum is taken over all permutations π of 1, . . . , p and δπ is defined
as before. In the volume form
Ωp=D =
1
D!
a[µ1...µD ] ǫ˜
µ1 ... µD dDx =
1
D!
a[µ1 ... µD] |e|ǫµ1 ... µDdDx (1.17)
the product of differentials must be proportional to the totally antisymmetric
Levi-Civita´ symbol ǫ˜01...(D−1) = −1 or, alternatively, to the tensor ǫ = |e|−1ǫ˜
(cf. (1.12)). The integral of the volume form
∫
MD ΩD on the manifoldMD con-
tains the scalar a = a[µ1 ... µD ] ǫ
µ1 ... µD which is the starting point to construct
diffeomorphism invariant Lagrangians.
By means of the metric (1.11) a mixed ǫ-tensor
ǫµ1 ... µp
µp+1 ... µp+q = gµ1ν1 gµ2ν2 . . . gµpνp ǫ
ν1 ... νpµp+1...µp+q (1.18)
can be defined which allows the introduction of the Hodge dual of Ωp as a
D − p form
∗Ωp = Ω′D−p =
1
p!(D − p)!ǫµ1 ... µD−p
ν1 ... νp Ων1 ... νp dx
µ1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxµD−p .
(1.19)
In D = even and for Lorentzian signature we obtain for a p-form
∗ ∗ Ωp = (−1)p+1Ωp. (1.20)
The exterior differential one form d = dxµ∂µ with d
2 = 0 increases the form
degree by one:
dΩp =
1
p!
∂µΩµ1...µpdx
µ ∧ dxµ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµp (1.21)
Onto a product of forms d acts as
d (Ωp ∧ Ωq) = dΩp ∧ Ωq + (−1)pΩp ∧ dΩq . (1.22)
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We shall need little else from the form calculus [334] except the Poincare´
Lemma which says that for a closed form, obeying dΩp = 0, in a certain
(“star-shaped”) neighborhood of a point xµ on a manifoldM, Ωp is exact, i.e.
can be written as Ωp = dΩ
′
p−1.
In order to simplify our notation we shall drop the ∧ symbol whenever
the meaning is clear from the context.
The Cartan variables expressed as one forms (1.13) in view of their
Lorentz-tensor properties are examples of algebra valued forms. This is also
the case for the covariant derivative (1.5), now written as
Dab = δ
a
bd+ ω
a
b , (1.23)
when it acts on a Lorentz vector.
From (1.13) and (1.23) the two natural quantities to be defined on a
manifold are the torsion two-form
T a = Dab e
b (1.24)
(“First Cartan’s structure equation”) and the curvature two-form
Rab = D
a
c ω
c
b (1.25)
(“Second Cartan’s structure equation”). From (1.23) immediately follows
(D2)ab = D
a
cD
c
b = R
a
b , (1.26)
Bianchi’s first identity. Using (1.26) D3 can be written in two equivalent ways,
DabR
b
c −RabDbc = 0, (1.27)
corresponding to Bianchi’s second identity
(dRab) + ωacR
cb + ωbcR
ac =: (DR)ab = 0 . (1.28)
The l.h.s. defines the action of the covariant derivative (1.23) on Rab, a Lorentz
tensor with two indices. The brackets indicate that those derivatives only act
upon the quantity R and not further to the right. The structure equations
together with the Bianchi identities show that the covariant action for any
gravity action in D dimensions depending on ea, ωab can be constructed as a
volume form depending solely on Rab, T a and ea. The most prominent example
is Einstein gravity in D = 4 [136, 135] which in the Palatini formulation
reads [352]
LHEP ∝
∫
M4
Rabeced ǫabcd , (1.29)
having used the definition ǫabcd = ǫµνστ e
µ
ae
ν
be
σ
c e
τ
d. The condition of vanishing
torsion T a = 0 for this special case already follows from varying ωab indepen-
dently in (1.29).
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In the usual textbook formulations of Einstein gravity, in terms of the
metric, the affine connection Γµν
ρ appears as the only variable in the covariant
derivative, e.g. for a contravariant vector Xν
Xν;µ := ∇µXν = (∇µ)νρXρ = (∂µδνρ + Γµρν)Xρ. (1.30)
In the vielbein basis eaµ we relate X
b = ebρX
ρ and let (1.5) act onto that Xb.
Multiplying by the inverse vielbein (1.2) and comparing with (1.30) yields
Γµν
ρ = ea
ρ
[
(Dµ)
a
b e
b
ν
]
. (1.31)
The same identification follows, of course, from the covariant derivative of a
covariant vector:
Xν;µ := ∂µXν − Γµνρ Xρ (1.32)
Covariant derivatives may be constructed easily also for tensors with
mixed space-time and local Lorentz indices. For instance, that derivative act-
ing upon the vielbeine eρc
(Dµ e)νa = [(Dµ)νρ ]a c eρc := (∇µ)νρ eρa + (ωµ)ac eνc = 0 (1.33)
is seen to vanish. By (1.2) this implies the same result for analogously defined
vielbeine eaρ
(Dµe)aρ = 0 . (1.34)
From (1.34) and the antisymmetry of ωab = −ωba (one version of metricity)
corresponding to its property as a Lorentz generator of SO(1, D − 1) imme-
diately
∇µgρσ = 0 (1.35)
can be derived, the version of the metricity usually employed in torsionless
theories.
Comparing the antisymmetrized part of the affine connection Γ[µν]
ρ =
1
2
(Γµν
ρ − Γνµρ) of (1.31) with the components of the torsion (1.24), multiplied
by the inverse vielbein, shows that the expressions are identical:
eρa T
a
µν = Γ[µν]
ρ . (1.36)
This allows to express the full affine connection
Γµν
ρ = Γ(µν)
ρ + Tµν
ρ (1.37)
in terms of Christoffel symbols {µ, ν, ρ} and the contorsion K
Γ(µν)ρ = gρσ Γ(µν)
σ = {µ, ν, ρ}+K(µν)ρ (1.38)
by the standard trick of considering (1.35) in the form
gνρ,µ = Γµν
λ gλρ + Γµρ
λ gλν (1.39)
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with (1.38) and by taking the linear combination of the identity (1.39) minus
the one for gµν,ρ plus the one for gρµ,ν . In this way the Christoffel symbol
{µ, ν, ρ} = 1
2
(gνρ,µ + gµρ,ν − gµν,ρ) , (1.40)
but also the additional contorsion contribution K from the nonvanishing tor-
sion in (1.38)
K(µν)ρ = T[ρµ]ν + T[ρν]µ (1.41)
can be found. Nonvanishing torsion and thus also a nonvanishing contorsion
are important for the determination of the global properties of a certain solu-
tion of a generic theory of gravity.
In contrast to ordinary Minkowski space field theories, the variables of
gravity – in the most general case the independent Cartan variables e and
ω – in the dynamical evolution also determine the non-Minkowski dynamical
background upon which the theory lives. Thus, for the investigation of that
background a device must be found which acts like a test charge in an elec-
tromagnetic field. The simplest possibility in gravity is to add the Lagrangian
of a point particle with path xµ = x¯µ(τ) to the original action ( ˙¯xµ = dx¯µ/dτ
with the affine parameter τ),
L(p) = −m
τ2∫
τ1
ds = −m
τ2∫
τ1
√
gµν(x¯) ˙¯xµ ˙¯xν dτ , (1.42)
with a mass m, small enough to be of negligible gravitational influence. Vari-
ation of L(p) with respect to x¯µ leads to the usual geodesic equation
¨¯xµ + Γ˜(ρσ)
µ ˙¯xρ ˙¯xσ = 0 , (1.43)
where, by construction from (1.42), Γ˜(ρσ)
µ = gµα {ρ, σ, α} only “feels” the
Christoffel part (1.40) of the affine connection and not the contorsion (1.41).
Alternatively, also the full affine connection Γ may be considered in (1.43)
(“autoparallels”) [217,218]. For that modified geodesic equation for x¯α(τ) also
a (non-local) action replacing (1.42) can be found in the literature [160, 262].
In order to explore the local and topological properties of a certain manifold
which corresponds to a solution of a generic gravity theory all points must
be connected which can be reached by a device like the geodesic (1.43) by
means of a time-like, but also space-like or light-like path. The classification
of possible extensions of a certain patch uses the notion of “geodesic” incom-
pleteness: a geodesic which has only a finite range of affine parameter, but
which is inextendible 13 in at least one direction is called incomplete. A space-
time with at least one incomplete (time/space/light-like) geodesic is called
(time/space/light-like) geodesically incomplete. The notion of incompleteness
13 This means the corresponding geodesic must have (at least) one endpoint. For
details we refer to [216,428].
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also yields the most satisfactory classification of (geometric) singularities. For
example, a singularity like the one in the Schwarzschild metric [386] can be
reached by at least one (time- or light-like) geodesic with finite affine param-
eter (i.e. with finite proper time for massive test particles).
For D = 2 theories a complete discussion of “geodesic topology” for
any generic theory can be carried out (cf. sect. 3.2.) [430, 264]. Here we just
want to emphasize the importance of the type of device to be used for the
determination of the “effective” topology of the manifold which, in principle,
may be different for geodesics, autoparallels, spinning particles etc. .
1.2.2 Two dimensions
In D = 2 the Lorentz transformations (1.3),(1.4) simply reduce to a boost
with velocity v
Lab =
 cosh v sinh v
sinh v cosh v

a
b
= δab + ǫ
a
b v +O(v2) , (1.44)
where in local Lorentz indices with metric ηab = η
ab (η = diag(+1,−1)) the
Levi-Civita´ symbol ǫab = η
ac ǫcb (ǫ01 = −ǫ01 = +1) coincides with the tensor.
It is related to the tensor ǫµν in holonomic coordinates (cf. (1.17)) by (explicit
values of Lorentz indices in (1.47) are underlined)
ǫ = −1
2
ǫabe
a ∧ eb (1.45)
ǫµν = e
a
µe
b
νǫab = |e|ǫ˜µν = |e|−1gµρgνσ ǫ˜ρσ , (1.46)
|e| = det eaµ = e00 e11 − e10 e01 . (1.47)
It should be noted that in (1.45) we choose the sign, which differs from (1.14),
in order to be consistent with some original literature. As there is only one
generator εab in SO(1, 1) (cf. (1.44)) the spin connection one-form simplifies
to a single term ωab = ω ǫ
a
b and hence the one quadratic in ω of Rab (1.25)
vanishes:
Rab = ǫ
a
b dω . (1.48)
From now on for simplicity we shall refer to the 1-form ω as the “spin connec-
tion”.
This shows that the curvature in D = 2 only possesses one independent
component which we take to be the Ricci-scalar 14 :
R = 2 ∗ dω = 2|e|−1ǫ˜ρσ∂ρωσ . (1.49)
14Our convention corresponds to the contraction Rµν
νµ = Rµν abe
aνebν where Rµν ab
are the tensor components of Rab. Rµν
ρσ then coincides with the usual textbook
definition [428].
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It is clear from this expression that the Hilbert-Einstein action in two di-
mensions is a total divergence. In (compact) Euclidean space (
√−g → √g)
without boundaries it becomes the Euler characteristic of a 2D Riemannian
space with genus γ ∫
Mγ
d2x
√
g R = 8π(1− γ) . (1.50)
Also the torsion simplifies to a volume form
T a =
1
2
Tµν
adxµ ∧ dxν , Tµνa = (Dµeν)a − (Dνeµ)a , (1.51)
with
(Dµ)
a
b = ∂µδ
a
b + ωµǫ
a
b . (1.52)
The Hodge dual of T a here is a diffeomorphism scalar:
τa := ∗ T a = |e|−1 ǫ˜µν (Dµeaν) (1.53)
In D = 2 the inverse of the zweibeine from (1.2) obeys the simple relation
eµa = −|e|−1ǫ˜µν ǫab ebν . (1.54)
The formula for the change of the Ricci scalar under a conformal trans-
formation of the metric gˆµν = e
2ρ gµν is most easily derived from a transfor-
mation eˆaµ = e
ρ eaµ of the zweibeine for vanishing torsion T
a = 0, i.e. with
ω = ω˜ = ea ∗ dea in the Ricci scalar (1.49)
|e|R = 2|e| ∗ d(ea ∗ dea) = 2 ǫ˜τσ∂τ
(
eσ
a ǫ˜
µν
|e| ∂µeaν
)
. (1.55)
Remembering eˆ = |e|e2ρ and using (1.54) for eµaeνbηab = gµν yields ((eˆ) =
√−gˆ)
an important identity:√
−gˆ Rˆ = √−gR− 2∂τ (
√−ggτσ ∂σρ) . (1.56)
Light-cone Lorentz vectors are especially useful in D = 2,
X± :=
1√
2
(X0 ±X1) , (1.57)
yielding X2 = XaXa = X
a¯Xa¯ = ηa¯b¯X
a¯X b¯ = 2X+X− with metric
ηa¯b¯ =
 0 1
1 0
 (1.58)
and the corresponding Lorentz ǫ-tensor ǫa¯b¯ = η
a¯ c¯ ǫc¯ b¯ with ε
±± = ±1. The light
cone components of the torsion (1.51) become
T± = (d± ω) e±. (1.59)
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Since we are going to discuss fermionic matter (as well as supergravity)
we have to fix our spinor notation. The γa-matrices are defined in a local
Lorentz frame {
γa, γb
}
= 2ηab (1.60)
γ0 =
 0 1
1 0
 , γ1 =
 0 1
−1 0

γ∗ := −γ0γ1 =
 1 0
0 −1
 = −1
2
[
γ0, γ1
]
.
(1.61)
In light cone components we obtain a representation in terms of nilpotent
matrices
γ+ =
√
2
 0 1
0 0
 , γ− = √2
 0 0
1 0
 (1.62)
The covariant derivative acting on two-dimensional Dirac fermions
Dµ = ∂µ − 1
2
γ∗ ωµ (1.63)
is determined by the Lorentz generator for spinors [γ0, γ1]/4 = −γ∗/2.
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2 Models in 1 + 1 Dimensions
There are (at least) four different motivations to study generalized dilaton
theories (GDT) in D = 2:
• Starting from Einstein gravity in D ≥ 4 and imposing spherical symmetry
one reproduces a certain GDT
• A certain limit of (super-)string theory yields a particular GDT as effective
action
• GDTs can be viewed as toy models for quantization of gravity and as a
laboratory for studying BH evaporation
• In a first order formulation the underlying Poisson structure reveals relations
to non-commutative geometry and deformation quantization. Again, GDTs
are a convenient laboratory to elucidate these new concepts and techniques.
Moreover, a result obtained along one route is of course also valid for all other
approaches after having translated the jargon from one field to the others. In
this sense, GDTs may even serve as a link between general relativity (GR),
string theory, BH physics and non-commutative geometry.
We base our discussion on the first (somewhat more phenomenological)
route and show the links to the other fields in this section.
2.1 Generalized Dilaton Theories
2.1.1 Spherically reduced gravity
The introduction of dilaton fields allows the treatment of the dynamics
for a generic higher dimensional (D > 2) theory of gravity in an effective
theory at lower dimension D1 < D, which is still diffeomorphism invariant. In
certain special cases the isometry group of the D-dimensional metric is such
that it allows for a reduction to D1 = 2. Important examples for D = 4 are
toroidal reduction [273, 189, 178, 225, 56] and spherical reduction [36, 412, 33,
409,205,324,407,244,276,295,195]. The latter is of special importance, because
it covers the Schwarzschild BH. Therefore, we concentrate on that example.
Splitting locally the D-dimensional manifold MD into a direct product
M2 × SD−2 the line element becomes
(ds)2(D) = gµν(x)dx
µdxν − λ−2X 2D−2 (dΩ)2SD−2 (2.1)
where (dΩ)2SD−2 is the surface element of the (D−2)-dimensional sphere, xµ =
{x0, x1} are the coordinates in M2, and λ is a parameter of mass dimension
one. A straightforward calculation (cf. e.g. [197]; explicit formulae for the
curvature 2-form, the ensuing Ricci-scalar and the Euler- and Pontryagin-class
can be found in appendix A) for the D-dimensional Hilbert-Einstein action
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LHE =
∫
dDx
√−g(D)R(D) yields ((∇X)2 = gµν∂µX∂νX)
L(SRG) =
OD−2
λD−216πGN
∫
d2x
√−g[
XR+
D − 3
D − 2
(∇X)2
X
− λ2(D − 2)(D − 3)X D−4D−2
]
. (2.2)
In the prefactor, which will be dropped consistently in the following, OD−2
denotes the surface of the unit sphere SD−2. Fixing the 2D diffeomorphisms
(partially) as X = (λr)D−2 (the radius r representing one of the coordinates
and λ > 0) eq. (2.1) yields the usual spherically symmetric line element in
which r > 0 is required.
Another way to obtain a 2D theory from a higher dimensional one is to
suppose that the D-dimensional manifold is a direct product MD = M2 ⊗
TD−2, where TD−2 is a torus, and that all fields are independent of the D −
2 extra coordinates. This procedure is called dimensional reduction. It also
produces a dilaton theory in 2D if the higher dimensional theory already
contains the dilaton [180].
2.1.2 Dilaton gravity from strings
Developments in string theory contributed much to the increase of interest
in dilaton gravity in the 1990s. The simplest way to obtain it from strings is
to consider the conditions for world-sheet conformal invariance [72].
The starting point is the non-linear sigma model action for the closed
bosonic string,
L(σ) =
1
4πα′
∫
d2ξ
√−h
[
gµνh
ij∂iX
µ∂jX
ν + α′ΦR
]
, (2.3)
where ξ is a coordinate on the string world-sheet, hij is a metric 15 there, R
represents the corresponding scalar curvature. The other symbols denote: the
target space coordinates (Xµ), the target space metric (gµν), and the dilaton
field (Φ). As usual, α′ is the inverse string tension. The antisymmetric B-field
is set to zero.
It is essential for string consistency that, as a quantum field theory, the
sigma model be locally scale invariant. This is equivalent to the requirement
that the trace of the 2D world-sheet energy-momentum tensor vanishes. Its
general structure is
2πT ii = β
ΦR+ βgµνhij∂iXµ∂jXν , (2.4)
where the “beta functions” βΦ and βgµν are local functionals of the couplings
gµν and Φ, usually calculated in the form of a power series in α
′. Note that the
first term in L(σ) is conformally invariant and contributes to the β-functions
15 This metric should not be confused with gµν restricted to D = 2 in (2.8).
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at the quantum level only through the conformal anomaly. It corresponds to
O(α′)0. The second term in (2.3) breaks local scale invariance already at the
classical level. Due to the factor α′ its contributions to the trace (2.4) also start
with the zeroth power of α′. The leading terms in βΦ and βgµν were calculated
in ref. [72]. With our sign conventions they read:
βΦ
α′
= − λ
2
4π2
− 1
16π2
(
4(∇Φ)2 − 4∇µ∇µΦ− R
)
, (2.5)
βgµν = Rµν + 2∇µ∇νΦ , (2.6)
where ∇µ is the covariant derivative in target space, R is the scalar curvature
of the target space manifold. The constant λ depends on the central charge.
For the bosonic string it is
λ2 =
26−D
12α′
. (2.7)
This constant vanishes for critical strings.
The key observation regarding the beta functions (2.5) and (2.6) is that
the conditions of conformal invariance βΦ = 0 and βgµν = 0 are equivalent to
the e.o.m.-s to be derived from the dilaton gravity action
L(dil) =
∫
dDX
√−ge−2Φ
[
R + 4(∇Φ)2 − 4λ2
]
. (2.8)
In particular, the dilaton e.o.m. is equivalent to βΦ = 0. The Einstein equations
are given by a combination of the two beta functions, βgµν − 8π2gµνβΦ/α′ = 0.
For D = 2 the action (2.8) describes the geometric part of the “string
inspired” dilaton (CGHS) model [71] which has been studied since the early
1990-s [326,77,32,330,277,416]. It is intimately related to the SO(2, 1)/U(1)-
WZW exact conformal field theory 16 [310, 137, 443,127].
An amusing feature of (2.8) with D = 2 is that after the identification
X = e−2Φ it can be obtained from (2.2) by taking there the limit D → ∞
keeping λ2(D − 2)(D − 3) → const. = 4λ2 . This corresponds to the classical
limit α′ →∞.
2.1.3 Generalized dilaton theories – the action
A result like (2.2) or (2.8) suggests the consideration of GDTs
L(dil) =
∫
d2x
√−g
[
R
2
X − U(X)
2
(∇X)2 + V (X)
]
, (2.9)
where the overall factor has been chosen for later convenience. Clearly an
even more general action could contain still another arbitrary function Z(X),
replacing X in the first term of the square bracket [19, 349]. However, we
16 The non-compact form is SO(2, 1)/SO(1, 1). An early review on 2D gravity and
2D string theory from the stringy point of view is ref. [186].
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assume that Z(X) is invertible for the range of X to be considered 17 . This
allows the inversion X = Z−1 (X˜) and the reduction to the form (2.9). Indeed
the “physical” applications seem to be always of that type. The BH singularity
of SRG reveals itself in the singular factor U of the dynamical term for the
dilaton field. This is the first hint to the fact that the “strength” of that
singularity in the solution of (2.2) is not fixed by the action; it will actually
turn out to be a “constant of motion” which for the BH coincides with the
ADM mass (cf. sect. 5).
An alternative representation is suggested by (2.8):
L(dil) =
1
2
∫
d2x
√−ge−2Φ
[
R− U˜(Φ)(∇Φ)2 + 2V˜ (Φ)
]
, (2.10)
with U˜(Φ) = 4 exp (−2Φ)U(exp (−2Φ)) and V˜ (Φ) = exp (2Φ)V (exp (−2Φ)).
Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) are related by the redefinition of the dilaton field
X = e−2Φ, (2.11)
explicitly taking into account positivity ofX which is required in many models.
Among the GDTs (2.9) with U(X) = 0 the simplest nontrivial choice of
refs. [22, 123, 405,122,124,239]
VJT = ΛX, UJT = 0 , (2.12)
the Jackiw-Teitelboim (JT) model, has played a decisive role for the under-
standing of 2D (lineal) gravity [238]. Depending on the sign of Λ it describes
a 2D (anti-) de Sitter manifold with constant positive or negative curvature.
The symmetry properties of the model are related to the Lie algebra SO(1, 2).
It has been explored in detail in the quoted references. Below this algebra will
turn out to represent the special linear case of some, in general, nonlinear (fi-
nite W -) algebra [118] associated with a generic dilaton theory (2.9) (cf. Sect.
2.3).
More complicated models with U(X) = 0, but V (X) exhibiting a singu-
larity in X, among others may also involve solutions with space-time structure
of a BH or its generalizations. E.g. the choice 18
VRN = −2M
X2
+
Q2
4X3
(2.13)
produces a line element like the one for the Reissner-Nordstro¨m BH with
charge Q and mass M [364, 346]. Evidently in this case the singularities are
17 To the best of our knowledge there is no literature on nontrivial models where
Z(X) is not invertible (cf. also [397]). By a suitable redefinition a different simpli-
fication with U(X) = 1, Z(X) 6= 1 was proposed in ref. [373].
18 Solving the general theory in Sect. 3.1 we shall find that the potentials U and
V as in (2.9) determining a dilaton action can even be ‘designed’, starting from a
given line-element.
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kept fixed by parameters of the action. They cannot be related to the conser-
vation law referred to already above for a “dynamical” model with singular
nonvanishing U(X) and regular V (X). A final remark for the case U = 0 con-
cerns the possibility to eliminate the dilaton field altogether by means of the
algebraic equations of motion produced by varyingX in (2.9), V ′ (X) = −R/2.
If this equation can be inverted, the dilaton Lagrangian for U = 0 turns into
a Lagrangian depending on the function of R alone [380, 168,381,397]:
L =
∫
d2x
√−g f(R) (2.14)
As compared to such theories (2.14), the literature on models generalized so
as to depend also on torsion (cf. (1.53))
L =
∫
d2x
√−g h (R, τaτa) (2.15)
is relatively scarce. It mainly consists of elaborations based upon the model of
Katanaev and Volovich [250, 251] where the function h in (2.15) is quadratic
in R and linear in τaτa, also known as “Poincare´ gauge gravity” [390,389,391,
392,348,322].
Models with U(X) 6= 0 and different assumptions for that function and
V (X) have been studied extensively (cf. e.g. [312,19,349,350,374,373,41,116,
311, 173, 304, 303, 298]). For their solution throughout these works the con-
formal or the Schwarzschild gauge have been used, leading to complicated
e.o.m.-s, the solution of which often requires considerable mathematical ef-
fort. Because we shall avoid this complication altogether (sect. 3) no explicit
examples of this approach will be given here.
2.1.4 Conformally related theories
Sometimes, it is convenient [306, 337, 255, 114, 293, 88, 112, 84, 89] to use
a conformal transformation (1.56) with ρ(X) = −1/2 ∫X U(y) dy in (2.9) to
simplify the dynamics by the transition to a new theory with U˜ = 0 and
V˜ (X) = V (X) exp(−2ρ). One has to keep in mind, however, that the two
theories need not be equivalent physically. To interpret the results one must
always return to the original theory. This subtlety was sometimes ignored. One
source of this misunderstanding seems to be that in field theory the transfor-
mation of field variables in a fixed flat Minkowski background is allowed, as
long as such a transformation is regular. For a GDT (2.9) with singular U
this has to fail for two reasons. The first one is that such a conformal trans-
formation must be singular in order to compensate for a singularity in U(X).
Still one could argue that locally such a transformation should be permissible.
However, and this is the second crucial reason, in gravity the field theory in its
variables at the same time determines the (dynamical!) manifold upon which
it lives. For a singular conformal transformation the new manifold can possess
completely different topological properties.
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An extreme example is the CGHS model (2.8) [71] which from a Schwarz-
schild-like topology may be transformed into flat (Minkowski) space. The rea-
son can be seen most easily in the transformation behavior of geodesics: only
null geodesics are mapped onto (in general non-affinely parameterized) null
geodesics and their corresponding affine parameters are related by [428]:
dτ˜
dτ
∝ e2ρ (2.16)
If ρ approaches infinity at a certain point, by such a singular conformal
transformation geometric properties like geodesic (in)completeness can be al-
tered 19 .
In fact, this misunderstanding had been clarified already half a century
ago [153] in connection with the Jordan-Brans-Dicke theory in D = 4 [240,
241, 51]. There already in D = 4 a “Jordan-field” X in a D = 4 action like
(2.9) with U(X) = const. is introduced. The D = 4 version of identity (1.56),
together with an appropriate transformation of X may be used to transform
that action so that the term involving R is reduced to the Hilbert-Einstein
form. At that time a controversy arose whether the latter (the “Einstein-
frame”) or the original one (the “Jordan frame”) was the “correct” one. As
argued by Fierz [153] the answer to that questions depends on the definition of
geodesics, to be used for the determination of the global topology (cf. sect. 1.2).
A geodesic depending on the metric g in the Jordan frame is quite different
from the one which feels the metric of the conformally transformed gˆ in the
Einstein-frame. Of course, for a (globally) regular conformal transformation
Ω2, gµν = Ω
2 gˆµν it would be perfectly correct to simultaneously transform g
into the Jordan frame. But then the equation of the geodesic, when expressed
in terms of gˆ acquires an additional dependence on Ω(X), i.e. the test particle
would feel a non-geodesic external force exerted by the Jordan-field X.
The confusion in D = 2 probably also originated from the by now very
familiar situation in string theory [191,360]. Its conformal invariance does not
carry over automatically to the world-sheet, where it is achieved by imposing
the e.o.m.’s in target space (cf. sect. 2.1.2). String theory yields dilaton gravity
as its low energy limit also in higher dimensions. In that context the Jordan
frame usually now is called the string frame and the old discussion referred to
in the previous paragraph has been resurrected in modern language [78, 126,
83, 152, 5].
A simple example of a singular conformal transformation leading to a
change of (timelike) geodesic (in)completeness can be found in fig. 9.1 of [428].
Another obvious case is provided by the Schwarzschild metric, eq. (3.37) be-
low. A (singular) conformal transformation with Ω2 = ξ−1 = (1 − 2M/r)−1
19 Since the usual conformal transformation involved in this context is proportional
to the integral of U(X) and the latter has a singularity in practically all physically
interesting models there will be at least one such singular point in addition to the
(asymptotic) singularity at X →∞ [193].
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and a (singular) coordinate transformation r˜ =
∫ r dy/ξ(y) leads to Minkowski
spacetime. This is, of course, a rather trivial consequence of (patchwise) con-
formal flatness of any 2D metric. It will be discussed below why ADM mass
(sect. 5.1) and Hawking radiation (sect. 6) are, in general, different in confor-
mally related theories.
2.2 Equivalence to first-order formalism
Cartan variables have been introduced in sect. 1.2 in order to formulate a
very general class of D = 2 first order gravity (FOG) theories by the covariant
Hamiltonian action
L(FOG) =
∫
M2
[Xa(De)
a +Xdω + ǫV(XaXa, X)] , (2.17)
which seems to have been introduced first for the special case (V = 0) in
string theory [426], then considered for a special model in ref. [230] and finally
generalized to the in D = 2 most general form (2.17) for a theory of pure
gravity in refs. [396, 379]. It depends on auxiliary fields Xa and X so that it
is sufficient to include only the first derivatives of the zweibeine (torsion) and
of the spin connection (curvature). The whole dynamical content is encoded
in a (Lorentz-invariant) potential V multiplied by the volume form (1.45). In
the following very often light-cone coordinates (1.57) and (1.59) will be used:
Xa(De)
a = X+(d− ω) e− +X−(d+ ω) e+ (2.18)
We also recall (1.49), the relation 2 ∗ dω = R between spin-connection and
curvature scalar.
The component version of (2.17) with (1.49) follows from the identifica-
tion (cf. (1.53),(1.55)) implying the Hodge-duals,
(d± ω)e± ⇒ ǫ˜µνd2x1
2
T±µν = (e) τ
±d2x ,
dω ⇒ ǫ˜µν∂µωνd2x = (e)R
2
d2x ,
ǫ⇒ −1
2
ǫabe
a
µe
b
ν ǫ˜
µνd2x = (e) d2x ,
(2.19)
as
L(FOG) =
∫
d2x
{
ǫ˜µν [X+(∂µ − ωµ)e−ν +X−(∂µ + ωµ)e+ν
+X ∂µων ] + (e)V(2X+X−, X)
}
. (2.20)
The original intention of the formulation (2.17) had been to express a
general 2D Lagrangian involving the only independent geometric quantities
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(Ricci scalar R, and torsion scalar T 2 = τaτa = 2τ
+τ−, cf. (1.53),(2.15))
L(R,τ
2) =
∫
d2x
√−g h(R, τ 2) (2.21)
in a simpler fashion. The variables Xa and X can be eliminated by the alge-
braic e.o.m.-s from variation δXa, δX in (2.17) or (2.20),
τa +
∂V
∂Xa
= 0 ,
R
2
+
∂V
∂X
= 0 , (2.22)
provided the Hessian | ∂2V/∂XA∂XB | does not vanish (XA = {X,Xa}). Evi-
dently this is not always possible, but also, inversely, not every action L(R, τ 2)
permits a reformulation as L(FOG) in (2.17) 20 .
Fortunately the relation of (2.17) to GDT (2.9) and especially to models
with a physical motivation (e.g. SRG) is more immediate and subjected to
weaker conditions. Then, instead, only Xa and the torsion-dependent part of
the spin connection are eliminated by e.o.m.-s which are linear and algebraic
and thus may be reinserted into the action 21 . From the definition for ∗T a
(1.53) with ω = ωaea in the local Lorentz basis ea, the identities e
a∧eb = −ǫab·ǫ
and ∗ ǫ = 1, one gets
∗T a = ∗ dea − ωa (2.23)
or
ω = ωaea = ea ∗ dea − ea ∗ T a =: ω˜ − ∗T , (2.24)
where ω˜ represents the torsion free part of the spin connection.
The e.o.m. from variation of Xa in (2.17)
dea + ǫab ω ∧ eb + ǫ ∂V
∂Xa
= 0 , (2.25)
after taking the Hodge dual, multiplication with ea and comparison with the
identity (2.24) yields the relation between ∗T and V
∗T = −ea ∂V
∂Xa
. (2.26)
Reinserting this algebraic eq. into (2.17) produces
L
(FOG)
1 =
∫
M2
[
Xaǫab
∂V
∂ Xc
ec ∧ eb +Xdω˜ − dX ∧ ec ∂V
∂Xc
+ ǫV
]
, (2.27)
where the torsion dependent part of ω now has been eliminated, but the
dependence on Xa is retained. For potentials ∂V/∂Xa = 0 eq. (2.27) already
20 For a mathematically more precise discussion of this point we refer to ref. [397].
21 This equivalence has been published first in ref. [248] for the KV-model [250,251].
The proof below follows the formulation used in ref. [141] for the even more general
case of 2D dilaton supergravity (cf. also sect. 4.2).
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by the second and third eq. (2.19) can be identified directly as GDT (2.9) with
U = 0,V(X) = V (X). When ∂V/∂Xa 6= 0 the e.o.m. from δXa in (2.27) must
be used,
(dX ∧ ec +Xcǫ) ∂
2V
∂Xc ∂Xa
= 0 , (2.28)
which for nonvanishing Hessian of V, now with respect to the Xa alone, leads
to 22
Xa = ∗ (ea ∧ dX) = ǫ˜
µν
(e)
eaµ (∂νX) . (2.29)
For easy comparison with the GDT (2.9), before using (2.29) and (2.27),
the latter action is rewritten in component form. After cancellation of two
terms with ∂V/∂Xa the final result is very simple
L(dil) =
∫
d2x (e)
[
XR˜
2
+ V(−(∇X)2, X)
]
, (2.30)
where, according to (2.29), the argument XaXa in V has been replaced by a
second derivative term of X, to be identified also here with the same dilaton
field as in (2.9). The curvature scalar R˜ = ∗2dω˜ refers to the torsionless part
of the spin connection in (2.24). Thus it may be expressed equally well directly
by the 2D metric gµν .
For potentials quadratic in the torsion-related variable Xa
V = U(X) X
aXa
2
+ V (X) (2.31)
the action (2.30) exactly coincides with (2.9) in which torsion had been zero
from the beginning. As we have used the algebraic (and even only linear)
e.o.m.-s to reduce the configuration space of L(FOG) to the one of L(dil), the two
actions lead to the same dynamics. This equivalence can be verified easily as
well by the study of the explicit analytic solution (cf. sect. 3.1). We anticipate
also that at the quantum level the steps above can be simply reinterpreted as
“integrating out” the torsion dependent part of ω and Xa [281], cf. footnote
61 on page 85.
Apart from covering torsionless dilaton theories (2.9), the first order for-
mulation (2.17) also permits the inclusion of 2D theories with nonvanishing
torsion. The choice
VKV = α
2
XaXa +
β
2
X2 − Λ , (2.32)
after elimination of Xa and X according to (2.22) produces the KV model
[250, 251] which is quadratic in curvature and torsion and thus of the type of
“Poincare´ gauge” theory [217, 218]. By our equivalence relation it could also
have been written as the corresponding dilaton theory (2.9), of course.
22 For potentials V of the form (2.31) eq. (2.29) does not hold necessarily at points
X0 where U(X0) = 0.
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Model V (X) U(X) Reference
SRG (D > 3) −λ2
2
(D − 2)(D − 3)X (D−4)(D−2) − (D−3)
(D−2)X sect. 2.1.1
CGHS −2λ2X − 1
X
sect. 2.1.2
JT ΛX 0 sect. 2.1.3
KV β
2
X2 − Λ α [250, 251]
Fig. 2.1. A selection of dilaton theories
A final remark concerns the overall normalization of our action. By com-
paring the term ∝ R in (2.9) and in SRG (2.2), the factor OD−2/(16πGNλD−2)
is replaced by 1/2 in (2.9). We shall find it more convenient to stick to the
latter normalization so that e.g. for SRG (2.2)
USRG = − (D − 3)
(D − 2)X , VSRG = −
λ2
2
(D − 2)(D − 3)X(D−4)/(D−2) . (2.33)
Of course, when introducing matter by spherical reduction (cf. sect. 4.1) the
same overall normalization must be chosen.
The potentials for the most frequently used dilaton models are summa-
rized in table 2.1.
2.3 Relation to Poisson-Sigma models
Possibly the most important by-product of the approach to 2D-gravity
theories as presented in this report has been the realization that all models of
type (2.17) are a special case of the more comprehensive concept of Poisson-
Sigma models (PSM) [229,379,376,378] with the action
L(PSM) =
∫
M2
[
dXI ∧AI + 1
2
PIJAJ ∧ AI
]
, (2.34)
defined on a 2D base manifold M2 with target space N with coordinates
XI . Those coordinates as well as the gauge fields AI are functions of the
coordinates xµ on the base manifold (XI(x), AI(x)). The same symbols are
used to denote the mapping of M2 to N . The dXI stand for the pullback of
the target space differential dXI = dxµ∂µX
I and AI are one-forms on M2
with values in the cotangent space of N .
The nontrivial (topological) content of a certain PSM is encoded in the
Poisson tensor PIJ = −PJI which only depends on the target space coordi-
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nates. This tensor may be related to the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket [383,340]
{ XI , XJ } = PIJ (2.35)
which is assumed to obey a vanishing bracket of P with itself, i.e. nothing
else than a Jacobi identity which expresses the vanishing of the Nijenhuis
tensor [340]
PIL ∂P
JK
∂XL
+ cycl (I, J,K) = 0 . (2.36)
Only for PIJ linear in XI (in gravity theories the Jackiw-Teitelboim model
[22, 123, 405, 122, 124, 238]), eq. (2.36) reduces to the Jacobi identity for the
structure constants of a Lie algebra and becomes independent of X. In general
the algebra (2.35) with (2.36) covers a class of finite W-algebras [118]. Early
versions of this nonlinear algebras from 2D gravity were discussed as constraint
algebra of the Hamiltonian in the context of the KV-model in [192], and with
scalar and fermionic matter in [278]. The interpretation as a nonlinear gauge
theory in a related approach goes back to [230, 229].
Although we are dealing with bosonic fields in the present section our
notation anticipates already the graded PSM (gPSM) of supergravity in sect.
4.3. Thus the index summation in (2.34) is in agreement with the convention
used in supersymmetry and (just here and in sect. 4.3) we shall also define
instead of (1.22) the exterior differentiation to act from the right:
d(Ωp ∧ Ωq) = Ωp ∧ dΩq + (−1)qdΩp ∧ Ωq (2.37)
In the bosonic PSM for 2D gravity the action (2.34) reduces to (2.17) with
the identification
XI → (X,Xa) , AI → (ω, ea) . (2.38)
The component PaX of PIJ is determined by local Lorentz transformation for
which (cf. (2.43) below)
PaX = Xbǫba (2.39)
is the generator. The components
Pab = V ǫab (2.40)
contain the potential V(Y,X) which determines the specific model (Y =
XaXa/2).
With the present convention (2.37), the e.o.m.-s from (2.34) become
dXI + PIJAJ = 0 (2.41)
dAI +
1
2
(
∂PJK
∂XI
)
AK ∧AJ = 0 . (2.42)
The identities (2.36) are the essential ingredient to show the validity of the
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symmetries 23
δXI = PIJ ǫJ , (2.43)
δAI = −d ǫI −
(
∂PJK
∂XI
)
ǫK AJ (2.44)
in terms of the local infinitesimal parameters ǫI(x). Eq. (2.44) reveals the gauge
field property of AI . Whereas for 2D gravity with (2.38), (2.39), (2.40) local
Lorentz-transformations (ǫI → ǫX) can be extracted easily from (2.43) and
(2.44), diffeomorphisms (1.9) are obtained by considering ǫI = ξ
µAµI [396].
Evidently (2.34) is invariant under target space diffeomorphisms too. Only
when those transformations are diffeomorphisms also globally, the topology of
M2 remains unchanged. It should be noted that conformal transformations
of the world sheet metric can be expressed as target space diffeomorphisms.
Otherwise the problems discussed in sect. 2.1.4 are relevant also at the present,
more general, level. Singular target space reparametrization (analogous to the
conformal transformations discussed there) could eliminate singularities of the
manifold M2 if the identification (2.38) of the PSM variables is retained.
Of course, an appropriate simultaneous (singular) redefinition in the relation
between AI and the Cartan variables could formally keep the topology of
M2 in terms of the new variables intact, at the price of those singularities
appearing in the relation between AI and (ea, ω).
In 2D gravity the Poisson tensor PIJ is not of full rank, because the
number of target space coordinates is odd. This also may happen for general
PSM-s and it implies the existence of “Casimir functions”, whose commutator
with XI in the sense of (2.35) vanishes. In 2D gravity there is only one such
function 24
{XI , C} = PIJ ∂C
∂XJ
= 0 . (2.45)
The conservation of C with respect to both coordinates of the manifold
dC = dXI ∂C
∂XI
= −PIJ AJ ∂C
∂XI
= 0 (2.46)
follows from (2.45) and the use of (2.41) in (2.46). Lorentz-invariance requires
C = C(Y,X) with Y = XaXa/2 and thus according to (2.45) C must obey (cf.
(2.39) and (2.40))
∂C
∂X
− V(Y,X) ∂C
∂Y
= 0 . (2.47)
23 Applying (2.43) and (2.44) to the commutator of infinitesimal transformations
the resulting one is again a symmetry only if the e.o.m.-s (2.41) are used, or if PIJ
is linear in X [397].
24 For more details regarding generic PSM-s with more Casimir functions C we refer
to ref. [397].
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This partial differential equation has a simple analytic solution for the physi-
cally most interesting potentials of type (2.31). It will be discussed in connec-
tion with the solution in closed form in sect. 3.1.
The rank of the Poisson tensor is not constant in general but may change
at special points in the target space or corresponding points on the world-sheet.
A noteable example is a Killing-horizon. Thus, the introduction of so-called
Casimir-Darboux coordinates in which the Poisson tensor
PIJCD =

0 0 0
0 0 1
0 −1 0
 (2.48)
is constant only works patchwise. Such singular points may be modelled by
“Casimir-non-Darboux” coordinates ZI
PIJCnD =

0 0 0
0 0 Z1
0 −Z1 0
 . (2.49)
This allows the extension of patches over a point which is singular in Casimir-
Darboux coordinates since for Z1 = 0 the rank changes from 2 to 0. In ad-
dition, however, such a coordinate system still may change the singularity
structure of the original theory: e.g. a singularity like the one at X = 0 in
SRG is not visible in (2.49); thus the transformation between these coordi-
nate systems must be singular at X = 0.
A different route to simplify the target space structure is symplectic ex-
tension [142]. By adding an auxiliary target space coordinate one can elevate
the Poisson structure to a symplectic structure. Again, this works only patch-
wise in general since the determinant of the Poisson-tensor can be singular.
At a physical level, the symplectic extension resembles Kucharˇ’s geometrody-
namics of the Schwarzschild BHs [276]: one introduces a canonically conjugate
variable for the conserved quantity (in Kucharˇ’s scenario on the world-sheet
boundary, in the symplectic extension in the bulk of target space).
For the application to gravity and supergravity theories in D = 2 we
shall not need to know more about the PSM formulation. However, the field
of PSM-theories recently has attracted substantial interest in string theory
[382,387] and, quite generally, in mathematical physics in connection with the
Kontsevich formula for the non-commutative star product 25 [85, 86].
The quantization of general PSM-s [220, 221] essentially follows the ap-
proach which will be presented in sect. 7 for the special case of dilaton gravity.
25 For the definition and physical applications of deformation quantization the sem-
inal papers [28,29] may be consulted.
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3 General classical treatment
Simple counting of degrees of freedom shows that dilaton gravity without
matter fields in 2D has no propagating modes. Therefore, in terms of suitable
variables, the dynamics may be made essentially trivial. This suggests (but in
no way guarantees!) that all classical solutions can be found in a closed form.
As pointed out already above, the fact that the solutions for dilaton the-
ories of type (2.9) can be obtained in analytic form had been tested in many
specific cases [168, 312,173,391,304,174], always using the conformal gauge
ds2 = 2e2ρdx+dx− (3.1)
or the Schwarzschild gauge (cf. (3.34) below). With (3.1) even for a theory as
simple as (2.12) the solution of a Liouville equation
ρ = −Λeρ (3.2)
had been necessary.
The advantages of the light cone gauge for Lorentz indices combined with
a temporal gauge for the Cartan variables
e+0 = 0, e
−
0 = 1, ω0 = 0 (3.3)
was realized first [291] in connection with the classical solution of the KV-
model [250]. In this gauge the line element for any 2D gravity theory becomes
(ds)2 = 2e+1 dx
1(dx0 + e−1 dx
1) (3.4)
which in GR represents an Eddington-Finkelstein (EF) gauge [134, 156]. In
terms of the Killing field kα = (0, 1), the existence of which is a property of the
solutions (∂gµν/∂x
1 = 0) and redefining the x0-coordinate by dx¯0 = e+1 (x
0)dx0,
the line element (3.4) may be rewritten as
(ds)2 = dx1(2dx¯0 + k2dx1) (3.5)
with the Killing norm k2(x¯0) = kαkα containing all the information of the sys-
tem (like ρ(x) in the conformal gauge (3.1)). The key advantage of the ingoing
(outgoing) EF gauge as compared to the conformal or the Schwarzschild gauge
is that it is free from coordinate singularities on an ingoing (outgoing) horizon.
The only singularities of k2(x¯0) correspond to singularities of the curvature;
zeros k2(x¯0) = 0 describe horizons. This gauge will turn out to be intimately
related to the natural solution of the e.o.m.-s for all models in the first order
formulation.
In the first subsection 3.1 all classical solutions of GDTs without matter
are determined in a very simple way, maintaining gauge invariance. Among
the specific gauge choices the EF gauge emerges as the most natural one, also
for the analysis of the global structure of these solutions. The most important
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dilaton gravity models (cf. fig. 2.1) belong to a two parameter sub-family of
all possible theories. This family of models is considered in more detail in the
last subsection.
3.1 All classical solutions
In anticipation of what we shall need in sect. 4.3 we derive the e.o.m.s
from an action (2.17) supplemented as L = L(FOG) + L(m) by an, as yet,
unspecified matter part L(m). The quantities
W± := δL(m)/δe∓, W := δL(m)/δX (3.6)
contain the couplings to matter. A dependence of L(m) on the spin connec-
tion or the auxiliary fields X± will be discarded (cf. sect. 4.3). Variation of
δω, δe∓, δX, and δX∓, respectively, yields the e.o.m.-s
dX +X−e+ −X+e− = 0 , (3.7)
(d± ω)X± ∓ Ve± +W± = 0 , (3.8)
dω + ǫ
∂V
∂X
+W = 0 , (3.9)
(d± ω)e± + ǫ ∂V
∂X∓
= 0 . (3.10)
The first equation (3.7) can be used to eliminate the auxiliary fields X± in
terms of e± and dX. The second pair (3.8) is contained in the set of higher-
dimensional Einstein equations for the special case of dimensionally reduced
gravity. Eq. (3.9) yields the dilaton current W which is proportional to the
trace of the higher-dimensional energy momentum tensor for dimensionally
reduced gravity, and (3.10) entails the torsion condition. If the potential V
is independent of the auxiliary fields X± the condition for vanishing torsion
(1.59) is obtained. Of course, in addition to (3.7)-(3.10) the e.o.m.-s for matter
δL(m)/δφA = 0 for generic matter fields φA must be taken into account as well.
In the present section we are interested only in the direct solution of (3.7)-
(3.10) without fixing any gauge [290], in the absence of matter (W = W± = 0).
Linear combination of the two equations (3.8), multiplied, respectively, by X−
and X+ and using (3.7) leads to (Y = XaXa/2 = X
+X−)
d(X+X−) + V(Y,X)dX = 0 . (3.11)
This indicates the existence of a conservation law for a function C(Y,X) =
C0 = const. which is nothing else than the Casimir function of the Poisson-
Sigma model of sect. 2.3. In the application to physically motivated 2D models,
potentials of the form (2.31) were found to be the most important ones. We
therefore concentrate on those. Multiplying (3.11) by the integrating factor
expQ with
Q =
∫ X
U(y)dy, (3.12)
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one obtains the conservation law
d C = 0 (3.13)
for the Casimir function
C = eQ Y + w (3.14)
with
w(X) =
X∫
eQ(y) V (y)dy . (3.15)
Of course, any function of C is also absolutely conserved. Therefore, for some
specific model, among others, a suitable convention must be used to fix the
lower limit of integration in Q (influencing an overall factor of C) and the
lower limit in (3.15) (yielding an additive overall contribution).
We assume X+ 6= 0 which will be realized (cf. (3.8)) if V (X) = 0 does
not possess a nontrivial solution for X. This is true in SRG, but e.g. in the
KV-model [250] such a “point-solution” may appear for certain values of the
parameters [377]. If X+ 6= 0 the first component of eq. (3.8) with a new one
form Z := e+/X+
ω = −dX
+
X+
+ ZV (3.16)
determines the spin connection in terms of the other variables. In a similar
way eq. (3.7) may be taken to define e−:
e− =
dX
X+
+X−Z (3.17)
From (3.16) and (3.17) and eq. (3.10) with the upper sign, recalling that now
ǫ = −e−e+ = −dX Z (3.18)
for the potential (2.31), the short relation
dZ − dXZU = 0 (3.19)
follows. The ansatz Z = Zˆ expQ, with the same integrating factor (3.12) as the
one introduced above for C, reduces eq. (3.19) to dZˆ = 0. Now by application of
the Poincare´ Lemma (cf. sect. 1.2) Zˆ = df is the only “integration” necessary
for the full solution 26 :
e+ = X+eQdf (3.20)
e− =
dX
X+
+X−eQdf (3.21)
ω = −dX
+
X+
+ V eQ df (3.22)
C = eQX+X− + w(X) = C0 = const. (3.23)
26 This type of solution has been given first in ref. [377], starting from the Darboux
coordinates for the KV-model [250].
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Indeed, all the other equations are easily checked to be fulfilled identically. Eq.
(3.23) can be used to express X− in terms X and X+, so that in addition to f
beside the constant C0 we have the free functions X and X+. Eqs. (3.7-3.10)
are symmetric in the light cone coordinates. Therefore, the whole derivation
could have started as well from the assumption X− 6= 0.
It is straightforward, although eventually tedious in detail, to generalize
the solution (3.20)-(3.23) to dilaton theories where in (2.9) the factor of the
Ricci scalar is a more general (non-invertible) function Z(X).
Comparing the number of arbitrary functions (f , X, X+) in the solution
(3.20)-(3.23), with the three continuous gauge degrees of freedom, the the-
ory is a topological one 27 , albeit of a different type from other topological
theories like the Chern-Simons theory [384,385,440,441,442]: there is no dis-
crete topological charge like the winding number associated to the solutions.
In agreement with sect. 2.3 the only variable which determines the different
solutions for a given action is the constant C0 ∈ R.
The key role of C is exhibited by the line element
(ds)2 = 2e+ ⊗ e− = eQ(X)df ⊗ [2dX + 2(C0 − w(X)) df ] (3.24)
after elimination of X− by (3.23). Whenever a redefinition of X by
dX˜ = dX expQ (3.25)
is possible 28 eq. (3.24) becomes
(ds)2 = 2df ⊗ dX˜ + ξ(X˜)df ⊗ df , (3.26)
ξ(X˜) = 2eQ(C0 − w)X=X(X˜) ; (3.27)
i.e. the EF gauge is obtained when f and X˜ are taken directly as the co-
ordinates. Then ξ(X˜) coincides with the Killing norm k2 (cf. (3.5)). As we
shall see in the next subsection the “topological” properties of ξ(X˜), i.e. the
sequence of singularities and zeros (horizons), and the behavior at the bound-
aries of the range for X˜, completely determines the global structure of a so-
lution. Eqs. (3.24-3.27), together with the definitions (3.12), (3.15) represent
the main result of this section. They are exact expressions for the geometric
variables and thus also for the line element (ds)2 valid for (almost) arbitrary
dilaton gravity models without matter. It is now easy to specify other gauges
by taking (3.24) as the point of departure, that is after having solved the
e.o.m.-s (3.7)-(3.10) in the simple manner demonstrated above, namely in-
serting (x0 = t, x1 = r, F ′ = ∂F/∂r, F˙ = ∂F/∂t)
dX˜ = X˜ ′dr + ˙˜Xdt , df = f ′dr + f˙dt , (3.28)
27 In the sense that no continuous physical degrees of freedom are present [42].
28 If the redefinition is not possible for all X the computation of geodesics should
start from (3.24).
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into (3.26) with (3.27) with appropriate choices for X˜ and f . Of particular
interest are diagonal gauges, a class of gauges to which prominent choices
(Schwarzschild and conformal gauge) belong. The absence of mixed terms drdt
in the metric can be guaranteed in a certain patch by the gauge conditions
X˜ = X˜(r) , (3.29)
X˜ ′ + ξf ′ = 0 , (3.30)
and f˙ 6= 0. The solution 29 for f from (3.30)
f = −
r∫
dx
1
ξ (X˜(x))
· dX˜(x)
dx
+ f¯(t) =
= −K(X˜)
2
+ f¯(t) , (3.31)
contains the integral K(X˜) defined by
K(r) = 2
r∫
r0
dyξ−1(y). (3.32)
The diagonal line element
(ds)2 = ξ
[
(f˙dt)2 − (f ′dr)2
]
, (3.33)
for f˙ = f ′ = 1 attains the form of the conformal gauge. Requiring furthermore
det g = −1 as in Schwarzschild type gauges yields
(ds)2 = ξ(dt)2 − ξ−1(dr)2. (3.34)
As a concrete example we take SRG (2.33) with D = 4, where QSRG =∫X USRG(y)dy = −1/2 lnX with a natural choice y = 1 for the lower limit
of integration and wSRG = −2λ2
√
X with the lower limit X = 0 (cf.(3.12),
(3.15)). The conserved quantity (3.14) becomes
CSRG = X
+X−√
X
− 2λ2
√
X = C0 , (3.35)
and the Killing norm (3.27) reads
k2SRG = ξSRG =
2C0√
X
+ 4λ2 . (3.36)
In terms of the new variable X˜ = 2
√
X the EF gauge (3.26) follows with
ξ(X˜) = 4C0/X˜ + 4λ2. Further trivial redefinitions (r = X˜/(2λ), u = 2λf ,
29 f¯(t) is arbitrary except ˙¯f 6= 0.
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dt = du+ dr/ξ) yield the Schwarzschild metric [386]
(ds)2sch =
(
1− 2M
r
)
(dt)2 −
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
(dr)2 , (3.37)
where, as expected, C0 is related to the mass M
M = − C0
4λ3
. (3.38)
From the steps leading to the line element (3.24) or to one of its subsequent
versions it is obvious that these steps can be retraced backwards as easily, say
from a Killing norm ξ(X˜) in (3.27) towards an action. This procedure is not
unique, because one function ξ(X˜) is to be related to two other functions (U
and V ).
For an associated model (2.9) with U = 0, from (3.15) and (3.27) the po-
tential V (X) simply results by differentiation dw/dX. However, as emphasized
already above, these models essentially encode their topology in the parame-
ters of the action determined by V (X). In the Killing norm ξ = 2(C0−w) the
value of C0 by which the solutions differ in those models only influences the
position of the zeros of ξ, the horizons. For instance, the Reissner-Nordstro¨m
solution of eq. (2.13) follows from the potential anticipated in that equation.
As will be seen in sect. 4, when interactions with matter are turned on, C of
the present chapter is part of the conservation law involving matter contribu-
tions. Thus e.g. the influx of matter only changes C and hence in models with
U = 0 the position of the horizons, but does not change the “strength” of the
singularities which is fixed here by the mass and the charge Q.
Actually SRG belongs to the interesting class of models in which a given
ξ(X˜) is related to both functions U and V in a very specific way, namely, such
that C0 = 0 corresponds to a flat (Minkowski) manifold. According to (3.24)
this can be simply achieved by the condition
eQw = α = const. , (3.39)
because then the only dependence on X resides in the term ∝ C0 [248]. Thus
all models of this class (“Minkowski ground state dilaton theories”) are char-
acterized by the relation between U and V in (2.9) following from (3.39):
V (X) =
α
2
d
dX
exp
−2 X∫ U(y)dy
 (3.40)
A last related remark concerns the conformal transformation (1.56) of a
dilaton theory represented by the first order action (2.17). It is always possible,
starting from a theory with V¯ (X) and vanishing U¯(X) to arrive at a model
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with nonvanishing U(X) by the transformation
ea = e¯a eQ/2
Xa = X¯a e−Q/2
ω = ω¯ +
U
2
X¯a e¯a
V = e−Q V¯ (X) + X
aXa
2
U(X) , (3.41)
where Q is defined as in (3.12). In the language of the PSM formulation (sect.
2.3) this is an explicit example of a target space diffeomorphism 30 . However, as
pointed out already several times, this mathematical transformation connects
two models with solutions of, in general, completely different topology and/or
properties regarding the role of the conserved quantity C0.
3.2 Global structure
As emphasized in sect. 1.2 the global properties of a solution for the
geometric variables are obtained by following the path of some device on
the manifold. The most important example is the geodesic (1.43) which may
penetrate horizons, but ends when singularities are encountered at finite affine
parameter. When no geodesic can reach a boundary of the space-time for finite
values of the affine parameter the space-time is called geodesically complete,
otherwise geodesically incomplete. It should be emphasized that the procedure
presented below does not require the explicit or implicit knowledge of Kruskal-
like global coordinates.
For the analysis of the global structure it is convenient to use outgoing or
ingoing EF coordinates. In a simplified notation [264] the line element (3.26)
is written for the outgoing case (f ∝ u, X˜ ∝ r, k2(r) = ξ(r), ξ∞ := +1)
(ds)2out = du(2dr + ξ(r)du) . (3.42)
The ingoing EF gauge (still with ξ∞ = +1)
(ds)2in = dv(2dr− ξ(r)dv) , (3.43)
which will be used here in order to construct patch A of the conformal diagram
for Schwarzschild space-time (see below), could have been obtained if one uses
Z := e−/X− for X− 6= 0 in (3.16-3.23). Eq. (3.43) is the most suitable starting
point for our subsequent arguments in the present example.
For the ingoing metric (xα = {v, r})
gµν =
−ξ(r) 1
1 0
 (3.44)
30 Cf. the discussion after (2.44).
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the geodesics (v = v(τ), r = r(τ)) obey
v¨ +
v˙2
2
ξ′ = 0 , (3.45)
r¨ − r˙v˙ξ′ + v˙
2
2
ξ′ξ = 0 . (3.46)
These are the e.o.m.-s of (1.42) if the affine parameter τ is identified with s.
The Killing field ∂/∂v implies a constant of motion (kα = (1, 0))
gαβk
αx˙β = r˙ − ξ(r)v˙ =
√
|A˜| = const. (3.47)
which could have been derived as well from (3.46) and (3.45) by taking a proper
linear combination. From (3.47) the affine parameter τ can be identified with
parameters describing the line-element (3.43)
±(dτ)2 = 1|A˜| (dr − ξdv)
2 = (ds)2 , (3.48)
where the two signs correspond to time-like, resp. space-like geodesics. The
first order differential equation
dv
dr
=
1
ξ(r)
1∓ (1 + ξ
A
)−1/2  , (3.49)
for the two signs in (3.49) describes two types of geodesics v(1)(r) and v(2)(r)
at each point {v, r}. To avoid confusion with the association of signs, in the
new constant A = ±|A˜| the two signs from (3.48) have been absorbed so that
now A > 0 and A < 0 correspond to time-like, resp. space-like geodesics.
Inserting (3.49) into (3.48) provides the relation
s(r) = ± 1√
|A|
r∫
r0
dy
1√
1 + ξ(y)/A
. (3.50)
“Special” geodesics A˜ = 0 with
dv
dr
= ξ−1(r) , (3.51)
s =
r∫
r0
dy |ξ(y)|−1/2 , (3.52)
and “degenerate” ones obeying A = ξ(r) = const. must be considered sepa-
rately.
The advantage of the EF-gauge is visible e.g. in (3.49). The geodesic with
the upper sign in the square bracket clearly passes continuously (C∞) through
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a horizon where ξ(rh) = 0 which, therefore, does not represent a boundary of
the patch for the solution (provided A 6= 0).
For a first orientation of the global properties of a manifold it is sufficient
to study the behavior of null-directions. Light-like directions are immediately
read off from (ds)2 = 0 in (3.43):
(dv = 0)→ v(1) = const. := v(1)0 (3.53)
(dv 6= 0)→ v(2) = K(r) + const. := K(r) + v(2)0 (3.54)
with K defined in (3.32). In terms of the new variables
v˜ = v(1) , u˜ = v(2) −K(r) (3.55)
those null-directions become the straight lines v˜ = const. u˜ = const.. The line
element in these (conformal) coordinates, of course, exhibits (coordinate) sin-
gularities at the horizons. It should be stressed that conformal coordinates are
being used here only in order to be in agreement with standard diagrammatic
representations.
Furthermore, it is convenient to map (ds)2 by a conformal transformation
onto a finite region by considering e.g. [428]
(ds˜)2 =
2du˜dv˜ ξ(r(u˜))
(1 + u˜2)(1 + v˜2)
(3.56)
where the powers of the two factors in the denominator are chosen appropri-
ately. Light-like geodesics are mapped onto light-like geodesics, i.e. the causal
structure is not changed by this transformation. The conformal diagrams ob-
tained in this way have been introduced by Carter and Penrose [81, 357].
The trivial example is Minkowski space with ξ = 1. From (3.56) with
(3.32) and (3.57) both light-cone variables
u˜ = v − 2(r − r0) , v˜ = v (3.57)
lie in −∞ ≤ {u˜, v˜} ≤ +∞. By the compactification (3.56), in the line element
(ds˜)2 = 2dUdV (3.58)
the new variables U = arctan u˜, V = arctan v˜ are restricted to the finite
interval −π/2 ≤ U, V ≤ +π/2.
3.2.1 Schwarzschild metric
As a typical nontrivial example for the general procedure in curved space
[264] we take the Schwarzschild BH with
ξ(r) = 1− 2M
r
. (3.59)
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The second light-like coordinate, solving (3.54) with (3.32)
v(2) = v
(2)
0 + 2r
∗ = v(2)0 + 2r + 4M ln
∣∣∣∣1− r2M
∣∣∣∣ , (3.60)
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is intimately related to the “Regge-
Wheeler tortoise coordinate” r∗, but, as
we see below, the actual integration need
not even be performed. It is sufficient to
just regard the general features of the
curves.
The steps from Fig. 3.1 to Fig. 3.3
are obvious by inspection. The change to
conformal (null) coordinates in Fig. 3.4
implies the introduction of u˜ as the hori-
zontal axis. Thus the curves v(2) = const.
in Fig. 3.3 are to be “straightened” into
vertical lines. Above the line u˜ = 0 this
pushes the lines r = const. in the regions
A and B of Fig. 3.1 to 3.3 together so
that they all terminate in the point (a) in
3.4. For negative u˜ those lines are pushed
apart to end in the corners (b) and (c).
The value r = 2M corresponds to the
lines (b)-(c) and (a)-(e) with the excep-
tion of the endpoints (a), (b) and (c).
Similarly, the value r = ∞ corresponds
to the lines (a)-(d) and (c)-(d), except for
the endpoints (a) and (c). The integration
constant v
(2)
0 , the endpoint of those curves
for r = 0 in Fig. 3.3, always terminates
at some finite value which is smaller than
all v(1)|r=0 > v(2)0 . Therefore, the left-hand
boundary in Fig. 3.4 for r = 0 experiences
a “cut off”, described by the line from (a) to (b) 31 . In the language of general
relativity the nomenclature for the points (a), (c), (d) and (e) is, respectively,
i+, i−, i0 and the bifurcation-two-sphere. The lines (a)-(b), (a)-(d), (d)-(c) and
(a)-(e) are, respectively, the singularity, I +, I − and the Killing horizon.
We emphasize again that in the EF gauge the whole patch of Fig. 3.4
is connected by continuous geodesics. A treatment in the conformal gauge
[245], although using simpler geodesics, suffers from the drawback that the
31Whether this is really a straight line as drawn in Fig. 3.4 depends among others
on the compression factor. The same is also true for the other boundaries at r =∞,
u˜ = −∞. However, the shape of those curves is irrelevant, as far as the topological
properties are concerned which are determined by their mutual arrangement only.
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Fig. 3.4. Conformal coordinates with “compression factor”
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Fig. 3.5. Reorientation of Fig. 3.4: patch A
connection between the regions A andB must be made by explicit continuation
through the coordinate singularity at the horizon r = 2M . We now turn Fig.
3.4 by 45◦ (Fig. 3.5) and call it patch A. Clearly r → ∞ is complete in the
sense of sect. 1.2.1 because there the space becomes asymptotically flat (cf.
(3.59)). The singularity at r = 0 can be reached for finite affine parameter.
At the edge v = −∞ incompleteness is observed, and (in conformal gauge) a
coordinate singularity. Therefore, an extension must be possible.
Indeed, introducing coordinates vB, rB in patch B by
rB = r
vB = K(r)− v (3.61)
with
dr = drB
dv = −dvB + 2ξ−1(rB) drB (3.62)
again transforms the line element (3.43) into itself, but with the replacement
r → rB, v → vB. Moreover, we obtain the same differential equations as the
ones in the patch A except for the change of sign v → −v (cf. (3.61)). As a
consequence patch B is given by Fig. 3.6, the mirror image of Fig. 3.5.
Further patch solutions C and D can be obtained by simply changing both
signs on the right-hand side of (3.55) resp. (3.61), yielding the patches of Fig.
3.7. Now the key observation is that the lines r = const. correspond to the
same variable in the regions A of A and A′ of B. The same is true in B′ and B′′
for B and C, and for A′′ and A′′′ for C and D. Superimposing those regions we
arrive at the well-known Carter-Penrose (CP) diagram for the Schwarzschild
solution (Fig. 3.8).
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A’
B’
Fig. 3.6. Mirror image of Fig. 3.5: patch B
B’’
A’’ A’’’
B’’’
Fig. 3.7. Further flips: patches C and D
Fig. 3.8. CP diagram for the Schwarzschild solution
3.2.2 More general cases
We have glossed over several delicate points in this procedure [263, 264].
As pointed out at the beginning of this section in a more complicated case a
careful analysis of geodesics is necessary at external boundaries and, especially,
at the corners of a diagram like Fig. 3.8. One may encounter “completeness”
in this way in some corners, but also in the middle of a diagram, resembling
Fig. 3.8. Still, in all those cases the analysis does not need the full solution
of the geodesic equations (3.45), (3.46). It suffices to check their properties in
the appropriate limits only.
Also the diagram alone may not be sufficient to read off some important
“physical” properties. The line of reasoning, passing through the Figs. 3.1 - 3.5
shows that obviously all Killing norms ξ(r) with one singularity, one (single)
zero and ξ∞ = 1 will lead to the same diagram Fig. 3.8. However, e.g. the
incomplete boundary at the singularity may behave differently. For the CGHS
model [71] in which the power r−1 (or r−(D−3) for SRG from D > 4) is replaced
by an exponential e−r, only time-like geodesics are incomplete at r = 0. This
means that light signals take “infinitely long time” to reach the singularity
(null completeness) , whereas massive objects do not.
Another important point to be checked is whether by superimposing
patches around some center as the bifurcation 2-sphere in Fig. 3.8 one re-
ally arrives at B = B′′′ (uniqueness), or whether this can be obtained only by
imposing certain further conditions. Otherwise not a planar picture like Fig.
3.8, but an infinite continuation in the form of a “spiral staircase” extending
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Fig. 3.9. Basic patch of Reissner-Nordstro¨m metric
Fig. 3.10. Penrose diagram for Reissner-Nordstro¨m metric
above (and below) the drawing plane may emerge.
When ξ exhibits two zeros as for the Reissner-Nordstro¨m metric
ξRN = 1− 2M
r
+
Q2
r2
(3.63)
the basic patch of Fig. 3.9 with the superposition method described above,
leads to the well-known [234,265] one-dimensional infinite periodic extension
of Fig. 3.10.
When even three zeros are present in the Killing norm the global diagram
becomes periodic in two directions (cf. e.g. Fig. 2.1-2.3 in [197]), i.e. covers
the whole plane 32 .
Such one, two or more dimensional lattices exhibit discrete symmetries,
32 Here we have even discarded the “uniqueness”-problem, referred to above.
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identify
Fig. 3.11. A possible RN-kink (cf. [267])
which, in turn, may be used to compactify manifolds by identifying certain
curves. If this identification occurs in a nontrivial manner, “solitonic” mani-
folds are produced [267], as illustrated by the example Fig. 3.11.
3.3 Black hole in Minkowski, Rindler or de Sitter space
As a further illustration for the application of the methods described in
this section a family of dilaton gravities [249] is considered which includes the
physically most interesting models describing a single BH in Minkowski (cf.
(2.33)), Rindler or de Sitter space. The potentials U and V are assumed to be
of a simple monomial form,
U(X) = − a
X
, V (X) = −B
2
Xa+b. (3.64)
Among the constants a, b and B only a and b distinguish between physically
inequivalent models. B plays the same role as λ2 in (2.33), defining an overall
scale factor.
In the line element (3.24) the functions Q and w read (cf. (3.12) and
(3.15))
eQ(X) = X−a , w(X) = − B
2(b+ 1)
Xb+1 , (3.65)
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so that
(ds)2 = X−adf ⊗
[
2dX + 2
(
C0 + B
2(b+ 1)
Xb+1
)
df
]
. (3.66)
The equation w = C0 has at most one solution on the positive semi-axis. Hence
the metric (3.66) exhibits at most one horizon.
The most interesting models correspond to positive a for which the func-
tion X−a diverges at X = 0. For X > 0 in terms of the alternative definition
of the dilaton field Φ (2.11) the dilaton action (2.10) with the potentials (3.64)
becomes
L(dil) =
1
2
∫
d2x
√−ge−2Φ
[
R + 4a(∇Φ)2 −Be2(1−a−b)Φ
]
, (3.67)
which may be more familiar to a string audience.
It is also instructive to calculate the scalar curvature:
R = 2aC0Xa−2 + Bb
b+ 1
(b+ 1− a)Xa+b−1 . (3.68)
In what follows only models with b 6= −1 will be considered (although b = −1
can be analyzed too [249]). For the “ground state” solutions C0 = 0 only the
second term in (3.68) survives. If a = b + 1 or b = 0 the scalar curvature of
the ground state is zero. A more detailed analysis shows that the first case
(a = b+1) corresponds to Minkowski space, and the second (b = 0) to Rindler
space. The condition a = b + 1 for the Minkowski ground state models also
follows from (3.40). If a = 1− b the ground state has constant curvature and
corresponds to (anti-) de Sitter space.
For the general solutions (3.66) with C0 6= 0 it follows from (3.68) that,
depending on the values of a and b, they may show a curvature singularity at
X = 0, at X = ∞, or at both values. In the special cases considered above
there could be only one singularity. Therefore, these models describe (in a
somewhat generalized sense) a single BH immersed in Minkowski, or Rindler,
or de Sitter space.
Many interesting and important models belong to the two-parameter fam-
ily of this section. The SRG models (2.2) for general dimension D lie on the
line a = b + 1 between a = 1/2 (this point corresponds to D = 4) and a = 1.
As D grows, these models approach the point a = 1, corresponding to the
CGHS model [71]. The point a = 0, b = 1 describes the Jackiw-Teitelboim
model [22,405,238]. Lemos and Sa [298] gave the global solutions for b = 1−a,
Mignemi [323] considered a = 1 and all values of b. The models of [148] cor-
respond to b = 0 and a ≤ 1. The general solution for the whole plane was
obtained in ref. [249] and is summarized in Fig. 3.12.
In order to calculate quantities like the ADM mass and the Hawking flux
it is essential to re-write the line element (3.66) for asymptotically Minkowski,
de Sitter and Rindler models in such a form that it becomes the standard one
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incomplete
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Fig. 3.12. “Phase” diagram showing the CP diagrams related to the (a- and
b-dependent) action (3.67). Bold lines in those diagrams denote geodesically in-
complete boundaries. Spherically reduced models lie on the half-line b = a − 1,
b ≤ 0, the endpoint of which corresponds to CGHS. The special case of SRG from
D = 4 is depicted by the point labelled by SBH.
in the asymptotic region. Here we give an explicit expression for the asymptot-
ically Minkowski solutions only (other cases can be found in ref. [299]) where
such a representation is possible for a ∈ (0, 2). We repeat the steps which led
before from the metric (3.24) to the Schwarzschild black hole (3.37). Namely,
we first introduce the coordinates X˜ = r, f = u (cf. (3.26))
u =
√
B
a
f sign(1− a) , r =
√
a
B
1
|1− a|X
1−a (3.69)
and write the metric in EF form (3.27) where ξ now reads
ξ (r) = 2C0 |1− a|
a
a−1 r
a
a−1
(
B
a
) 2−a
2(a−1)
+ 1 (3.70)
Following the steps after (3.28) one arrives at the generalized Schwarz-
schild metric (3.34) with ξ as in (3.70).
For a ∈ (0, 1) the asymptotic region corresponds to r → ∞, while for
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a ∈ (1, 2) it is reached with the limit r → 0. In both cases ξ(r)→ 1, and the
metric assumes the standard Minkowski form gµν → diag(1,−1).
For the asymptotically Rindler and de Sitter solution with a belonging to
the same interval, a ∈ (0, 2), the quantity ξ becomes
ξ(r) = rB
1
2
2 −Mr
a
a−1 (3.71)
for the Rindler solutions, and
ξ(r) = r2B2 −Mr aa−1 (3.72)
for the de Sitter solutions. Explicit expressions for the constants M and B2
and for the variables t and r can be found in ref. [299]. The presence of typical
linear (Rindler) and quadratic (de Sitter) terms in (3.71) and (3.72) should
be noted.
Although the CGHS model a = 1, b = 0 belongs to the family of the
asymptotically Minkowski models considered above, the equations (3.69) are
singular at a = 1. Appropriate coordinates for this case are
u = −
√
Bf , r = − 1√
B
lnX . (3.73)
The line element (3.27) now contains
ξ(r) = 1 +
2C0e
√
Br
B
. (3.74)
A somewhat non-standard feature of (3.74) is that the asymptotic region is
situated at r → −∞.
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4 Additional fields
In 2D there are neither gravitons nor photons, i.e. no propagating physical
modes exist [42]. This feature makes the inclusion of Yang-Mills fields in 2D
dilaton gravity or an extension to supergravity straightforward. Indeed, both
generalizations can be treated again as a PSM (2.34) with generalized AI and
XI . More locally conserved quantities (Casimir functions) may emerge and
the integrability concept is extended.
Beside gauge fields also scalar and spinor fields may be added. If the latter
are derived from higher dimensions through spherical reduction they are non-
minimally coupled to the dilaton. The introduction of those fields in general
destroys the integrability. Only in special cases exact solutions still can be
obtained. An example are chiral fermions [278] or (anti-)selfdual scalars [356].
4.1 Dilaton-Yang-Mills Theory
The interaction with additional one-form Yang-Mills fields Aa related to
local gauge transformations belonging to a compact Lie group G is simply in-
cluded in (2.17) by introducing further auxiliary variables Za (additional tar-
get space coordinates in the PSM language) in the dilaton-Yang-Mills (DYM)
action
L(DYM) =
∫
M2
[XaDe
a +Xdω + Za(DA)a
+ ǫV(XaXa, X, c1(Z), c2(Z), . . . cn−1(Z)) ] . (4.1)
The gauge covariant derivative
(DA)a = dAa + gfabcAbAc (4.2)
contains the structure constants fabc and the gauge coupling g. The potential
V, invariant under local Lorentz transformations and transformations G now
also may depend on the Casimir invariants ci of the group G. For instance
in G = SU(N) there are N − 1 independent invariant polynomials of degree
2, 3, . . . , N − 1 in terms of the components Za.
The abelian case (f = 0 in (4.2)) is especially simple. There V only
depends on the single variable Z. Variation of (4.1) with respect to A directly
yields dZ = 0, i.e. Z = Z0 = const is conserved, an additional Casimir function
in the PSM-interpretation of (4.1). Because Z = Z0 is the result of solving a
differential equation it cannot be simply reinserted into (4.1). Variation of Z
yields
dA = −ǫ ∂V
∂Z
∣∣∣∣∣
Z=Z0
. (4.3)
The remaining e.o.m-s can be solved as for (2.17) by (3.20-3.23) with just an
additional dependence on the constant Z = Z0 in the potential V in (3.22)
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and in w(X,Z) of (3.23) [289, 305].
For a nonabelian gauge group G the coupling between the gauge fields
Aa and the geometric variables is somewhat more complicated, but as a PSM
it can be treated again along the lines of sect. 3.1. For a potential of the
type V(X+X−, X) + α(X)ZaZa the solution of the geometric sector can be
obtained like the one from of an ordinary GDT, because ZaZa is constant
on-shell [263, 264, 397]. Such a potential correctly reproduces the e.o.m.-s for
ordinary D=2 dilaton-Yang-Mills theory:
(DA)a = −ǫα(X)Za , d(ZaZa) = 0 (4.4)
Some explicit solutions for the dilaton-Maxwell-Scalar system can be found in
ref. [353].
The action (4.1) does not contain the special case which emerges from
spherical reduction of Einstein-Yang-Mills (EYM) in D = 4. The reason
for this is obvious: While the Killing vectors ξs associated with spherical
symmetry act trivially on the metric, δξsgµν = 0 with δξs being the Lie-
derivative with respect to ξs, a corresponding transformation of the gauge field
Aµ → Aµ − εsδξsAµ can be compensated by a suitable gauge transformation,
Aµ → Aµ + εsDµWs, such that δξsAµ = DµWs [162]. Already for SU(2) the
most general solution compatible with spherical symmetry, sometimes called
“Witten’s ansatz” [438], yields terms which are not described by (4.1), namely
an additional (minimally coupled) charged scalar field with dilaton-dependent
mass term and quartic self-interaction 33 .
4.2 Dilaton Supergravity
Already a long time ago the superfield approach has been applied in
supersymmetric extensions of GDTs [223]. Superfields are expressed in terms
of supercoordinates zM = (xm, θµ), where the bosonic coordinates xm are
supplemented 34 by anticommuting (Grassmann) coordinates θµ.
We assume the latter to be Majorana spinors, i.e. we restrict ourselves to
N = 1 superspace inD = 2. Beside the Z2-grading property for coordinates
35 ,
zMzN = (−1)MNzNzM , (4.5)
33 Cf. [427] for a comprehensive review on non-trivial EYM solutions.
34 Throughout this subsection we employ the generally accepted supersymmetry
notation with Latin indices from the middle of the alphabet for the holonomic
bosonic coordinates xn (denoted “xµ” in the rest of this Report). Greek indices are
reserved for the fermionic coordinates θµ. A similar notation is used in tangential
space for Lorentz vectors XA = (Xa,Xα) with indices from the beginning of the
alphabet.
35 In the exponent of (−1), M or N is zero for a bosonic component, for a fermionic
one M resp. N are 1.
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the derivatives with respect to z are defined to act to the right
→
∂M =
→
∂/∂zM .
Only those derivatives will appear in the following, so the arrow will be
dropped.
Any vector-field in superspace V = V M∂M is invariant under non-degen-
erate coordinate changes zM → z¯M (z)
V M∂M = V¯
M ∂z
L
∂z¯M
∂z¯N
∂zL
∂
∂z¯N
, (4.6)
which shows the advantage of the conventional summation of indices “ten to
four” in supersymmetry, already introduced in the section on PSM-s (sect.
2.3).
Now any formula of differential geometry in ordinary space of the PSM
can be copied to superspace notation. The p-forms eq. (1.14), of sect. 1.2.1
turn into the same expressions written in terms of dzM instead of dxµ, adhering
strictly to the summation of supersymmetry:
Φ =
1
p!
dzMp ∧ · · · ∧ dzM1ΦM1···Mp (4.7)
Also the external differential is defined in agreement with sect. 2.3 as
dΦ =
1
p!
dzMp ∧ · · · ∧ dzM1 ∧ dzN∂NΦM1···Mp (4.8)
which implies the Leibniz rule (2.37) for superforms, already introduced in that
section in anticipation of the graded PSM (gPSM) approach below. Clearly
the (anti-)symmetry properties of the tensor ΩM1 ...Mp now depend on the
graded commutation properties (4.5) of the indices. Instead of (1.13), (1.14)
the one-forms of superzweibein and superconnection are EM
A and
ΩMA
B = ΩMLA
B , (4.9)
where in (4.9) the simplification for two dimensions with
LA
B =
 ǫab 0
0 −1
2
(γ∗)αβ
 (4.10)
already has been taken into account. The fermionic part in (4.10), the gener-
ator of Lorentz transformations in spinor space, agrees with (1.61). Covariant
derivatives, defined by analogy to (1.23)
∇MV A = ∂MV A + ΩMV BLBA ,
∇MVA = ∂MVA − ΩMLABVB .
(4.11)
lead to the expressions for the components of supercurvature and supertorsion
RMNA
B =
(
∂MΩN − ∂NΩM(−1)MN
)
LA
B =: FMNLA
B, (4.12)
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TMN
A = ∂MEN
A + ΩMEN
BΩMLB
B − (M ↔ N)(−1)MN (4.13)
Again Bianchi identities, direct generalizations of (1.26) and (1.28), must hold
(cf. [142], eqs. (1.58), (2.20)). They restrict the component fields, contained in
EM
A,ΩM when these expressions are expanded in terms of (a finite number
of) ordinary fields, appearing as coefficients of powers Θµ and Θ2 = ΘµΘµ.
It turns out that to deal with supertorsion it is more convenient to use its
anholonomic components:
TAB
C = (−1)A(B+N) EBNEAMTMNC (4.14)
The literature on 2D supergravity (cf. e.g. [223,60,315,370,368,297]) is strongly
influenced by its close relation to string theory, where the bosonic torsion van-
ishes, Tab
c = 0. It uses the further constraints on TAB
C
Tαβ
c = 2i (γc)αβ, Tαβ
γ = 0 , (4.15)
the first of which is dictated by the requirement that in the limit of global
transformations ordinary supersymmetry should be restored. The second one
turns out to be a convenient choice, because then the Bianchi identities in a
Wess-Zumino type gauge are fulfilled identically [141].
In the application to 2D gravity including bosonic torsion it seems nat-
ural to retain (4.15), but to simply drop the zero bosonic torsion condition.
However, as a consequence of the Bianchi identities it turned out [141] that the
superfield components, obtained in this manner, did not permit the construc-
tion of 2D supergravity Lagrangians with nonvanishing bosonic torsion, after
all. Only after replacing (4.15) by the weaker set (Fαβ = Eα
M Eβ
N FNM(−1)M ,
cf. (4.12))
(γa)
βα Tαβ
c = −4iδac, Tαβγ = 0, (γa)βαFαβ = 0 (4.16)
a solution can be found [142]. However, the mathematical complexity of this
approach becomes considerable.
Instead, we turn to the generalization of the PSM, adding fermionic target
space coordinates χα and corresponding Rarita-Schwinger 1-form fields ψα to
the degrees of freedom in (2.34), (2.38) as 36
XI = (X,Xa, χα) ,
AI = (ω, ea, ψα) .
(4.17)
Apart from that, the PSM action retains the form (eq. (2.34)).
36 Under the title “free differential algebras” this has been proposed for simple
models in ref. [237], cf. also refs. [228,229,398].
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Both χα and ψα denote Majorana fields, when, as in what follows, N = 1
supergravity is considered 37 . The graded Poisson tensor PIJ = (−1)IJ+1PJI
instead of (eq. (2.36)) is now assumed to fulfill a graded Jacobi identity
PIL→∂LPJK + gcycl(IJK) = 0 . (4.18)
Except for the range of fields to be summed over, the e.o.m-s are again (2.41),
(2.42). The symmetries (2.43), (2.44) depend on infinitesimal local parameters
ǫI = (ǫφ, ǫa, ǫα).
The mixed components PαX are constructed by analogy to PaX in (2.39)
with the appropriate generator (−γ∗/2) of Lorentz transformations in 2D
spinor space (cf. eq. (4.10)). Then dǫα in the second set of eq. (2.44) acquires
an additional term casting it into the covariant combination (Dǫ)α, with co-
variant derivative (1.63). This is precisely the form required for the (dilaton
deformed) supergravity transformation of the “gravitino” ψα. As the Poisson
tensor PIJ also here is not of full rank, Casimir functions C(Y, φ, χ2) exist
which, following the same line of argument as in sect. 2.3 obey dC = 0. From
Lorentz invariance a bosonic C in supergravity is of the form
C = c+ 1
2
χ2c2 , (4.19)
where c coincides with the quantity denoted by C in the pure bosonic case
(2.46,3.23). However, also fermionic Casimir functions may appear (see below).
The determination of all possible minimally extended supergravities re-
duces to the solution of the Jacobi identities (4.18). In the general ansatz for
PIJ
Pab = V ǫab , (4.20)
Pbφ = Xa ǫab , (4.21)
Pαφ = −1
2
χβ(γ∗)βα , (4.22)
Pαb = χβ(F b)βα , (4.23)
Pαβ = vαβ + χ
2
2
vαβ2 , (4.24)
the function
V = V(X, Y ) + χ
2
2
v2(X, Y ) (4.25)
contains the original bosonic potential V. As explained above, eqs. (4.21) and
(4.22) are fixed completely by Lorentz invariance. This invariance also implies
that the (symmetric) spinor-tensor V αβ in (4.24) can be expanded further
into three scalar functions of X and Y , multiplying the symmetric matrices
37 In higher N supergravity Majorana fields
(1)
χα · · ·
(N)
χα and corresponding
(i)
ψα are
needed with an additional SO(N) symmetry.
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(γ∗)αβ, γαβa , X
a(γ∗γa)αβ:
V αβ = Uγ∗αβ + i U˜Xaγaαβ + i ÛXaǫabγbαβ =
= vαβ +
χ2
2
vαβ2 .
(4.26)
Each function U again has a pure bosonic part and, as indicated in the second
line of (4.26), a term proportional to χ2. In a similar manner the spinor F b
in (4.23) can be expressed in terms proportional to δβ
α, (γa)β
α(γ∗)βα which
finally requires eight scalar functions of X and Y , multiplied by appropriate
factors constructed with the help of Xa and ǫab [140]. In (4.23) the multiplying
factor χ precludes terms with factor χ2 in F . Thanks to (4.21) and (4.22) the
Jacobi identities with one index referring to X are fulfilled automatically. The
remaining ones can be solved algebraically, provided a quite specific sequence
of steps is followed (for details see [140]). Three main cases are determined by
the rank of the 2× 2 spinor matrix vαβ in (4.26).
For full rank (det vαβ 6= 0) the solution is found to depend on five scalar
functions of X, Y and the derivatives thereof, if the bosonic potential V in
(4.25) is assumed to be given.
If the fermionic rank is reduced, beside the bosonic Casimir function
(4.19) one or two fermionic ones exists. They are of the generic form
C(±) = χ±
∣∣∣∣∣ X−−X++
∣∣∣∣∣
±1/4
c(±) (X, Y ) (4.27)
and owe their Lorentz invariance to the interplay of the abelian boost trans-
formations exp(±β) of the light cone coordinates X±± related to Xa, and
exp(±β/2) of the chiral spinor components χ± of χα. For fermionic rank 1 the
general solution contains four arbitrary functions beside V and one additional
Casimir function of type (4.27). For rank zero of the fermionic extension in
PIJ beside (4.19) both fermionic Casimir functions (4.27) are conserved and
three functions remain arbitrary for a given bosonic potential.
In order to avoid solving differential equations by imposing the Jacobi
identities (4.18) also for reduced fermionic rank, it is important to make in-
tensive use of the information on the Casimir functions.
The arbitrariness of the solution of the Jacobi identities can be under-
stood as well by studying reparametrizations of the target space, spanned by
the XI in the gPSM. Those reparametrizations may generate new models.
Therefore, they can be useful to create a more general gPSM from a simpler
one, although this approach is difficult to handle if V in (4.25) is assumed to
be the given starting point. However, the subset of those reparametrizations
may be analyzed which leaves a given bosonic theory unchanged. Again the
same number of arbitrary functions emerges for the different cases described
in the paragraphs above.
As an illustration we quote eq. (4.252) from [140] which represents one (of
many) supergravity actions which possess a bosonic potential (2.31) quadratic
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in torsion 38 :
L(QBT) =
∫
M
Xdω +XaDea + χ
αDψα + ǫ
(
V + 1
2
XaXaU +
1
2
χ2v2
)
+
U
4
Xa(χγ3γaγ
bebψ)− i V
2u
(χγaeaψ)
− i
2
Xa(ψγaψ)− 1
2
(
u+
U
8
χ2
)
(ψγ3ψ),
v2 = − 1
2u
(
V U + V ′ +
V 2
u2
)
.
(4.28)
In this formula U(X) is the quantity defined in (2.31). The prepotential u is
related to U(X) and V (X) by
u2(X) = −2 e−Q(X) w(X) , (4.29)
where Q and w have been defined in (3.12) and (3.15).
The supergravity transformations of ea and ψα with small fermionic pa-
rameter ǫ for this action (4.28)(cf. eqs. (4.255) - (4.259) of [140] and footnote
38) are of the form
δ ea = i (ǫγaψ) + · · · , δ ψα = −(D ǫ)α + · · · . (4.30)
Thus, they contain the essential terms, but, not shown here, also others, be-
cause of the deformation by the dilaton field. SRG is the special case (2.33)
for U and V , but as a supergravity extension (4.28) is not unique.
A generic property of the fermionic extensions obtained in this analysis is
the appearance of obstructions, which is a typical feature of supersymmetric
theories (cf. e.g. [133]). The first type of those consists in singular functions of
the bosonic variables X and Y , multiplying the fermionic parts of a supergrav-
ity action, when no such singularities are present in the bosonic part. But even
in the absence of such additional singularities, a relation like (4.29) between
the original potential and some prepotential u, dictated by the corresponding
supergravity theory, either leads to a restriction of the range of X and/or Y
as given by the original bosonic one, or even altogether prevents any exten-
sion of the latter. Remarkably, a known 2D supergravity model like the one
of Howe [223] which originally had been constructed with the full machinery
of the superfield technique, is one example which escapes such obstructions.
There, in our language, the PSM potential V = −2λ2X3 permits an expansion
in terms of the prepotential u(X) through V = −du2/dX because Q = 0. An
example where obstructions seem to be inevitable is the KV-model [250] with
quadratic bosonic torsion.
On the other hand, the supergravity extension of SRG following from the
action (4.28) is free from such problems. However, it is not the only possible
38We comply with our present notation by the replacements φ→ X,Z → U(X) in
ref. [140]. Furthermore an arbitrary constant is now fixed as u˜0 = 1.
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extension of the bosonic theory. Indeed, the hope that a link could be found
between the possibility of reducing the arbitrariness of extensions referred to
above, and of the absence of such obstructions, did not materialize. Several
counter examples could be given including different singular and nonsingular
extensions of SRG.
Another very important point concerns the “triviality” of supergravity
extensions, proved earlier by Strobl [398]. It was based upon the observation
that locally a formulation of the dynamics in terms of Darboux coordinates
allows to elevate the infinitesimal transformations (2.43,2.44) (on-shell) to fi-
nite ones. Then the latter may be used to gauge the fermionic fields in 2D
supergravity to zero. Providing now the explicit form of those Darboux coor-
dinates in the explicit solution of a generic model, additional support has been
given to the original argument of ref. [398]. However, the appearance of the
obstructions and the ensuing singular factors in the transition to the Darboux
coordinates may introduce a new aspect. When those new singularities ap-
pear at isolated points without restriction of the range for the original bosonic
field variable, they may be interpreted and discarded much like coordinate
singularities. Another way to circumvent this problem in the presence of re-
strictions to the range and thus to retain triviality is to allow a continuation
of our (real) theory to complex variables. This triviality disappears anyhow,
when interactions with additional matter fields are introduced, obeying the
same symmetry as given by the gPSM-theory. A proposal in this direction can
be found in ref. [237].
In order to eliminate the arbitrariness of superdilaton extensions the only
viable argument seems to start from a supergravity theory in higher dimen-
sions (e.g. D = 4) and to reduce it (spherically or toroidally) to a D = 2
effective theory. It turns out that the Killing spinors needed in that case must
be Dirac spinors, requiring the generalization of the work of ref. [140] to (at
least) N = 2, where, however, the same technique of gPSM-s can be applied.
As in the bosonic case an action like (4.28) or, better, directly its gPSM
form (2.34) can be converted into a dilaton theory by elimination of the torsion
dependent part of the spin connection and of Xa. Also for supergravity the
equation for Xa is independent of the potential V, eq. (2.29) being replaced
by
Xa = −eamǫmn[(∂nX) +
1
2
(χγ∗ψn)] . (4.31)
The corresponding dilaton action in the gPSM notation becomes
L =
∫
M
[Xdω˜ + χα(Dψ)α +
1
2
PAB |Xa eB eA ] , (4.32)
where ω˜ is the torsionless part of the curvature as in (2.27) and |Xa means
that the components of the Poisson tensor (in the anholonomic basis) are to
be taken with Xa given by (4.31). When (4.32) is written in components (cf.
eq. (4.246) of [140]) with the bosonic potential (2.31) for the Howe model
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(V = −1
2
X3, U = 0), it can be checked that the superdilaton theory, obtained
in this way differs from the direct superextension of the bosonic theory [354].
The reason is that in our approach X is directly promoted to be the bosonic
component of the superfield, whereas in ref. [354] the dilaton represents the
bosonic part of yet another scalar superfield.
4.3 Dilaton gravity with matter
4.3.1 Scalar and fermionic matter, quintessence
For the inclusion of scalar matter as in sect. 2.1 we start with the ex-
ample of spherical reduction of Einstein theory. When massless scalar fields
are coupled minimally in D dimensions ((∇(D)Φ)2 = gMN∂MΦ ∂NΦ ; M,N =
0, 1, . . . D − 1)
L
(m,D)
(φ) =
1
2
∫
dDx
√
−g(D) (∇(D)Φ)2 , (4.33)
for scalar fields φ = φ(x0, x1) the 2D reduced action in terms of the compo-
nents of gMN as derived from the line-element (2.1), becomes
L
(m)
(φ) =
OD−2
λD−2
∫
d2x
√−g F (X) (∇φ)2 , (4.34)
FSRG(X) =
X
2
. (4.35)
Such an interaction is an example of nonminimal coupling (F (X) 6= const.) in
the reduced case. Admitting a general function F (X), a dilaton field depen-
dence different from SRG (eq. (4.35)) can be covered as well. An especially
simple theory follows for F = const., minimal coupling at the D = 2 level 39 .
Below we shall absorb the relative factor 1/2 between the dilaton action (2.2)
and the first order action (2.17) – which of course must also be adjusted prop-
erly in the matter action – into the coupling function F (X).
Dropping as in our convention for the geometrical part of the FOG action
in (2.17) the prefactor 2OD−2/λD−2, the action (4.34) can be written also as
L
(m)
(φ) =
1
2
∫
M2
F dφ ∗ dφ = 1
2
∫
F (dφea) ∗ (dφeb) ηab . (4.36)
In order to avoid the delicate subject of Killing spinors, necessary for
the (spherical) reduction of fermions 40 (cf. e.g. [358] for D = 4) we shall
only deal with fermions introduced directly in D = 2. The diffeomorphism
39 This is not to be confused with F ∝ X, corresponding to minimal coupling in the
original dimension in the case of SRG. We will refer to that case as non-minimal
coupling.
40 Such a reduction yields a dilaton dependent “mass” term and coupling of spinors
to the auxiliary fields X±.
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covariant generalization (cf. (1.63)) of the Dirac action
L
(m)
(ψ) =
i
4
∫
d2x
√−g eµa (ψ¯γa
↔
D
(ψ)
µ ψ) (4.37)
as in Minkowski space must contain a two-sided derivative a
↔
Db = a(Db) −
(Da)b in order to yield a real action. The cancellation of ω in that derivative
is a peculiar feature of D = 2, i.e. the simplification
↔
Dµ =
↔
∂µ is possible
there. Thus both interactions (4.36) and (4.37) do not depend on the spin
connection, as anticipated already in deriving the (classical) e.o.m.-s with
matter, eqs. (3.6)-(3.10).
An additional geometrical degree of freedom may also appear already at
the D = 4 level. Recently in connection with the observation of supernovae
at high values of the redshift [367, 365, 366, 359] the validity of the Hilbert-
Einstein theory has been put into doubt [12]. The simplest theoretical descrip-
tion requires the introduction of a (still very small) cosmological constant Λ
(de Sitter theory). Therefore, extensions of the Einstein theory towards the
old Jordan-Brans-Dicke (JBD) theory [153,241,51], have been revived, where
already at D = 4 an additional scalar field Φ (Jordan field, “quintessence”) is
assumed to exist [433,431,80,447,363]. Then, already in D = 4 an action like
(2.9) is postulated with X → Φ and appropriate assumptions for functions
U(4)(Φ), V(4)(Φ) so that the “effective cosmological constant” is driven to its
present (small) value 41
L(Q) =
∫
d4x
√
−g(4)
[
R(4) Φ + U(4)(Φ) (∇(4)Φ)2 + V(4)(Φ)
]
. (4.38)
After spherical reduction of (4.38), even without including a genuine matter
interaction a 2D theory emerges where the (in D = 4 geometric) variable Φ
turns into something like an additional scalar field (beside the genuine D = 2
dilaton field X). These “two-dilaton theories” have been studied in more detail
in [194]. The most interesting feature of such theories is that one dilaton field
plays the role of a “geometric” dilaton field inD = 2 and the other one behaves
like matter, providing continuous physical degrees of freedom. We shall discuss
the classical and quantum properties of dilaton gravity with (4.34), (4.35) in
sect. 7.
4.3.2 Exact solutions – conservation law for geometry and matter
In the presence of interactions with additional fields which – in contrast
to gauge fields (cf. subsection 4.1) or supergravity (subsection 4.2) – cannot be
incorporated into the PSM approach, the possibility to find analytic solutions
41 Recently dilaton gravity in 4D has been discussed in a framework where even the
dilaton can be understood in geometrical terms [190].
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is restricted 42 . Nevertheless, the interest in such solutions had been raised, es-
pecially by the work on the CGHS model (cf. sect. 2.1.2). It possesses a global
structure very much like the one of the genuine Schwarzschild BH (Fig. 3.8).
Also application of the (singular) dilaton field dependent conformal transfor-
mation (1.56) with dilaton dependent conformal factor
ρCGHS = −1
2
∫ X
UCGHS(X
′)dX ′ =
1
2
lnX (4.39)
is found to cancel the torsion term (cf. sect. 2.1.4). The transformed potentials
read
U˜(X) = 0, V˜ (X) = VCGHS(X)e
QCGHS(X) = const. (4.40)
Then also the action for the scalar field (4.36) becomes the one in a flat
background (gµν → ηµν). In this model F is taken to be constant (minimal
coupling). After (trivially) solving for the (free) scalar or fermionic fields, the
inverse conformal transformation is applied. This method has also been ex-
tended to include one-loop quantum effects in the semi-classical approach, by
describing that lowest order quantum effect through the Polyakov effective
action [361]. Adding to this action another piece, adapted suitably so that the
exact solubility is maintained, more semi-classical solutions have been stud-
ied [374, 44, 115, 147, 256, 446, 445]. An approximate analysis of the solutions
is possible, of course, for a larger class of models. For instance, it has been
demonstrated [252] that adding the Polyakov term to SRG shifts and attenu-
ates the BH singularity.
In the exact solution without matter, the important step has been to use
one of the eqs. (3.8) to express ω as in (3.16). If the theory only depends
on one type of chiral fields either W− or W+ in (3.8) vanishes. Then the
same elimination of ω can be used. Separating e.g. Dirac fermions into chiral
components as
Ψ =
4
√
2
χR
χL
 , Ψ¯ = 4√2 (χ†R, χ†L) , (4.41)
the interaction (4.37) may be written as
L
(m)
(Ψ) = −
∫
M2
(e+J− + e−J+) , (4.42)
J−,+ = JR,L = i
[
χ†R,L (dχR,L)− (dχ†R,L)χR,L
]
. (4.43)
Also “amplitudes” k and “phases” ϕ can be introduced,
χR,L =
1√
2
kR,L e
iϕR,L , (4.44)
42 It is possible, however, to adjust the dilaton potentials in such a way that some
exact solutions with matter can be obtained [154,155].
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in terms of which the chiral currents (4.43) become
J+,− = −k2L,R dϕL,R . (4.45)
Since the theory only depends upon one type of chiral fields, either J+ or
J− in (4.42) is zero [278, 356]. Still an equation like (3.16) without matter
contribution holds, and the further steps of the solution for the geometric
variables are exactly as in the matterless situation, except for the matter
contribution in the conservation law. The general case from (3.8) and (3.7)
may be derived from
d(X+X−) + V(X, Y ) dX +X−W+ +X+W− = 0 . (4.46)
For chiral fermions only one of the two last terms remains. As the consequences
of (4.46) are of more general importance we will come back to that relation
when the situation without restrictions on matter will be discussed below.
The matter equation for chiral fermions kL = 0 in (4.44) by variation of
ϕR and k
2
R
e+d ϕR = 0 , (4.47)
d (k2R e
+) = 0 (4.48)
are solved easily, because e+ is the previous solution (3.20). Eq. (4.47) implies
that ϕR = ϕR (f) where f is the arbitrary function introduced in (3.20).
Inserting the latter into (4.48) determines the amplitude:
k2R =
e−Q(X)
X+
g(f) (4.49)
An analogous procedure works for chiral scalars. Variation with respect to e∓
of the action (4.36) for F = const. in light-like coordinates (φ± = ∗(dφe±))
yields
W± = −F
[
φ± dφ∓ e±φ+φ−
]
, (4.50)
so that for (anti-)selfdual scalars with either φ+ = 0 (selfdual: ∗dφ = dφ) or
φ− = 0 (anti-selfdual: ∗dφ = −dφ) again one of the eqs. (3.8) is independent
of the matter contribution. The subsequent steps to obtain the exact solution
proceed as for chiral fermions.
The e.o.m. for minimally coupled scalars can be written as
d ∗ dφ = d(φ−e+) = d(φ+e−) = 0 (4.51)
where the last two forms are to be used, respectively, in the (anti-)selfdual
cases. Thus (anti-)selfdual matter identically solves (4.51). Furthermore, e.g.
for selfdual φ the condition e+dφ = 0 makes the lines of φ = const. light-like.
With the same solution (3.20) for e+ as without matter, the latter relation
leads to dφdf = 0, i.e. φ = φ(f), or vice versa. As f represented a null coor-
dinate in the EF line element, the peculiar light-like nature of φ is confirmed.
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The similarity between (anti-)selfdual scalars and chiral fermions is not sur-
prising in view of the well-known close relation between scalars and fermions
in D = 2 [439].
Other nontrivial examples of exactly soluble systems are static solu-
tions 43 [159] or continuously self-similar solutions [369] of SRG with a massless
(non-minimally coupled) scalar field.
Minimally coupled scalars with SRG for the geometric sector can be solved
in a perturbative manner [329] or in the static limit [177, 176].
With the exception of aforementioned special cases, the CGHS model,
the models of refs. [154,155] or some other simple potentials like e.g. constant
V (i.e. Rindler metric) and of teleparallelism (pure torsion, V = 0) [410] no
exact solution with general (scalar or fermionic) matter seems to be known 44 .
Indeed, one of the main open problems in classical dilaton theory with matter
is an analytic (as opposed to numerical) description of non-trivial systems
showing the feature of critical collapse 45 .
43 An extensive discussion of these solutions can be found in refs. [247,197].
44 Recently cosmological solutions in the JT model have been obtained [68,271].
45 Here ref. [103] for the seminal work of Choptuik should be quoted. It had been
triggered by previous analytic studies of Christodoulou [107, 108, 110, 109]. Recent
reviews are refs. [201,202].
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5 Energy considerations
It is important to clarify the relation of certain quantities appearing in
generic D = 2 gravity theories (like the absolutely conserved quantity C(g))
with respect to corresponding concepts well-known from D = 4 Einstein grav-
ity.
5.1 ADM mass and quasilocal energy
Because of diffeomorphism invariance the Hamiltonian density vanishes
on the surface of the constraints in all gravity theories including all 2D dilaton
models 46 . However, a boundary term must be included in the Hamiltonian
which can be used to define a global or “quasilocal” energy. This is the essence
of the Arnowitt–Deser–Misner procedure [7]. As discussed in detail by Fad-
deev [149] in the context of 4D Einstein gravity, this boundary is the one at
(spatial) infinity, and the value of the gravitational energy is very sensitive to
the choice of asymptotic conditions and it is not invariant under the change
of coordinates at infinity. This reflects the fact that the energy is related to
an observer connected with the asymptotic coordinate system who measures
this energy. In generic 2D dilaton gravity the situation becomes even more
complicated since a natural asymptotic coordinate system does not exist for
some of the models 47 . This lack of asymptotic diffeomorphism invariance (and
of conformal invariance) has led to much confusion in the literature.
To facilitate comparison with other works on the ADM approach we con-
sider here the second order dilaton action (3.67) with the exponential param-
eterization X = e−2Φ for the dilaton field. Since only the first term e−2ΦR
is essential for the calculation of the ADM mass, this does not imply any
restrictions on the potentials U and V .
The diagonal gauge for the metric (N =
√
ξf˙ ,Λ =
√
ξf ′ in (3.33))
(ds)2 = N2(dt)2 − Λ2(dr)2 . (5.1)
is sufficient for our purposes since the lapse N is a Lagrange multiplier for
the Hamiltonian constraint in generally covariant theories. A more complete
canonical analysis can be found in refs. [276, 307,295,280,299].
The next step is to supplement the volume action (3.67) by a suitable
boundary term. The role of the latter is to convert second order derivatives
to first order ones. More exactly, such a term must provide standard variation
equations for the boundary data, the induced metric on the boundary. In
particular, this means that the first variation of the total action must not
contain boundary contributions with normal derivative for the variation of the
lapseN . Since only the curvature term contains second derivatives, it also must
46 Cf. also the general Hamiltonian analysis in sect. 7 below.
47 In the absence of asymptotic flatness as in the KV-model [250, 251] other possi-
bilities than the ADM-mass were discussed in ref. [290].
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not depend on the potentials U and V in (2.9). Therefore, we may adopt for
all models the expression for the SRG model. It can be obtained by spherical
reduction of the standard extrinsic curvature term in four dimensions. This
yields
Lb =
∫
∂M
Ndt e−2ΦK , (5.2)
where we assume that ∂M corresponds to a constant value of r. N dt is the
surface element on the boundary, e−2Φ is produced by the spherical reduction.
K is the extrinsic curvature,
K = − 1
N
∂nN = ∓ 1
Λ
∂r(logN) , (5.3)
where ∂n denotes the derivative with respect to an outward pointing unit
normal. The upper (lower) sign in (5.3) should be taken on the “right” (“left”)
component of the boundary.
For linear variations around a static background in the diagonal gauge
(3.33) the curvature follows from the simplified formula
√−gR = 2∂r 1
Λ
∂rN . (5.4)
Now the lapse N is varied in the total action
δ(Ldil + Lb) =
∫
M
(δN)[e.o.m]d2x+
∫
∂M
dt(δN)2e−2Φ∂nΦ . (5.5)
The second integral generates the so-called quasilocal energy associated
with the observer at the boundary:
Eql = 2e
−2Φ∂nΦ = −∂nX (5.6)
To obtain the Hamiltonian (or the ADM mass) (5.6) must be multiplied by
N :
H = EADM = −N∂nX (5.7)
Evidently, solutions with constant dilaton (see, e.g., [259]) will lead to zero
ADM mass.
If one moves the boundary to the asymptotic region for a generic D = 2
dilaton theory, the right hand side of (5.7) diverges. In order to arrive at a finite
value of a “generalized” ADM mass a procedure like the Gibbons-Hawking
subtraction [179,58] is needed. A rather natural idea [1,215] is to subtract from
the total action an action functional calculated for some reference space-time
with the same induced metric on the spatial boundary (Φ or X for SRG). Note
that normal derivatives of the boundary data and the normal metric (Λ) may
be different for the reference space-time. Effectively, this means to subtract
from the quasi-local “physical” energy the one of some reference (“empty
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space”) configuration, denoted by a subscript 0:
Eregql = −∂nX + [∂nX]0 . (5.8)
To obtain the ADM mass measured in a physical space-time (5.8) should be
multiplied by the lapse function N corresponding also to the physical space-
time:
M regADM = N (−∂nX + [∂nX]0) . (5.9)
Eq. (5.9) may be evaluated directly for dilaton theories admitting solu-
tions which are flat everywhere, i.e. where U and V are related by (3.40). SRG
is a special case of this class, where it is natural to take the reference frame
to be the Minkowski space solution with C0 = 0. Instead of studying the most
general situation we concentrate on the subclass of models (3.67). Identifying
values of the dilaton field on the boundary for physical and reference space-
times is equivalent to identifying the coordinate r of the boundary. This yields
the total ADM mass
M regADM = ± lim
r→I
√
ξ(r)
(
−
√
ξ(r) +
√
ξ0(r)
)
∂rX , (5.10)
where the upper sign (+) should be taken if the asymptotic region I cor-
responds to r → ∞, and the lower one (−) if I corresponds to r → 0. By
substituting e.g. the expressions (3.70) and (3.69) for ξ(r) and r(X) and taking
into account the position of the asymptotic region one obtains
M regADM = −C0
√
a
B
. (5.11)
It is instructive to check whether the mass of the Schwarzschild black hole fits
correctly into this procedure. For D = 4 the values a = 1
2
and B = 2λ2 follow
from (2.33) and (3.64). Multiplying (5.11) by the coefficient which has been
omitted while passing from (2.2) to (2.9) indeed yields
M regADM = −
C0
4GNλ3
. (5.12)
This value exactly coincides with (3.38) where units with GN = 1 have been
used.
For the CGHS model (a = 1 in (5.11)) the different coordinate system
(3.73) has to be used. Substituting also (3.74) in (5.10) and taking the lower
sign there - since the asymptotic region corresponds to the lower limit of r -
the ADM mass becomes
M regADM = −C0B−
1
2 , (5.13)
which somewhat surprisingly coincides with the naive limit a → 1 in (5.11).
This value is also consistent with the calculations existing in the literature.
For example, Witten’s result [443] is recovered if we take B = 8/k′, replace C0
by a constant shift of the dilaton Φ and take into account the overall factor
of 1/2 assumed in our action.
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It should be noted that in all examples considered above positive mass
BHs correspond to negative values of C0 whereas positive values of the latter
describe naked singularities.
For Minkowski ground state theories (cf. (3.40)) of which SRG is a special
case, that subtraction procedure appears very natural. For more complicated
models it might be preferable to subtract the total energy of a reference space
from the total energy of the physical space [299]:
M˜ regADM = −[N∂nX] + [N∂nX]0 . (5.14)
This formula, of course, cannot reproduce the correct mass e.g. in the case of
the Schwarzschild BH, but may be useful is a different context. There are con-
siderable variations in the details of such a subtraction being used by different
authors and in different models. Sometimes, it appeared more appropriate to
subtract an extremal BH solution instead of the Minkowski space [37]. As
noted in [253] the subtraction procedures of [443, 182, 335, 311, 299], applied
to the so-called exact string BH [127], lead to different results. Treating this
model is especially tricky since the corresponding action is not known.
It should always be kept in mind that a strong dependence on the asymp-
totic conditions and on the subtraction procedure has a clear physical origin:
energy depends on the observer who measures it. This is true for both reference
and physical space-times.
Definitions of the ADMmass for higher dimensional dilaton gravities have
been considered in refs. [101, 231]. For asymptotically Rindler and de Sitter
models the ADM mass has been calculated in ref. [299] (see also [258]). This
concept can be also introduced in the presence of radiation [257] and of a
shock wave of matter fields [113]. An extension of the Hamiltonian analysis to
the case of charged BH-s is possible too [319].
Obviously according to this procedure the ADM mass is not conformally
invariant. This means that it will change, in general, if a conformal transfor-
mation, for example, removes the kinetic term for the dilaton. The reason was
clearly stated in ref. [101,100]. Even though it is possible to make the unregu-
larized energy conformally invariant for a selected class of models, the subtrac-
tion term will inevitably destroy that invariance since an “empty” reference
space is mapped into a non-trivial configuration. In other words, physical and
reference observers are being transformed differently.
A final remark concerns approaches where instead of the ADM mass the
conserved quantity C(g) has been related directly to a quasilocal energy ex-
pression. The notion of quasilocal energy has been investigated thoroughly in
the context of General Relativity by Brown and York [58, 57] and in the con-
text of 2D dilaton gravity by Kummer and Lau [280]. As shown in ref. [290]
a relation to C(g) is possible following the arguments leading to Wald’s energy
density [429,236]. Approaches which require no explicit subtraction have been
suggested as well [290, 311].
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5.2 Conservation laws
Even in the most general dilaton theory including matter interactions,
when no exact solution is known, the conservation law which may be derived
from (4.46) contains important information. Again potentials with quadratic
torsion (2.31) only are considered because there the integrating factor expQ
can be determined easily. Attaching that factor as in (3.14), (3.15) yields
dC(g) +W (m) = 0 , (5.15)
where C(g) is the quantity defined in (3.14) for the geometric variable and (cf.
(3.8), (3.6))
W (m) = eQ (X+W− +X−W+) . (5.16)
Clearly W (m) from (5.15) must obey the integrability condition dW (m) = 0,
a relation which in turn must be expressible in terms of the e.o.m.-s. With
W (m) = dC(m) eq. (5.15) simply becomes 48
dC(tot) = d(C(g) + C(m)) = 0 (5.17)
and C(tot) = C0 = const. is an absolutely (i.e. in both coordinates) conserved
quantity [290]. Obviously in the presence of further gauge fields the present
argument can be generalized easily following the steps of sect. 4.1.
Using the integrability condition for the components Wµ in W
(m) =
Wµ dx
µ, eq. (5.15) can be integrated in two equivalent ways (x0 = t, x1 = r,
C0 is an integration constant).
C(g)(t, r; t0, r0) = −
t∫
t0
dt′ W0(t′, r)−
r∫
r0
dr′W1(t0, r′) + C0 =
= −
r∫
r0
dr′W1(t, r′)−
t∫
t0
dt′W0(t′, r0) + C0 (5.18)
for any first order gravity action (2.17) or its equivalent dilaton form (2.9).
SRG may serve as a concrete example [195]. In the “diagonal” gauge
widely used in spherical BH simulations [103, 201, 202] with g00 = α
2(t, r),
g11 = −a2 = −(1 − 2m/r)−1, g01 = g10 = 0, the zweibein must be fixed
as e+0 = e
−
0 = α/
√
2, e+1 = −e−1 = a/
√
2 and the dilaton field by X =
λ2r2/4. Then the quantity m(t, r) (sometimes called mass aspect function) is
proportional to C(g) with the proportionality factor for SRG given by (3.38).
48 An early version of a conservation law of this type [311] was not general enough
to cover interacting scalars and fermions as introduced in the present chapter.
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As shown in [195] e.g. the first version of (5.18) turns into
m(t, r; t0, r0) =
t∫
t0
dt′
4πr2
a2
(∂′0φ)(∂1φ)+
+
r∫
r0
dr′ 2πr′2
(
(∂0φ)
2
α2
+
(∂′1φ)
a2
)
t=t0
+m0 . (5.19)
Defining the ADM-mass as mADM = m(t0,∞, t0, r0) in the limit r → ∞
in (5.19) and using asymptotically free ingoing and outgoing spherical scalar
waves φ ∼ [f+(t − r) + f−(t + r)]/r
√
4π yields the effective time-dependent
mass of the (eventual) BH
m
(eff)
BH (t) = m(t,∞; t0, 0) = mADM +
t∫
t0
dt′ [(f ′−)
2 − (f ′+)2] . (5.20)
The matter contribution has the intuitive interpretation as the total incoming,
resp. outgoing flux to infinity of matter at a certain time t, starting from
t = t0. In fact, when such fluxes exist, it is necessary to use m
(eff)
BH as a measure
of BH formation rather than mADM alone [201]
49 . It is remarkable that, in
contrast to the situation in D = 4, in D = 2 something like a standard energy
conservation law can be formulated in this manner.
Clearly, the importance of that conservation (5.17) and (5.18) is not re-
stricted to SRG where the ADM-mass can be defined from an asymptotically
flat region. For generic 2D dilaton theories (2.9) or (2.17) there is a close re-
lation of C(tot) to the concept of “quasilocal energy” [58, 290, 299, 280] which
has been dealt with also in the previous subsection.
5.3 Symmetries
The final topic of this subsection is the question of symmetries, to be
attached to (5.17). It should be emphasized that these symmetries are quite
different from the (gauge-like) ones incorporated automatically in the PSM ap-
proach, because the latter is valid for the geometric part of the action alone.
When matter is absent the No¨ther symmetry of C(tot) = C(g) is realized by a
translation in the Killing direction [289]. In the presence of matter the integra-
bility condition dW (m) = 0 for (5.15) can be interpreted as a conservation law
of another one form current W (m) which is related to a symmetry transforma-
tion with another type of parameters. Both ingredients are necessary for the
49 As pointed out in ref. [195] the first order formulation also seems to be much
more convenient in gauges of the Sachs-Bondi type, where no coordinate singularity
is created at the horizon. Then the introduction of the extrinsic curvature as an
additional variable [314] can be avoided altogether.
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peculiar “two-stage” No¨ther symmetry which has been encountered here [286].
It seems to be yet another special feature of a generic D = 2 theory.
In order to simplify the discussion of this unusual symmetry, the mecha-
nism is explained in the frame of a toy-model [289] which, nevertheless, con-
tains all essential features:
Lˆ =
∫
M2
(Xdw +Kwdφ) . (5.21)
The first (“geometric”) term in (5.21) can be considered as a simplification
of the Lagrangian (2.17) whereas the second (“matter”) term resembles the
fermion interaction, as written in (4.42) with (4.43), and a current expressed
in terms of amplitude (1-form w), phase (0-form φ), and Lagrange multipliers
(0-forms X,K). In the e.o.m-s to be derived from (5.21)
dX +Kdφ = 0 , (5.22)
dw = 0 , (5.23)
wdφ = 0 , (5.24)
d(Kw) = 0 , (5.25)
eq. (5.22) represents the analogue of the conservation law in the form (4.46)
withW (m) = Kdφ. The integrability condition dW (m) = 0 becomes dKdφ = 0.
This implies K = K(φ) so that Kdφ = d (
∫ φ
y0
K(y) dy), and
dC = d
X + φ∫
y0
K(y) dy
 = 0 (5.26)
is the counterpart of (5.17). Thus C = C0 = const. characterizes the solutions
of this theory. From (5.23) and (5.24) similarly w = w(φ) can be concluded,
so that (5.25) is fulfilled identically.
In the “matterless” case (K = 0) the “geometric” symmetry transforma-
tions are constant translations δw = δγ = const. The integrability condition
d(Kdφ) = 0 allows an expansion in terms of e.o.m.-s (5.23)-(5.25) which cor-
respond, respectively, to the variations δLˆ/δX, δLˆ/δK, δLˆ/δφ:
d (Kdφ) =
(
δLˆ
δφ
−K δLˆ
δX
)
∂0φ
w0
+
δLˆ
δK
∂0K
w0
(5.27)
The apparent dependence on the specific coordinate x0 is spurious (e.g. ∂0φ/w0 =
∂1φ/w1 from (5.24)). Thus (5.27) permits the introduction of a “matter” sym-
metry with global parameter δρ
δφ =
∂0φ
w0
δρ, δX = −K∂0φ
w0
δρ, δK =
∂0K
w0
δρ (5.28)
or an equivalent one with ∂0 → ∂1, w0 → w1. It can be checked that the
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Lagrangian Lˆ in Lˆ = ∫ Lˆ of (5.21) indeed transforms as a total divergence:
δLˆ = d
(
Kdφ−K ∂0φ
w0
w
)
δρ (5.29)
The related conserved No¨ther one form current becomes J = Kdφ, or ∗Jµ =
ǫµνK∂νφ in components for the Hodge dual of J . Hence the conservation law
for the complete expression (5.26) is related to a simultaneous transformation
of the action Lˆ with respect to both the symmetry parameters δγ and δρ the
second of whom belongs to a different (one-form) current W (m) = Kdφ.
It is straightforward to apply the procedure, as outlined in this simple
example, to a general theory with matter interactions in D = 2. The resulting
formulas are quite lengthy (cf. [286]) and, therefore, will not be reproduced
here.
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6 Hawking radiation
One of the main motivations for studying low dimensional gravity theories
is the hope to get insight into the dynamics of a BH, its quantum radiation and
eventual evaporation [211]. Therefore, it is important to make sure that espe-
cially the effect of Hawking radiation still exists in two-dimensional theories
and to study its basic properties like the temperature-mass relation.
It should be kept in mind, though, that this effect, discovered more than
a quarter of a century ago, is a fixed background phenomenon. No quantum
gravity is involved; only the matter field action is taken into account in the
one-loop approximation. The vacuum polarization is described by the energy
momentum tensor, induced by this quantum effect,
Tµν =
2√−g
δW
δgµν
, (6.1)
where W is the one-loop effective action for the matter fields on a classical
background manifold with metric gµν . For minimal coupling of scalars in 2D
W in (6.1) is the famous Polyakov action [361]. In a suitable coordinate system
the Hawking flux is given by the light-cone component T−− calculated in the
asymptotic region.
To this end various methods have been developed [170]. Most of them can
be applied in 2D. Variation of W as in (6.1) allows the direct determination
of Tµν . Alternatively, the thermal particle distribution may be reproduced by
comparing different vacuum states from the Bogoliubov coefficients [105,413].
In this review we follow the approach of Christensen and Fulling [104]
based upon the conformal anomaly. Like the comparison of thermal distribu-
tions it should not be sensitive to the dimensionality of space-time. Here the
computation for minimally coupled scalars is very simple, and a closed expres-
sion for the energy momentum tensor may be given for any dilaton gravity
model. For non-minimal coupling, the situation is much more complicated.
Several problems still remain unsolved, although the result for the flux from
D = 4 can be reproduced correctly. A detailed and elementary discussion of
the non-minimal case can be found in ref. [288], where it was shown that the
use of the fully integrated effective action could be avoided altogether.
6.1 Minimally coupled scalars
The simplest example is a minimally coupled scalar field with action (4.34)
and FOD−2/λD−2 = 1/2:
Lmin(φ) =
1
2
∫
d2x
√−ggµν(∂µφ)(∂νφ) . (6.2)
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If φ is taken to be an on-shell classical field the energy-momentum tensor
satisfies the usual conservation equation
∇µTµν = 0 . (6.3)
The same relation holds for 1-loop quantum corrections with a trivial back-
ground field φ = 0 where in (6.3) the effective action W by (6.1) appears. Eq.
(6.3) is most conveniently analyzed in the conformal gauge (3.1). We change
variables dz = dr/ξ(r) in the generalized Schwarzschild gauge (3.34) to obtain
(3.33) in the form
(ds)2 = ξ(r)((dt)2 − (dz)2) . (6.4)
In light cone coordinates x± = (t ± z)/√2 the line element (6.4) will be
expressed as
(ds)2 = 2e2ρdx+dx− , ρ =
1
2
log(ξ) . (6.5)
For the asymptotically Minkowski models 0 < a < 1 considered in (3.70)
it is convenient to write ξ as
ξ(r) = 1−
(
rh
r
) a
1−a
, (6.6)
where
rh = (−2C0) 1−aa 1|1− a|
(
B
a
)a−2
2a
(6.7)
is the value of r at the horizon. The explicit form (6.7) will not be needed
until the very end of this calculation.
There are only two non-zero components of the Levi-Civita´ connection:
Γ++
+ = 2∂+ρ and Γ−−− = 2∂−ρ. The minus component of ν in (6.3) yields
∂+T−− + ∂−T+− − 2(∂−ρ)T+− = 0 . (6.8)
On static backgrounds, which depend on the variable r alone, the relations
∂+ = −∂− = 1√
2
∂z =
1√
2
ξ(r)∂r , (6.9)
between partial derivatives hold. Therefore, (6.8) becomes a simple first order
ordinary differential equation
(∂z − 2(∂zρ))T+− = ∂zT−− . (6.10)
The flux component T−− can be found easily from the trace [104]
T µµ = 2e
−2ρT+− . (6.11)
As the classical trace of Tµν for a massless field is zero in D = 2, the whole
contribution to T µµ arises from the conformal (or Weyl) anomaly (cf. [132] for
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a historical review). With minimally coupled scalars in 2D the calculations
are especially simple, but they permit to illustrate several important points.
As a first step, in the action (6.2) an integration by parts is performed and it
is continued to the Euclidean domain,
LE =
1
2
∫
d2x
√
gφAφ , (6.12)
where A = −∆ = −gµν∇µ∇ν is the Laplace operator on the curved back-
ground.
The path integral measure is defined by the relation
1 =
∫
(Dφ) exp
(
−
∫
d2x
√
gφ2
)
, (6.13)
so that the procedure maintains diffeomorphism invariance and thus preserves
the conservation equation (6.3). It is also possible to trade part of the diffeo-
morphism invariance for Weyl invariance [243,239,6,294,115], but this option
will not be considered here.
The partition function for the field φ reads
Z =
∫
(Dφ) exp
(
−
∫
d2x
√
gφAφ
)
= (detA)−
1
2 . (6.14)
where the determinant is divergent. The zeta function regularization [131,212]
W = − lnZ = −1
2
ζ ′A(0), ζA(s) = Tr(A
−s) , (6.15)
is very convenient in the present context. Prime denotes differentiation with
respect to s. Strictly speaking, to keep the argument of the zeta function
in (6.15) dimensionless, one has to multiply it by µ2s where µ is a param-
eter with mass dimension one. Then the effective action W will be shifted
by −1
2
ζA(0) lnµ
2 which represents the usual renormalization ambiguity. This
term, however, does not contribute to the anomaly.
The following analysis will be valid for an arbitrary conformally covariant
operator which means that under an infinitesimal conformal transformation
δgµν = 2gµνδρ(x) of the metric (6.5) the operator A changes as
δA = −2(δρ(x))A . (6.16)
Because of this property, the variation of the zeta function is simply
δζA(s) = −sTr((δA)A−1−s) = 2sTr((δρ)A−s) , (6.17)
i.e. the operator A−s is restored with its original power. The corresponding
change of the effective action is expressed in terms of a generalized (“smeared”)
zeta function:
δW = −ζ(0|δρ, A) , ζ(s|δρ, A) := Tr((δρ)A−s) . (6.18)
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At vanishing argument s→ 0 eq. (6.18) can be evaluated easily by heat kernel
methods. For the operator A = −∆ the result is 50
ζ(0|δρ,−∆) = 1
24π
∫
d2x
√
gRδρ . (6.19)
On the other hand, the definition of the energy-momentum tensor (6.1) yields
δW =
1
2
∫
d2x
√
gTµνδg
µν = −
∫
d2x
√
gT µµ δρ . (6.20)
Comparing (6.18) with (6.20) and (6.19) the well-known expression for the
trace anomaly
T µµ =
1
24π
R (6.21)
follows, which remains unchanged after continuation back to Minkowski sig-
nature.
In conformal gauge the Ricci scalar becomes 51
R = 2e−2ρ∂2zρ . (6.22)
In light cone coordinates (6.11) yields
T+− =
1
24π
∂2zρ . (6.23)
With this input, the conservation equation (6.10) is solved easily,
T−− =
1
24π
[
∂2zρ− (∂zρ)2
]
+ t− , (6.24)
where t− is the integration constant.
Different choices of t− correspond to different “quantum vacua” [45, 412,
235,181]. There is nothing specific for 2D models in this respect. We assume
that the Killing horizon is non-degenerate, i.e. ξ(r) has a simple zero at r = rh
as for ξ(r) in (6.6). To ensure regularity of the energy-momentum tensor at the
horizon in global (Kruskal) coordinates one has to require that T−− exhibits a
second order zero at r = rh. There is only one integration constant t− available.
Therefore, fixing it by the requirement
T−−|h = 0 , (6.25)
it must be checked later on whether (6.25) indeed produces a second order
zero.
50 See Appendix B for the details.
51 This expression may be obtained most easily from the identity (1.56) with gµν
from the line element (6.5), Rˆ = 0, ∂r = ∂z.
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In terms of the function ξ the energy momentum tensor (6.24) can be
expressed as (cf. (6.5) and (6.9))
T−− =
1
96π
[
2ξξ′′ − (ξ′)2
]
+ t− . (6.26)
With t− determined from (6.25) it is an easy exercise to show that for the
asymptotically Minkowski models (6.6) the Hawking flux in the asymptotic
region becomes
T−−|as =
a2
96π (a− 1)2r2h
. (6.27)
This flux defines the Hawking temperature TH of the BH. In 2D the Stefan-
Boltzmann law contains T 2H :
T−−|as =
π
6
T 2H . (6.28)
Comparing (6.27) and (6.28) the value of TH agrees with the one derived from
surface gravity TH =
1
4π
ξ′|rh. These equations together with (6.7) and (5.11)
fix the dependence of the Hawking temperature on the ADM mass for this
class of models:
TH ∝ (MADM)a−1a . (6.29)
The well known inverse mass law for the Schwarzschild BH (a = 1/2) is
reproduced. Eq. (6.29) reveals an intriguing property [299] of the class of 2D
models discussed in sect. 3.3: depending on the parameter a the Hawking
temperature may be proportional to a negative, but also a positive power of
the BH mass.
It is easy to check that near the horizon indeed
T−−|r→rh ∼ (r − rh)2 (6.30)
for all values of a, i.e. the requirement of a continuous flux in Kruskal coordi-
nates is fulfilled.
Again, the CGHS model must be considered separately. By substituting
(3.74) in (6.26) the Hawking flux
T−−|as =
B
96π
(6.31)
is obtained, consistent with the earlier calculation [71]. It is important to note
that in the CGHS model Hawking radiation does not depend on the ADM
mass.
Hawking radiation can be studied as well for asymptotically Rindler
and de Sitter models. Explicit expressions can be found in ref. [299]. T−−
for “exotic” configurations with constant dilaton has been calculated in refs.
[259, 258]. It is very sensitive with respect to asymptotic conditions on the
metric. Physically this means that one has to fix length and time scales used
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in its measurement. Clearly, different scales yield different results, as may be
seen by comparing refs. [148] and [299] where asymptotically Rindler spaces
were studied. By choosing an accelerated reference system Hawking radiation
may be converted into Unruh radiation [67].
It should be stressed that Hawking radiation behaves quite differently in
conformally related models as witnessed by the results of ref. [69] vs. ref. [299].
Conformal transformations change, in general, also the asymptotic behavior
of the metric and of the path integral measure. Indeed the very existence of
the conformal anomaly means conformal non-invariance of the theory.
The case of minimally coupled spinor fields interacting (again minimally)
with an abelian gauge field can be also analyzed along the same lines. One has
to add a contribution of the chiral anomaly to the Polyakov action [341,351] 52 .
Another generalization [106] consists in considering the Casimir force due to a
minimally coupled scalar field between two surfaces on a CGHS background.
6.2 Non-minimally coupled scalars
The scalar field action (4.34),(4.35) contains a non-minimal coupling to
the dilaton from spherical reduction. On dimensional and symmetry grounds
for a GDT in the path integral measure also a general function Ψ of the dilaton
Φ may be introduced,
1 =
∫
(Dφ) exp
(
−
∫
d2x
√
ge−2Ψφ2
)
, (6.32)
instead of the standard mode normalization condition following fromD dimen-
sional spherical reduction (Ψ = Φ), using the exponential parameterization of
the dilaton (2.11). Then the rescaled field ϕ = e−Ψφ still possesses the stan-
dard dilaton independent path integral measure in 2D (6.13). In terms of this
new field the action (4.34) reads
L(nm) =
1
2
∫
d2x
√
gϕA(nm)ϕ , (6.33)
A(nm) = −e2(Ψ−Φ)gµν(∇µ∇ν + 2(Ψ,µ − Φ,µ)∂ν
+Ψ,µν +Ψ,µΨ,ν − 2Ψ,µΦ,ν), (6.34)
where an integration by parts has been performed and an irrelevant overall
factor in the action has been dropped (Ψ,µ = ∇µΨ).
The first calculation of the conformal anomaly for non-minimally coupled
scalar fields with the spherically reduced path integral measure (Ψ = Φ) has
been presented by Mukhanov, Wipf and Zelnikov [333] who were also the first
to address the problem of Hawking radiation for spherically reduced matter.
52 The case of neutral matter on the background of a charged BH is even simpler.
One has to modify only the metric in the Polyakov action [125]. The expression
(6.26) still holds in terms of a different ξ.
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Their result was confirmed later [102,226] and extended to arbitrary measure
[282] 53 .
As in the minimally coupled case the zeta function regularization (6.15)
may be employed. The operator A(nm) being conformally covariant, the equa-
tions (6.16) – (6.18) and (6.20) (after the replacement A → A(nm)) are still
valid. The conformal anomaly is derived from ζ(0|δρ, A(nm)). Again the gen-
eral formulae from Appendix B can be used, because A(nm) may be expressed
in the standard form (B.1)
A(nm) = −(gˆµν∇ˆµ∇ˆν + Eˆ) , (6.35)
with the “effective” metric gˆµν = e2(Ψ−Φ)gµν and the covariant derivative
∇ˆµ = ∂µ + Γˆµ + ωˆµ , ωˆµ = Ψ,µ − Φ,µ , (6.36)
where Γˆ is the Christoffel connection for the metric gˆ. Here the potential Eˆ
reads
Eˆ = gˆµν(−Φ,µΦ,ν + Φ,µν) . (6.37)
According to Appendix B, (eq. (B.5) with (B.9) and (B.13)), after returning
to Minkowski space one obtains for the smeared ζ-function (6.18)
ζ(0|δρ, A(nm)) = 1
24π
∫
d2x
√
−gˆ(Rˆ + 6Eˆ)δρ , (6.38)
where Rˆ is the scalar curvature determined from gˆ, so that (6.37) and (6.38)
yield the trace anomaly [282]
T µµ =
1
24π
(R− 6(∇Φ)2 + 4∇2Φ+ 2∇2Ψ) . (6.39)
For the spherically reduced measure Ψ = Φ this expression agrees with
refs. [333,102,226]. Different expressions for the conformal anomaly with var-
ious choices of the measure were reported too [48, 342, 325, 343]. It is often
important to keep track of total derivatives (or zero modes in the compact
case) in computations of T µµ . A careful analysis of this type has been per-
formed by Dowker [130] (cf. also [283, 288]) who confirmed the result (6.39)
for SRG.
When scalars are coupled nonminimally to a dilaton field the conservation
law for the one-loop energy-momentum tensor has to be modified,
∇µTµν = −(∂νΦ) 1√−g
δW
δΦ
, (6.40)
as can be seen by applying the usual assumption of diffeomorphism invariance
to a φ dependent matter action. In the absence of classical matter fluxes the
53 The literature on this subject is quite large (cf. e.g. [48,342,325,344,227, 345]).
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matter action can be replaced again by the one-loop effective action of non-
minimally coupled scalars [222].
In contrast to conformal transformations, a shift of the dilaton field Φ→
Φ + δΦ does not act on the operator A(nm) in a covariant way 54 . Therefore,
the variation of
(
A(nm)
)−s
in the zeta function does not yield a power of A(nm)
anymore. As a consequence the variation of the effective action cannot be
expressed in terms of known heat kernel coefficients.
A way to overcome this difficulty has been suggested in [287]. By keeping
the same classical action, but by changing the hermiticity requirements of
relevant operators, A(nm) has been transformed into a product of two operators
of Dirac type each of which transforms homogeneously under the shifts of
the dilaton field. This allowed us to calculate the energy-momentum tensor
and the effective action in a closed analytical form. Although this procedure
changes the original spectral problem, the results exhibit several attractive
features which have to be present in spherically reduced theories. For example,
the Hawking temperature coincides with its geometrical expression through
surface gravity. Thus, in hindsight one may conjecture [288] that this procedure
somehow takes into account the “dimensional reduction anomaly” (see below).
Another model where the energy-momentum tensor can be calculated exactly
has been proposed recently [167].
In this connection it should be remarked that in 2D a generic differential
operator can be represented in “dilaton” form 55
A¯ = −
(
eΨ∇µe−Φ
) (
e−Φ∇µeΨ
)
:= LµL†µ . (6.41)
This parameterization proved very convenient in resumming the perturbative
expansion of the effective action [203]. It also allows to prove some symmetry
relations between functional determinants even in higher dimensions or if Ψ
and Φ are matrix-valued fields [421]. Roughly speaking, these symmetry rela-
tions allow to interchange Lµ and L
†
µ inside the determinant which is a rather
non-trivial operation because of the summation over µ in (6.41).
In order to study the quantum back reaction upon the classical BH, solu-
tions of the field equations obtained from an action containing both classical
and one-loop parts are needed. It is not possible to solve such equations in
general, even if the quantum effects are represented by the simplest Polyakov
action. However, for particular dilaton theories exact solutions can be ob-
tained [374, 372, 44, 115, 147, 256, 446, 445], although in some of these papers
the “quantum” part was rather introduced by hand than derived.
54 From now on we assume that the function Ψ in the measure is fixed. The most
relevant choice (SRG) is Ψ = Φ.
55 In 2D locally any operator of Laplace type can be represented as a product of
an operator of Dirac type and its conjugate [420]. In contrast to the present case,
however, these Dirac operators will not necessarily transform homogeneously under
the shift of the dilaton.
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An effective action for non-minimally coupled fields was presented in [287].
Admittedly, its derivation lacked complete rigor. Many authors [49,50,47,65,
62, 61, 63, 320, 321,317,318,21] employ the “conformal” action
W (conf) =
1
96π
∫
d2x
√−g
[
R
1
2
R − 12(∇Φ)2 1
2
R + 12RΦ
]
(6.42)
which correctly reproduces the conformal anomaly (6.39) for Ψ = Φ but ne-
glects (an undetermined) conformally invariant part 56 . The first term under
the integral in (6.42) yields the Polyakov action. It is interesting to note that
although (6.42) differs from the full effective action obtained in [287], many
physical predictions are identical.
Even if it is assumed thatW (conf) provides a correct description of one-loop
effects for non-minimally coupled matter, many problems remain open. The
first one is how to deal with the non-local terms in (6.42). Direct variation of
this equation with respect to the metric leads to very complicated expressions
[302]. It was proposed in ref. [64] to convert (6.42) into a local action by
introducing two auxiliary fields, f1 = (1/2)R and f2 = (1/2)(∇Φ)2. Various
versions of this method were frequently used since (e.g. [65,62,61,63,14,15]).
As the new action in terms of f1 and f2 is local it is quite straightforward to
vary it with respect to the metric in order to arrive at the energy momentum
tensor. However, since f1 and f2 are to be found from R and (∇Φ)2 by solving
second order differential equations, the energy momentum tensor obtained
in this way will in general depend on four integration constants. This is an
indication that such an extended action does not necessarily yield the same
physics as the original one. For the latter a single first order equation (6.40)
must be solved in the conformal gauge. Indeed, many physical predictions, as,
e.g., the BH “anti-evaporation” [49] may depend on the way the action (6.42)
is treated.
It has been noted [13, 14, 15] that T−− for non-minimal coupling at the
horizon behaves as (r−rh)2 ln(r−rh) instead of (6.30) for the minimal coupling.
This means that in Kruskal coordinates the energy momentum tensor exhibits
a singularity, although a rather weak (logarithmic, integrable) one [288]. In
ref. [16] this singularity has been attributed to a breakdown of the WKB
approximation.
In the case of non-minimally coupled scalars derived from SRG, action and
path integral measure (the mode normalization condition) coincide with the
ones for the s-wave parts of the corresponding quantities in four dimensions.
Does this guarantee that the 2D Hawking flux will be just the s-wave part of
the Hawking flux in four dimensions? The answer is negative, because renor-
malization and dimensional reduction do not commute. Indeed, even if each
individual angular momentum contribution to the energy-momentum tensor
or to the effective action were finite, the sum over the angular momenta will,
56 Some physical motivations why the conformally non-invariant part may dominate
at a certain energy scale can be found in ref. [347].
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in general, diverge. In fact, the effective action W can be written in the zeta
function regularization as
W reg = −1
2
Γ(s)
∑
l
∑
nl
λ−sl,nl =
∑
l
W regl , (6.43)
where the “partial wave” effective action is
W regl = −
1
2
Γ(s)
∑
nl
λ−sl,nl . (6.44)
Here λl,nl are eigenvalues of the kinetic operator in four dimensions correspond-
ing to the angular momentum l. To remove divergences in W regl as s→ 0 one
must subtract the pole terms:
δWl =
1
2s
ζl(0) + . . . , ζl(s) =
∑
nl
λ−sl,nl . (6.45)
Here dots denote finite renormalization terms. After that one obtains the
familiar expression (6.15) for each l with an appropriate operator A. However,
the sum
W =
∑
l
(W regl + δWl) (6.46)
will diverge. Thus, a subtraction term which is needed to make (6.43) finite
has nothing to do with the sum over l of the individual pole terms (6.45).
This latter sum simply does not exist! This means that the four-dimensional
theory requires more counterterms and counter terms of a different type than
the spherically reduced one. This problem was noted long ago [437] in calcu-
lations of tunnel determinants. In the context of SRG the non-commutativity
of renormalization and dimensional reduction has been called “dimensional
reduction anomaly” [166]; it has been the subject of extensive studies over
recent years [401, 16, 111].
We conclude this section by noting that for massive matter fields the situ-
ation is simpler than for massless ones. One can apply e.g. the high frequency
approximation [17] to estimate the energy-momentum tensor. The zero mass
limit in such calculations is, of course, singular. The massive case is also less
interesting because the Hawking flux is suppressed by the mass.
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7 Nonperturbative path integral quantization
As pointed out in the previous section, dilaton gravity is a convenient
laboratory for studying semi-classical effects like Hawking radiation. For quan-
tum effects the simplicity of 2D theories becomes even more important, since
quantum gravity is beset with well-known conceptual problems, which are es-
sentially independent of the considered dimension (cf. e.g. [79]). Thus, a study
in a framework were the purely technical challenges are not as demanding as
in higher-dimensional theories is desirable.
GDT in 2D with matter as a theoretical laboratory for quantum gravity
has several advantages as compared to other models:
• As outlined in the introduction, it encompasses many different theories pro-
posed in the literature, including models with strong physical motivation,
like SRG.
• It exhibits continuous physical degrees of freedom and thus provides physical
scattering processes with a non-trivial S-matrix, as opposed to pure SRG
or GDT without matter.
• It is still simple enough to allow a non-perturbative treatment in the geo-
metric sector.
The main advantage of the first point is that the same techniques can be used
uniformly for a large class of theories. The second point will be elaborated in
detail in the next section, where the S-matrix for s-wave gravitational scat-
tering will be calculated. The third point is conceptually and technically very
important: the split of geometric variables into background plus fluctuations
in perturbation theory is something which can be avoided here. From the
viewpoint of GR this is very attractive.
After integrating out geometry exactly a non-local and non-polynomial
action is obtained, depending solely on the matter fields and external sources.
When perturbation theory is introduced at this point geometry can be re-
constructed self-consistently to each given order. In particular, the proper
back-reaction from matter is included automatically.
From a technical point of view the use of Cartan variables in a first order
formulation has been crucial. The ensuing constraint algebra also with matter
shares the essential features with the one in the PSM model (cf. sect. 2.3)
which governs the matterless case: It becomes a finite W-algebra for minimally
coupled matter and a Lie-algebra for the JT model [22,123,405,122,124,238].
Moreover it still closes with δ-functions rather than derivatives of them. Within
the BRST quantization procedure the “temporal” gauge has turned out to be
extremely useful. It will lead to an effective metric in Sachs-Bondi form. As
seen above (cf. sect. 3.1) that gauge appeared to be already the most natural
one in the absence of matter interactions. Even when the latter are present
the classical action in that gauge remains linear in the canonical coordinates
of the geometrical sector. Consequently, by integration three functional delta
functions are generated which are used to perform an exact path integration
over the corresponding canonical momenta. If no matter fields are present in
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this way an exact generating functional for Green functions is obtained. The
effective field theory with non-local interactions for the case with matter fields
will be considered in detail in sect. 8.
7.1 Constraint algebra
A prerequisite for the proper formulation of a path integral is the Hamil-
tonian analysis. The key advantage of the formulation (2.17) for the geometric
part of the action is its “Hamiltonian” form. The component version (2.20), to-
gether with the one for scalar fields, nonminimally coupled by F (X) 6= const.
to the dilaton field (cf. (4.36)),
L(m) = (e)F (X)
[
1
2
ηab (ǫ˜
µνeaν∂µφ)
(
ǫ˜κλebκ∂λφ
)
− f(φ)
]
(7.1)
in terms of the canonical coordinates φ and
qi = (ω1, e
−
1 , e
+
1 ), q¯i = (ω0, e
−
0 , e
+
0 ) (7.2)
allow the identification of the respective canonical momenta 57 from the total
Lagrangian L = L(g) + L(m) (L = ∫ d2xL, ∂0qi = q˙i etc.)
pi =
∂L
∂q˙i
= (X,X+, X−) , (7.3)
π =
∂L
∂φ˙
, (7.4)
p¯i =
∂L
∂ ˙¯iq
= 0 . (7.5)
Eqs. (7.5) are three primary constraints. The canonical Hamiltonian density
Hc = piq˙i + πφ˙− L, (7.6)
after elimination of φ˙ and q˙i becomes
Hc = −q¯iGi, (7.7)
with the secondary first class constraints
Gi(q, p, φ, π) := G
(g)
i (q, p) +G
(m)
i (q, p, φ, π), (7.8)
57 Strictly speaking the relation between pi and the variables X,X
± yields primary
second class constraints. However, the canonical procedure using Dirac brackets
in the present case justifies the shortcut implied by (7.3). We use the standard
nomenclature of Hamiltonian analysis (cf. e.g. [187, 219, 128]). Note that LFOG =
− ∫ d2xL(g), the minus sign being a consequence of our notation which relates the
first order action (2.17) to minus the second order action (1.1).
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the geometric part of which is given by (V = V(p2p3, p1) as defined in (2.31))
G
(g)
1 = ∂1p1 + p3q3 − p2q2, (7.9)
G
(g)
2 = ∂1p2 + q1p2 − q3V, (7.10)
G
(g)
3 = ∂1p3 − q1p3 + q2V, (7.11)
and its matter part reads
G
(m)
1 = 0, (7.12)
G
(m)
2 =
F (p1)
4q2
[
(∂1φ)− π
F (p1)
]2
− F (p1)q3f(φ), (7.13)
G
(m)
3 = −
F (p1)
4q3
[
(∂1φ) +
π
F (p1)
]2
+ F (p1)q2f(φ). (7.14)
By means of the Poisson bracket (pi
′ = pi(x′) etc.){
qi, p
′
j
}
= δijδ(x
1 − x1′) (7.15)
the stability of the first class primary constraints (7.5) identifies the Gi of
(7.8) as first class secondary constraints. There are no ternary constraints as
can be seen from the Poisson algebra of the Gi{
Gi, G
′
j
}
= CijkGkδ(x− x′) , (7.16)
with (Cijk = −Cjik; all non-listed Cijk-components vanish)
C122 = −1,
C133 = 1,
C231 = − ∂V
∂p1
+
F ′(p1)
(e)F (p1)
L(m),
C232 = − ∂V
∂p2
,
C233 = − ∂V
∂p3
.
(7.17)
In the matterless case and for minimal coupling (F ′ = 0 in (7.17)) the structure
functions Cijk depend on the momenta only. For the JT model (2.12) with
V = Λp1 again the Lie-algebra of SO(1, 2) is reproduced (cf. the observation
after eq. (2.36)). Already without matter the symmetry generated by the Gi =
G
(g)
i corresponds to a nonlinear (finite W -) algebra A(g). Including also the
(mutually commuting) momenta pi in A¯(g) = {A(g), pi} that algebra closes
and the Casimir invariant C(g) of the PSM appears as one of the two elements
of the center [192], the second of which can be expressed as ∂1C(g).
It is remarkable that the commutators (7.16) resemble, though, the ones of
an ordinary gauge theory or the Ashtekar approach to gravity [8,9] in the sense
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that no space-derivatives of the delta functions appear 58 . The usual Hamil-
tonian constraints H and the diffeomorphism constraints H1 in an analysis of
the ADM-type [7] always lead to such derivatives (cf. e.g. [408]). Indeed, H
and H1 can be reproduced by suitable linear combination of the Gi [246,289].
We emphasize that upon quantization we have no ordering problems in
the present formalism 59 . Due to the linear appearance of coordinates in the
geometric parts G
(g)
i of the constraints any hermitian version of them is au-
tomatically Weyl ordered 60 . Moreover, the Hamiltonian is hermitian if the
constraints exhibit that property (since the Hamiltonian essentially is just a
sum over them). This property carries over to Gi since Cijk for minimal cou-
pling depend only on the momenta and for non-minimal coupling the only
addition consists of the matter Lagrangian. The commutator between struc-
ture functions and constraints vanishes: for minimal coupling this is a trivial
consequence of the PSM structure of the Hamiltonian and for non-minimal
coupling the only non-trivial term (present in C231) vanishes as well since it
commutes with G1. Moreover, the commutator of two (Weyl ordered) con-
straints again yields the classical expressions (7.17) in Weyl ordered form.
Therefore, the Poisson algebra (7.16) can be elevated without problems to a
commutator algebra for quantum operators.
As no ternary constraints exist and as all constraints are first class the
extended phase space with (anticommuting) ghost fields can be constructed
easily, following the approach of Batalin, Vilkovisky and Fradkin [164,27,163].
One first determines the BRST charge Ω which fulfills Ω2 = 1
2
{Ω,Ω} = 0.
Treating q¯i as canonical variable one obtains two quadruplets of constraint/ca-
nonical coordinate/ghost/ghost momentum
(p¯i, q¯i, bi, p
b
i), (Gi,−, ci, pci) , (7.18)
with canonical (graded) brackets{
ci, p
c
i
′} = −δijδ(x1 − x1′) = {bi, pbi ′} . (7.19)
In (7.18) no “coordinate” conjugate to the secondary constraints Gi appears,
although one could try to construct some quantities which fulfill canonical
Poisson bracket relations with them. These quantities are not needed for the
BRST procedure which according to [197] yields
Ω =
∫ (
ciGi +
1
2
cicjCijkp
c
k + bip¯i
)
d2x . (7.20)
58 It is also possible to switch to other sets of constraints, e.g. including ∂1C(g) as
one of them, thus abelianizing them in the matterless case. This, however, works
only in a given patch, since the transformation involved breaks down at a horizon
(cf. e.g. [197]).
59We are grateful to P. van Nieuwenhuizen for discussions on that point.
60 To be more explicit: classical terms of the form pq have a unique hermitian rep-
resentation, namely (qp+ pq)/2. This is also their Weyl ordered version.
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Since the structure functions (7.17) are field dependent it is non-trivial that
the homological perturbation series stops at rank = 1. In general one would
expect the presence of higher order ghost terms (“ghost self interactions”).
However, it can be verified easily that Ω as defined in (7.20) is nilpotent
by itself. For the matterless case this is a simple consequence of the Poisson
structure: The Jacobi identity (2.36) for the Poisson tensor implies that the
homological perturbation series already stops at the Yang-Mills level [379].
It turns out that the inclusion of (dynamical) scalars does not change this
feature.
The quantity (7.20) generates BRST transformations with anticommut-
ing constant parameter δλ by δHc = {δλΩ,Hc} = 0. It not only leaves the
canonical Hamiltonian density Hc invariant, but also the extended Hamilto-
nian density
Hext = Hc + {ψ,Ω} (7.21)
in which Hc has been supplemented by a (BRST exact) term with the gauge-
fixing fermion ψ. In our case also Hc = {pci q¯i,Ω} is exact, a well-known feature
of reparametrization invariant theories. A useful class of gauge fixing fermions
is given by [204]
ψ = pbiχi (7.22)
where χi are some gauge fixing functions. The class of temporal gauges (3.3)
q¯i = ai, ai = (0, 1, 0) (7.23)
has turned out to be very convenient for the exact path integration of the
geometric part of the action [292, 204, 281, 285]. It can be incorporated in
(7.22) by the choice
χi =
1
ǫ
(q¯i − ai) (7.24)
with ǫ being a positive constant. Then (7.21) reduces to
Hext = 1
ǫ
pbibi −
1
ǫ
(q¯i − ai)p¯i − q¯iGi − q¯icjCijkpck + pcibi . (7.25)
It is necessary to perform the limit ǫ→ 0 to impose (7.23) in the path integral.
This can be achieved by a redefinition of the canonical momenta
p¯i → ˆ¯pi = ǫp¯i, pbi → pˆbi = ǫpbi , (7.26)
which has unit super-Jacobian in the path integral measure. Taking ǫ→ 0 af-
terwards, in terms of the new momenta yields a well-defined extended Hamil-
tonian.
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7.2 Path integral quantization
After that step the path integral in extended phase space becomes
W =
∫
(Dqi) (Dpi) (Dq¯i) (D ˆ¯pi) (Dφ) (Dπ) (Dci) (Dpci) (Dbi) (Dpˆbi)
× exp
[
i
∫
(L(0) + Jipi + jiqi + σφ) d2x
]
, (7.27)
with
L(0) = piq˙i + ǫ ˆ¯pi ˙¯qi + πφ˙+ ǫpˆbi b˙i + pci c˙i −Hext . (7.28)
It turns out to be very useful to introduce sources ji and σ not only for the
geometric variables qi and for the scalar field φ, but also for the momenta pi,
denoted by Ji. Integrating out ˆ¯pi and q¯i yields an effective Lagrangian with
q¯i = ai as required by (7.23). After further trivial integrations with respect to
bi and pˆ
b
i , and finally ci and p
c
i , (7.27) simplifies to
W =
∫
(Dqi) (Dpi) (Dφ) (Dπ) detM exp iL(1) (7.29)
with
L(1) =
∫
d2x (piq˙i + πφ˙+ aiGi + Jipi + jiqi + σφ) . (7.30)
In the functional matrix
M =

∂0 −1 0
0 ∂0 0
K p3U(p1) ∂0 + p2U(p1)
 (7.31)
the (complicated) contribution K is irrelevant for its determinant:
detM = (det ∂0)
2 det (∂0 + p2U(p1)) (7.32)
Indeed, apart from that important contribution to the measure the generating
functional of Green functions W with the effective Lagrangian eq. (7.30) is
nothing but the “naive” result, obtained by gauge fixing the Hamiltonian Hc.
The present approach to quantization may be questioned because it is
not based directly upon the classical physical theory like the dilaton action
appearing naturally in SRG. However, the classical equivalence argument of
sect. 2.2 in the quantum language simply means to integrate out 61 the torsion-
independent part of the spin connection and of the Xa in (2.17). The only
delicate point is the transformation in the measure of the path integral. As
shown in ref. [281] there exists a gauge (e−0 = 1, e
+
1 = 1, e
+
0 = 0) which
61 In the path integral the classical elimination procedure is replaced by first inte-
grating the two components of ωµ which appear linearly. The resulting δ-functions
allow the elimination of Xa by means of the relation (2.29).
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does not produce a Faddeev-Popov-type determinant in the transition to the
equivalent dilaton theory (of the form (2.9)). Thus for all physical observables,
defined as to be independent of the gauge, that equivalence should also hold
at the quantum level.
The (Gaussian) path integral 62 of momenta π in (7.29) is done in the
next step:
W =
∫
(Dqi)(Dpi)(Dφ)(det q2)1/2 detM exp iL(2) (7.33)
L(2) =
∫
d2x
[
piq˙i + q1p2 − q3(V (p1) + U(p1)p2p3)
+ F (p1)
(
(∂1φ)(∂0φ)− q2(∂0φ)2 − q3f(φ)
)
+ jiqi + Jipi + σφ
]
(7.34)
In the only contributing constraint G2, which is now written explicitly, the
total derivative ∂1p2 has been dropped
63 .
As it stands (7.33) lacks a covariant measure for the final matter integra-
tion. If this is not corrected properly, counterterms emerging from a nonco-
variant measure may obscure the quantization procedure. The accepted rem-
edy [411] (cf. also [172,26]) is to insert the appropriate factor by hand. It arises
from the requirement that the inner product∫
d2x
√−gφψ =
∫
d2x
(
φ 4
√−g
) (
ψ 4
√−g
)
be invariant under diffeomorphisms. As a consequence, the Gaussian integral
with the invariant measure yields∫
(Dφ 4√−g) exp
[
i
∫ √−gφΓφ] = (det Γ)−1/2 . (7.35)
In the present gauge (3.3) with
√−g = (e) = e+1 = q3 this means that
(det q2)
1/2 in (7.33) should be replaced by (det q3)
1/2.
In the customary approach the next step would be the integral of the
momenta pi. However, in a generic 2D gravity model, including the physically
relevant SRG, the p-integrals are not Gaussian. On the other hand, the action
(7.34) is linear in the geometric coordinates qi. Even the new determinant
in the measure by the identity (u and u¯ are anticommuting scalars and v a
62 An effective action for a general class of gauges where this integration is not
possible has been proposed too [247].
63 There exists a shortcut to obtain (7.33) with (7.34) and (7.32) [197]: instead of
(7.22) with (7.24) one can use the gauge fixing fermion Ψ = pc2 and straightforwardly
integrate all ghosts and their momenta, without limiting procedure for a quantity
ε as in (7.24).
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commuting one)
(q3)
1/2 =
∫
(Dv) (Du¯) (Du) exp i(v2 + u¯u)q3 (7.36)
may be reexpressed formally as yet another linear contribution (in q3) to the
action. This suggests to perform the qi-integrals first, yielding (functional)
δ-functions which, in turn, may be used to get rid of the pi-integrals after-
wards 64 .
The vanishing arguments of the three δ-functions for the respective (q1, q2, q3)-
integrals yield three differential equations (h = u¯u+ v2 from (7.36))
∂0p1 − p2 − j1 = 0 , (7.37)
∂0p2 − j2 + F (p1)(∂0φ)2 = 0 , (7.38)
(∂0 + p2U(p1))p3 + V (p1) + F (p1)f(φ)− h− j3 = 0 . (7.39)
The differential operators acting on pi precisely combine to the ones in the
determinant detM of the measure in (7.29) with (7.32). Therefore, detM will
be cancelled exactly in the subsequent integration of pi. Eqs. (7.37)-(7.39)
are the classical (Hamiltonian) differential equations for the momenta (with
sources ji). Matter is represented in (7.38), (7.39) by the terms proportional
to Newton’s constant (F ∝ κ).
7.3 Path integral without matter
It is not possible to obtain an exact solution for pi for general matter
interactions. Therefore, the latter can be treated only perturbatively, and in
the first step F → 0 should be considered 65 . Then the solutions of (7.29)-
(7.37) can be written as
p1 = B1 = p¯1 + ∂
−1
0 (p2 + j1) , (7.40)
p2 = B2 = p¯2 + ∂
−1
0 j2 , (7.41)
p3 = B3 = e
−Q [∂−10 eQ (j3 − V (p1)) + p¯3] (7.42)
where ∂0p¯i = 0 and ∂
−1
0 , ∂
−2
0 have to be properly defined one-dimensional
Green-functions in the genuine realm of quantum theory (see below). In the
integration of (7.39) the differential operator H = (∂0 + p2U(p1)) has been
reexpressed in terms of
Q = ∂−10 (U(B1)B2) (7.43)
64 Historically this exact integrability was realized first for the matterless KV-model
[204] where the quadratic dependence on pi allowed the first integration to be the
(traditional) Gaussian one. The inverted sequence of integrals has been initiated
in [281].
65 For minimally coupled scalars F = const. is independent of pi so that this term
can be taken along one more step. In the end, however, one cannot avoid that
perturbation expansion.
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as H−1 = e−Q ∂−10 e
Q. Proceeding as announced above, after
∫
(Dq) (Dp) we
arrive at the exact expression for the generating functional for Green functions
W0(j, J) = exp iL
(0)
eff , (7.44)
L
(0)
eff =
∫
d2x
[
JiBi + L˜0(j, B)
]
, (7.45)
where Bi = Bi(j, p¯i) . Here L
(0)
eff trivially coincides with the generating func-
tional of connected Green’s function. In (7.45) a new contribution L˜0(j, B) has
been added. It originates from an ambiguity in the first term of the square
bracket. In an expression
∫
dx0
∫
dy0 Jx0(∂
−1
0 )A the symbol ∂
−1
0 means an inte-
gral which when acting upon J contains an undetermined integration constant
g¯(x1). This generates a new term g¯
∫
A. Applying this to J1B1 + J2B2 yields
uninteresting couplings 66 . But from B3 with A = e
Q(j3 − V ) together with
J3 an important contribution to the action follows:
L˜(0) = g¯ eQ (j3 − V ) (7.46)
Indeed that term is the only one to survive in the matterless case at Ji = 0,
i.e. for vanishing sources of the momenta. On the other hand, precisely that
action L˜(0) had been derived in the first exact path integral [204] computed
for the KV-model [250,251]. There Ji ≡ 0 had been taken from the beginning.
It also plays a crucial role for the derivation of the solutions for the (classical)
e.o.m.-s for the geometric variables which simply follow from the “expectation
values” in the matterless case
〈qi〉 = 1
iW0(0)
δW0
δji
∣∣∣∣∣
j=J=0
. (7.47)
These 〈qi〉 indeed coincide with the classical solutions (3.20)-(3.22) when con-
stants of integration are adjusted and the gauge (3.3) is assumed. The useful-
ness of the sources Ji for the momenta is evident when the Casimir function
C(g) of (3.14) is determined from its expectation value:
〈
C(g)(p)
〉
=
C(g)
(
1
i
δ
δJ
)
W0(J)
W0(0)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
J=0
= p¯3 (7.48)
The last equality in (7.48) follows from introducing the solutions (7.40)-(7.42)
into
〈
C(g)(p)
〉
= C(g)(B0i ), where in B0i = Bi(j = 0) the residual gauge is
fixed so that B02 = p¯2 = 1, B
0
1 = x
0. Here, as well as in the solutions qi of
(7.47) it is evident that p¯3 describes the (classical) background.
It should be emphasized that one encounters the unusual situation that
in the matterless case the classical theory is expressed by W0 in a quantum
66 It turns out that the corresponding ambiguous contributions are fixed uniquely
by imposing boundary conditions on the momenta p1 and p2.
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field theoretical formalism. Therefore, the question arises for the whereabouts
of the e.o.m-s which are the counterparts of (7.37)-(7.39), but which depend
on derivatives ∂1pi instead of ∂0pi. These relations disappeared because of
the gauge fixing, much like the Gauss law disappears in the temporal gauge
A0 = 0 for the U(1) gauge field Aµ. Actually, in the “quantum” formalism
of the classical result they reappear as “Ward-identities” by gauge variations
(diffeomorphisms, local Lorentz transformations) of W0(j, J). For details refs.
[285, 197] can be consulted.
There is one most important lesson to be drawn retrospectively for the
matterless case which may have consequences in a more general context than
the present one of 2D theories of gravity: The exact quantum integral of
the geometry leading here to the classical theory uses, among others, a path
integral over all values of q3 in order to arrive at the classical equation for the
momenta through the δ-function. However, q3 in the gauge (3.3) is identical to
the determinant (e) =
√−g. Therefore, a summation including negative and
vanishing volumes has to be made to arrive at the correct (classical) result.
It is instructive to derive the effective action corresponding to the gener-
ating functional (7.45). In terms of the mean fields 〈qi〉, 〈pi〉
〈qi〉 = δL
(0)
eff
δji
, 〈pi〉 = δL
(0)
eff
δJi
, (7.49)
the effective action Γ(〈qi〉, 〈pi〉) results from the Legendre transform of L(0)eff ,
Γ(〈qi〉, 〈pi〉) = L(0)eff (j, J)−
∫
d2x (ji〈qi〉+ Ji〈pi〉) , (7.50)
where the sources must be expressed through the mean fields. To economize
writing the brackets the notations
〈qi〉 = (ω1, e−1 , e+1 ) , 〈pi〉 = (X,X+, X−) , (7.51)
imply a simple return to the original geometric variables (cf. (7.2) and (7.3)).
A peculiar feature of the first order formalism is that only the last three
of the equations (7.49) are needed:
j1 = ∂0X −X+ , (7.52)
j2 = ∂0X
+ , (7.53)
j3 − V (X) = e−Q∂0
(
eQX−
)
=
(
∂0 +X
+U(X)
)
X− . (7.54)
The exact effective action (7.50) for the dilaton gravity models without matter
immediately follows from (7.52)-(7.54):
Γ =
∫
M
d2x
[
ω1X
+ − ω1(∂0X)− e−1 (∂0X+)− e+1 (∂0X−)
−e+1 (V (X) +X+X−U(X))
]
± g¯
∫
∂M
dx1eQX− , (7.55)
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It has been assumed that the manifold M has the form of a strip M =
[r1, r2]×R. The upper (+) sign in front of the surface term 67 corresponds to
the “right” boundary x0 = r2, and the lower (−) sign to x0 = r1.
The volume term in (7.55) is just the classical action in the temporal gauge
(cf. first line in (7.34)). Thus all dilaton gravities without matter are locally
quantum trivial [281]. Therefore, all eventual quantum effects are encoded in
the boundary part and are global.
Except in subsection 5.1 and in eq. (7.55) so far complications from
boundary effects were entirely ignored. Their inclusion in the path integral
approach is a highly nontrivial problem and, in general, requires the introduc-
tion of non-local operators at the boundary (cf. e.g. [25, 313, 418, 332, 144]).
Matterless 2D quantum gravity being a special case of PSM-s, the discussion
can be incorporated into the one of these more general models 68 , if the bulk
action (2.34) is supplemented by∫
∂M2
f(C)XIAI , (7.56)
where C is the Casimir function (2.45-2.47). A consistent way 69 to implement
boundary conditions is fixing f(C) = 0 and δXI = 0 at time-like ∂M2, which
implies XI |∂M2 = XI(r) with r being the “radius”. In fact, this prescription
we had imposed tacitly by dropping all boundary contributions in (7.44) and
by choosing fixed functions of x0 (which corresponds to a radial coordinate in
our gauge) for the boundary values of pi.
As pointed out in sect. 2.3, gravity theories in D = 2 without matter are
special examples of PSM-s. Not surprisingly, the exact path integral also is
encountered there [220]. Recently also an “almost closed expression” for the
partition function on an arbitrary oriented two-manifold has been presented
as well [221].
It is interesting to compare this result with local perturbative calcula-
tions [373, 242, 139, 138]. Results obtained in different gauges must coincide
on-shell only. The effective “quantum” actions obtained in these papers indeed
vanish on-shell in full agreement with our non-perturbative calculations. Hence
the non-trivial off-shell counterterms appearing in refs. [373,242,139,138] are
pure artifacts of the gauges employed. In ref. [66] local quantum triviality of
some dilaton models has been verified with the conformal field theory tech-
67 The two omitted surface terms (cf. footnote 66) are just
∫
∂M dx
1X+ and∫
∂M dx
1X. Since both quantities will be fixed by suitable boundary conditions in
the next section we have already dropped them.
68We are grateful to L. Bergamin and P. van Nieuwenhuizen for discussions on that
model.
69We mean consistency as defined in [300]: boundary conditions arise from (1) ex-
tremizing the action, (2) invariance of the action and (3) closure of the set of bound-
ary conditions under symmetry transformations. In Maxwell theory, e.g., these con-
sistency requirements single out electric or magnetic boundary conditions [422].
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nique. Some authors [87,93] also rely on rather complicated field redefinitions
which, however, as a rule produce Jacobian factors, making a comparison with
the result [281] very difficult. Finally, ref. [301] should be mentioned where
loop calculations in the presence of the Polyakov term have been performed,
although only part of the degrees of freedom was quantized.
7.4 Path integral with matter
7.4.1 General formalism
When the geometry interacts with matter the computation must be re-
sumed at the generating functional (7.33). After performing the integrations
(Dp)(Dq) as in the matterless case one arrives at
W =
∫
(Dφ) exp iL(3), (7.57)
L(3) =
∫
d2x
[
F (Bˆ1)(∂0φ)(∂1φ) + JiBˆi + σφ+ L˜(ji, Bˆi)
]
, (7.58)
L˜(ji, Bˆi) = g˜eQˆ(h+ j3 − V (Bˆ1)− F (Bˆ1)f(φ)). (7.59)
Here Bˆi are the solutions for pi from (7.37)-(7.39) and thus are functions of
the scalar field φ as well. The notation Qˆ and Vˆ also indicates the dependence
of these quantities on Bˆi instead of Bi (cf. (7.43)). Nevertheless, the action
still is seen to be only linear in h = u¯u + v2 in L˜ (7.59) and Bˆ3 of (7.39).
Therefore the identity (7.36) may be used backwards with q3 replaced by
E+1 (J, j, p¯, f) = J3 e
−Qˆ∂0 eQˆ ∂−10 e
Qˆ + g¯ eQˆ . (7.60)
In the ensuing new version of (7.57)
W =
∫
(D φ) (detE+1 )1/2 exp iLeff , (7.61)
Leff =
∫
d2x
[
F (Bˆ1)(∂0φ)(∂1φ) + JiBˆi |h=0 + L˜ |h=0 + σφ
]
, (7.62)
the measure allows an intuitive interpretation. For physically interesting Green
functions with J3 = 0 the penultimate term in (7.60) is nothing but q3 again,
however expressed in terms of the sources j and containing the scalar field.
Thus this determinant in the measure duely takes into account back reactions
of scalar matter upon the geometry.
This is how far we can get using non-perturbative methods. The final
matter integration cannot be performed exactly.
7.4.2 Perturbation theory
In the treatment of matter one now may follow the usual steps of per-
turbative quantum field theory. In order to avoid cumbersome formulas and,
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nevertheless, elucidate the basic principles we restrict the discussion to mini-
mal coupling (F (p1) = 1) and no local self-interaction (f(φ) = 0).
First the terms quadratic in φ of (7.58) are isolated by expanding Bˆi and
L˜ to this order. Then, they are considered together with the source term σφ
in a (Gaussian) path integral. The φ-dependence in the measure contributes
to higher loop order only. Higher order terms O(φ2n) (n ≥ 2) in (7.62) are
interpreted as vertices and taken outside the integral, with the replacement
φ→ 1
i
δ
δσ
. We denote them summarily as Z(φ):
W = exp
[
i
∫
Z
(
1
i
δ
δσ
)]
W˜ (7.63)
W˜ (j, J, σ) =
∫
(Dφ)
√
detE+1 exp i
∫
[(∂0φ)(∂1φ)−E−1 (∂0φ)2 + σφ] (7.64)
In the coefficient E−1 the different (nonlocal) contributions from the quadratic
terms in (∂0φ)
2 of (7.63) are lumped together. Comparing (7.64) with the path
integral
W˜ =
∫
(Dφ 4√−g) exp i
∫
d2x
√−g [1
2
gµν(∂µφ)(∂νφ) + σφ] (7.65)
explains our choice of the symbol E−1 , because it is a generalization of the
zweibein component e−1 which for the EF gauge would appear in this place.
Here, by construction, E+1 and E
−
1 depend on the external sources and not
on the scalar field. A more general form (with F ′(p1) 6= 0) of the “effective
zweibein” will be considered in sect. 8.
A Gaussian integral like (7.65) leads to the inverse square root of a func-
tional determinant which in D = 2 may be reexpressed as a Polyakov ac-
tion 70 [361] ( = gµν∇µ∂ν)
[ det  ]−1/2 = exp iL(Pol) , (7.66)
L(Pol) = − 1
96π
∫∫
d2xd2y
√−gRx−1xy Ry . (7.67)
Then the full expression W˜ (7.65), written as (7.66), becomes
W˜ = exp
[
iL(Pol)
]
exp
[
− i
2
∫
d2x
∫
d2y σx∆xyσy
]
, (7.68)
where the propagator ∆ = ∆(j, J) = [
√−g ]−1 by its dependence on j con-
tains the eventual interaction with external zweibeine. For minimally coupled
70 For nonminimal coupling (e.g. F (p1) ∝ p1) its place would be taken by a corre-
sponding quantity generalized to depend on the dilaton field p1 = Bˆ1 expressed in
terms of the scalar field and external sources. The effective action proposed in [287]
indicates the possible form of such a generalization.
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scalars (F = 1) it obeys
(∂0∂1 − ∂0E−1 ∂0)∆xx′ = δ2(x− x′) . (7.69)
The ansatz
∆xx′ =
∫
x′′
θxx′′(∂
−1
0 )x′′x′d
2x′′ (7.70)
allows the formal computation of θxx′ as ( P means path ordering)
θxx′ = P
−1 ∂−11 P , (7.71)
P (x) = P exp
[
−
∫
x
dy1E−1 (x
0, y1) ∂0
]
. (7.72)
For the classical expressions in the exact path integral the meaning of ∂−10
as an integration (with undetermined integration constant) is evident. In the
quantum case a more careful definition of the Green functions is required
which implies a UV and IR regularization. A suitable definition is (∂0 →
∇0 = ∂0 − iµ)
∇−10 = −Θ(y0 − x0) eiµ(x
0−y0) . (7.73)
The regularization parameter µ = µ0 − iǫ (µ0 → +0, ǫ → +0) guarantees
proper behavior at x0 − y0 → ±∞. One easily verifies the same property
in ∇−20 xy =
∫
z∇−10 xz∇−10 zy as well as in higher powers. Only in expressions
involving the classical background like ∇−10 p¯2 in (7.40) when (7.41) is inserted
this rule must be adapted. With ∇0 p¯2 = 0 and thus p¯2 = p¯2(x1) eiµx0 the
expression ∇−10 p¯2 diverges. The solution consists in simply going back in these
(classical) terms to the classical interpretation where ∇−10 = ∂−10 corresponds
to integration.
The formulas for GDTs with nonminimally coupled self interacting scalars
can be derived retaining F 6= 1 and f 6= 0 in (7.38), (7.39). Then the per-
turbation expansion in terms of Newton’s constant requires an expansion in
terms of F already in the solution of these equations. Together with the per-
turbation theory outlined in connection with a path integral (7.64) this yields
rather complicated formulas which, therefore, will not be exhibited here. Only
in connection with the “virtual BH” of sect. 8 this case will be dealt with.
At the moment there seems to exist only one computation of higher loop
effects for the simpler case of minimally coupled scalars (F = 1) and a cor-
responding dilaton theory without kinetic term (U = 0), but the tools are
available for arbitrary loop calculations. As noted in ref. [284] for that spe-
cific class of theories the whole two-loop effect is just a renormalization of the
potential V .
7.4.3 Exact path integral with matter
The JT model (2.12) is an example of a situation where the path integral
can be calculated exactly even in the presence of minimally coupled matter
fields [281]. There the integration (Dφ) produces the Polyakov action. Thus
the generating functional for the Green functions reads:
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WJT =
∫
(Dqi)(Dpi) exp iLJTeff , (7.74)
LJTeff =
∫
d2x
[
piq˙i + q1p2 + Λq3p1
]
+ L(Pol)(q2, q3) , (7.75)
where source terms j, J, σ and the propagator for the scalar field have been
dropped. The crucial observation is that (7.75) is now linear in pi. Therefore,
when integrating first over the momenta one obtains three functional delta
functions which may be used to integrate over qi. Up to this change, the whole
procedure works as before. For details we refer to ref. [281]. Again, something
like local quantum triviality occurs. The action (7.75) already incorporates
all quantum effects, because in this case no higher loop corrections exist, a
feature used in refs. [146, 145, 55] to extend the one-loop calculations to all
orders of perturbation theory.
The method of exact functional integration described here seems to be
a rather general one, although it does not seem possible to formulate general
criteria of applicability. We just note that in a similar way an exact path
integral has been calculated in a different context, namely the Bianchi IX
reduction of Ashtekar gravity [4]. As a final remark of this section it should
be stressed that in gravity theories – in contrast to quantum field theory
in Minkowski space – there is no immediate relation between classical and
quantum integrability.
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8 Virtual black hole and S-Matrix
Only the interaction with matter in D = 2 provides continuous physical
degrees of freedom. Since the asymptotic states depend on the model under
consideration we do not discuss the most general case, but for illustrating the
main technical details we focus on an explicit example instead: SRG with a
non-minimally coupled massless scalar field. We also select a situation in which
the existence of an S-matrix in the usual quantum field theoretic sense should
be unchallenged, namely gravitational scattering of scalars in asymptotically
flat space, however, without fixing the background before quantization.
In sect. 7 we have demonstrated that all geometrical degrees of freedom
can be integrated out exactly. This procedure yields effective non-local inter-
actions of the remaining fields (scalars in our case). In this section we calculate
explicitly some lowest order effective vertices and ensuing tree level S-matrix
elements corresponding to gravitational scattering of s-wave scalars. The re-
sults can be interpreted as an exchange of virtual black holes.
The vertices are extracted from the action (7.62) after separation of the
interaction part Z (cf. (7.63)). They appear as complicated nonlocal expres-
sions with multiple integrals in x0 from repeated multiplications of the formal
object ∂−10 present in Bˆi, the solutions for pi of eqs. (7.37)-(7.39). There exist
two classes of vertices (we have attached all outer legs in the formulae below),
symmetric ones
V (2n)a =
∫
dx21 . . . dx
2
nv
(2n)
a (x1, . . . , xn) (∂0φ)
2
x1
. . . (∂0φ)
2
xn
, (8.1)
and non-symmetric ones 71
V
(2n)
b =
∫
dx21 . . . dx
2
nv
(2n)
b (x1, . . . , xn) (∂0φ∂1φ)x1 (∂0φ)
2
x2
. . . (∂0φ)
2
xn
. (8.2)
They have the following properties:
• They contain an even number of outer legs. Thus, in addition to a propa-
gator term (cf. e.g. (7.68) for the simpler case of minimally coupled scalars)
there are φ4-vertices, φ6-vertices and so on.
• Each pair of outer legs is attached at one point xi to the non-local vertex.
• Each outer leg contains one derivative.
• Non-locality is inherited from the ∂−10 operators in the Bˆi.
• The symmetric vertices originate from the term L˜ in (7.62).
• The non-symmetric vertices are produced on the one hand by F (Bˆ1)∂0φ∂1φ
in (7.62), on the other hand also L˜ yields such terms. For minimal coupling
all non-symmetric vertices vanish.
• The information contained in the tree-graphs is classical. Thus, it must be
possible to extract it by other means. Nevertheless, the path integral seems
71 For the evaluation of the S-matrix one has to permute all external legs and thus
leg-exchange symmetry is restored.
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to be the most adequate language to derive scattering amplitudes 72 .
The lowest order tree-graph and the ensuing S-matrix element has been
evaluated in ref. [196] for F (X) = const. . The result was trivial, unless mass-
terms f(φ) = m2φ2 had been added (cf. the discussion after eq. (8.23)). There-
fore, we will focus in the rest of this section on the (also phenomenologically
more relevant) case of non-minimal coupling [157].
8.1 Non-minimal coupling, spherically reduced gravity
In principle all effective interactions of the scalars can be extracted by
expanding the non-local action (7.62) in a power series of φ. At each order the
number of integrations increases, and one has to fix the ranges appropriately.
This becomes cumbersome already at the φ4 level. Fortunately, two observa-
tions [285] simplify the calculations considerably. First, instead of dealing with
complicated non-local kernels one may solve corresponding differential equa-
tions. All ambiguities are then removed by imposing asymptotic conditions on
the solutions. Second, instead of taking the n-th functional derivative of the
action with respect to bilinear combinations of the scalar, the matter fields
may be localized at n different space-time points. This mimics the effect of
functional differentiation.
To be more specific, the symmetric vertex (8.1) may serve as an example
v(2n)a (x1, . . . , xn) ∝
δnLeff
δ((∂0φ(x1))2) . . . δ((∂0φ(xn))2)
. (8.3)
By its definition, the functional derivative is a response to a small localized
change of the functional argument ((∂0φ)
2 in the present case). Therefore, let
us choose a specific matter distribution such that (∂0φ)
2 is localized at n− 1
points:
(∂0φ)
2(x) ∝
n∑
k=2
c[k]δ2(x− xk) . (8.4)
Now let X(x1) and E
−
1 be solutions of the classical field equations in the
presence of localized matter (8.4). In
v(2n)a (x1, . . . , xn) ∝ F (X(x1))E−1 (x1)[x2, . . . xn]|πc (8.5)
we have indicated the dependence of X and E1 on the matter distribution.
The notation πc after the vertical line means that one has to expand in c
[k]
and to select the coefficient in front of the product
∏n
k=2 c
[k]. The proof of this
statement with explicit coefficients instead of the proportionality symbol as
well as a corresponding argument for the nonsymmetric vertex (8.2) can be
found in refs. [285, 196,157].
72 As in other well-known examples – e.g. the Klein-Nishina formula for relativistic
Compton scattering [261] – this formalism seems to be much superior to a classical
computation.
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Qualitatively, the result (8.5) is rather easy to understand. In the classical
action (∂0φ)
2 appears multiplied by F (X)e−1 . Due to local quantum triviality
in the absence of matter it is natural to expect “effective” quantities of the
same nature in the vertices.
The most interesting case is SRG [157], where V = −2, U = −(2p1)−1,
f(φ) = 0, F = p1
2
, ji = Ji = Q = 0. To extract the terms quartic in φ
(n = 2 in (8.1), (8.2)) one has to take a matter distribution localized at one
space-time point (cf. (8.4))
φ0 :=
1
2
(∂0φ)
2 → c0 δ2(x− y) , (8.6)
φ1 :=
1
2
(∂0φ)(∂1φ)→ c1 δ2 (x− y) , (8.7)
and to solve the classical e.o.m.-s up to linear order in the constants c0 and
c1 which just keep track of the number of sources. The differential equations
(7.37)-(7.39), together with classical equations for qi become
∂0p1 = p2,
∂0p2 = p1φ0,
∂0p3 = 2 +
p2p3
2p1
,
∂0q1 =
q3p2p3
2p21
+ φ1 − q2φ0,
∂0q2 = −q1 − q3p3
2p1
,
∂0q3 = −q3p2
2p1
.
(8.8)
Their solutions, to be substituted back into the action with the inverse re-
placement (8.6) and (8.7), are found easily:
p1(x) = x
0 − (x0 − y0)c0y0h(x, y), (8.9)
p2(x) = 1− c0y0h(x, y), (8.10)
q2(x) = 4
√
p1 +
(
8c0y
0√p1 − 2c0y03/2 − c1y0 + (c1 − 6c0y01/2)p1
)
h(x, y)
(8.11)
q3(x) =
1√
p1
. (8.12)
Here h(x, y) := θ(y0 − x0)δ(x1 − y1) corresponds to one of the possible pre-
scriptions introduced in ref. [196] for the boundary values at x0 →∞. It turns
out that the vertices below are independent of any such choice. The matching
conditions at x0 = y0 follow from continuity properties: p1, q2 and q3 are C
0
and ∂0q2(y
0+0)− ∂0q2(y0− 0) = − (c1 − q2(y0)c0) δ(x1− y1). The integration
constant which would produce an asymptotic (i.e. for x0 →∞) Schwarzschild
term has been fixed to zero. Consistency of integration constants with the
set of e.o.m.-s containing ∂1 automatically yields a vanishing Rindler term.
Furthermore, it relates the asymptotic Schwarzschild term to the asymptotic
value for the geometric part of the conserved quantity [285]. Thus, only four
integration constants can be chosen independently. We fix those in pi and q3.
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Because of our particular choice p3(x
0 → ∞) = 0 a BH may appear only at
an intermediate stage (the “virtual black hole”, see below), but should not
act asymptotically. Due to the infinite range of gravity this is necessary for a
proper S-matrix element if spherical waves are used as asymptotic states for
incoming and outgoing scalar particles.
8.2 Effective line element
The arguments of the previous section suggest that matter interacts with
some effective geometry which solves the classical e.o.m.-s in the presence of
external sources. Moreover, this geometry can be extracted directly from the
vertices. A more formal (but essentially equivalent) way to see this is to cal-
culate the vacuum expectation values of q2 and q3 by varying the exact path
integral (7.61) with respect to j2 and j3 in lowest order of the matter loop ex-
pansion and in the presence of external matter field. The method described in
the previous subsection appears to be more straightforward and considerably
simpler.
The matter dependent solutions in the gauge (3.3) with (8.11) and (8.12)
define an effective line element
(ds)2 = 2q3dx
0
(
dx1 + q2dx
0
)
= 2drdu+K(r, u)(du)2, (8.13)
with the identifications 73
u = 2
√
2x1 r =
√
p1(x0)/2 . (8.14)
In the asymptotic region by our previous residual gauge fixing the Killing
norm K(r, u)|x0>y0 = 1 is constant. The line element (8.13) then appears in
outgoing Sachs-Bondi form. In the VBH region the Killing norm
K(r, u)|x0<y0 =
(
1− 2m
r
− ar + d
)
(1 +O(c0)) , (8.15)
with m = δ(x1 − y1)(c1y0 + 2c0y03/2)/27/2, a = δ(x1 − y1)(6c0y01/2 − c1)/23/2
and d = δ(x1 − y1)2c0y0 has two zeros located approximately at r = 2m and
r = 1/a corresponding for positive m and a to a Schwarzschild horizon and a
Rindler type one.
73 The somewhat unusual role of the coordinates should be noted: x0 is asymptot-
ically proportional to r2; thus our Hamiltonian evolves with respect to a “radius”
as “time”-parameter. This also implies that e.g. the asymptotic energy density is
related to the component T11 and not T00 of the energy momentum tensor.
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8.3 Virtual black hole
The geometric part of the conserved quantity (3.14) in our present nota-
tion (3.35) reads
C(g) = p2p3√
p1
− 4√p1. (8.16)
As a consequence of the choice of integration constants C(g) vanishes in the
asymptotic region x0 > y0. The functions p1 and p3 are continuous, but p2
jumps at x0 = y0. Thus, C(g) is discontinuous. This phenomenon has been
called “virtual black hole” (VBH) in [196]. It is generic rather than an artifact
of our special choice of asymptotic conditions. The reason why we have chosen
this name is simple: The geometric part of the conserved quantity (8.16) is
essentially equivalent to the so-called mass aspect function, which is closely
related to the BH mass (cf. sect. 5.2). Moreover, inspection of the Killing norm
(8.15) reveals that for negligible Rindler acceleration a the Schwarzschild hori-
zon corresponds to a BH with precisely that mass. It disappears in the asymp-
totic states (by construction), but mediates an interaction between them.
The idea that BH-s must be considered in the S-matrix together with
elementary matter fields has been put forward some time ago [402]. The ap-
proach [157] reviewed here, for the first time allowed to derive (rather than to
conjecture) the appearance of the BH states in the quantum scattering matrix
of gravity.
The solutions (8.9) and (8.10) establish
C(g)
∣∣∣
x0<y0
= 4c0y
03/2 ∝ −mV BH . (8.17)
Thus, c1 only enters the Rindler term in the Killing norm, but not the VBH
mass (8.17).
i0
i-
i+
ℑ-
ℑ+
y
Fig. 8.1. CP dia-
gram of the VBH
The CP diagram corresponding to the line element
(8.15) as presented in figure 8.1 needs some explana-
tions: first of all, the effective line element is non-local
in the sense that it depends not only on one set of co-
ordinates (e.g. u, r) but on two (x = (u, r), y = (u0, r0)),
where r0 and u0 are related to y
0 and y1 like r and u to
x0 and x1 in (8.14). As discussed previously, this non-
locality was a consequence of integrating out geometry
non-perturbatively. For each choice of y it is possible to
draw an ordinary CP-diagram treating u0, r0 as external
parameters. The light-like “cut” in figure 8.1 corresponds
to u = u0 and the endpoint labeled by y to the point
x = y. The non-trivial part of our effective geometry is
concentrated on the cut.
We do not want to suggest to take the effective ge-
ometry (8.13) at face value – this would be like over-interpreting the role of
virtual particles in a loop diagram. It is a nonlocal entity and we still have
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V(4)(x,y)a
x y
∂0 ϕ
q’
∂0 ϕ
q
∂0 ϕ
k’
∂0 ϕ
k
+
V(4)(x,y)b
x y
∂0 ϕ
q’
∂0 ϕ
q
∂1 ϕ
k’
∂0 ϕ
k
Fig. 8.2. Total V (4)-vertex with outer legs
to “sum” (read: integrate) over all possible geometries of this type in order
to obtain the nonlocal vertices and the scattering amplitude. Nonetheless, the
simplicity of this geometry and the fact that all possible configurations are
summed over, are nice qualitative features of this picture.
The localization of “mass” and “Rindler acceleration” on a light-like cut
(see fig. 8.1) in (8.13) is not an artifact of an accidental gauge choice, but has
a physical interpretation in terms of the Ricci-scalar [198], the explicit form
of which is given by [199]
R(V BH)(u, r; u0, r0) = δ(u− u0)
− δ(r − r0)
(
4m0
r2
− 4d
r
+ 6a0
)
+Θ(r0 − r)
(
6a0
r
− 2d
r2
) . (8.18)
As discussed in ref. [199] certain parallels to Hawking’s Euclidean VBHs [214]
can be observed, but also essential differences. The main one is our Minkowski
signature which we deem to be a positive feature.
8.4 Non-local φ4 vertices
All integration constants have been fixed by the arguments in the preced-
ing paragraphs. The fourth order vertex of quantum field theory is extracted
from the second line of (7.34) by collecting the terms linear in c0 and c1 re-
placing each by φ0 and φ1, respectively. The tree graphs we obtain in that way
(cf. fig. 8.2) contain the nonlocal vertices
V (4)a =
∫
x
∫
y
φ0(x)φ0(y)
(
dq2
dc0
p1 + q2
dp1
dc0
)∣∣∣∣∣
ci=0
=
∫
x
∫
y
φ0(x)φ0(y)
∣∣∣∣√y0 −√x0∣∣∣∣√x0y0(
3x0 + 3y0 + 2
√
x0y0
)
δ(x1 − y1), (8.19)
and
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V
(4)
b = −
∫
x
∫
y
(
φ0(y)φ1(x)
dp1
dc0
− φ0(x)φ1(y)dq2
dc1
p1
)∣∣∣∣∣
ci=0
= −
∫
x
∫
y
φ0(x)φ1(y)
∣∣∣x0 − y0∣∣∣x0δ(x1 − y1), (8.20)
with
∫
x :=
∞∫
0
dx0
∞∫
−∞
dx1.
8.5 Scattering amplitude
In terms of the time variable t := r + u the scalar field asymptotically
satisfies the spherical wave equation. For proper s-waves only the spherical
Bessel function
Rk0(r) =
sin(kr)
kr
(8.21)
survives in the mode decomposition (Dk := 4πk2dk):
φ(r, t) =
1
(2π)3/2
∞∫
0
Dk√
2k
Rk0
[
a+k e
ikt + a−k e
−ikt] . (8.22)
With a± obeying the commutation relation [a−k , a
+
k′] = δ(k − k′)/(4πk2), they
will be used to define asymptotic states and to construct the Fock space. The
normalization factor is chosen such that the Hamiltonian of asymptotic scalars
reads
H(as) =
1
2
∞∫
0
Dr
[
(∂tφ)
2 + (∂rφ)
2
]
=
∞∫
0
Dka+k a
−
k k. (8.23)
In ref. [196] we had observed a non-physical feature in the massless case
for (in D = 2) minimally coupled scalars: Either the S-matrix was divergent
or – if the VBH was “plugged” by suitable boundary conditions on φ at r = 0
– it vanished. This implied an effective decoupling of the plane waves from the
geometry. For massive scalars a finite nonvanishing scattering amplitude has
been found.
In the present more physical case of s-waves from D = 4 GR at a first
glance it may seem surprising that the simple additional factor X in front of
the matter Lagrangian induces fundamental changes in the qualitative behav-
ior. In fact, it causes the partial differential equations (8.8) to become coupled,
giving rise to an additional vertex (V
(4)
b ).
After a long and tedious calculation (for details see refs. [197, 158]) for
the S-matrix element with ingoing modes q, q′ and outgoing ones k, k′,
T (q, q′; k, k′) =
1
2
〈
0
∣∣∣a−k a−k′ (V (4)a + V (4)b ) a+q a+q′∣∣∣ 0〉 , (8.24)
having restored 74 the full dependence on the gravitational constant κ =
74 Up to this point the overall factor in (2.2) had been omitted.
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Fig. 8.3. Kinematic plot of s-wave cross-section dσ/dα
8πGN , we arrive at
T (q, q′; k, k′) = −iκδ (k + k
′ − q − q′)
2(4π)4|kk′qq′|3/2 E
3T˜ (8.25)
with the conserved total energy E = q + q′,
T˜ (q, q′; k, k′) :=
1
E3
Π ln Π2
E6
+
1
Π
∑
p∈{k,k′,q,q′}
p2 ln
p2
E2
·
3kk′qq′ − 1
2
∑
r 6=p
∑
s 6=r,p
(
r2s2
), (8.26)
and the momentum transfer function Π = (k+k′)(k−q)(k′−q). The interesting
part of the scattering amplitude is encoded in the scale independent factor T˜ .
With the definitions k = Eα, k′ = E(1− α), q = Eβ, and q′ = E(1− β)
(α, β ∈ [0, 1], E ∈ R+) a quantity to be interpreted as a cross-section for
spherical waves can be defined [157]:
dσ
dα
=
1
4(4π)3
κ2E2|T˜ (α, β)|2
(1− |2β − 1|)(1− α)(1− β)αβ . (8.27)
The kinematic plot fig. 8.3 contains the relevant physical information. The de-
pendence of the cross-section on the total incoming energy is trivially given by
the monomial prefactor E2: it vanishes in the IR limit and diverges quadrat-
ically in the UV limit. At least the last fact is not surprising, considering
our assumption of energies being small as compared to the Planck energy. It
simply signals the breakdown of our perturbation theory.
The main results of the detailed discussion [157,199] are:
• Poles exist in the case of vanishing momentum transfer (forward scattering).
• An ingoing s-wave can decay into three outgoing ones. Although this may
be expected on general grounds, within the present formalism it is possible
to provide explicit results for the decay rate.
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• Despite the non-locality of the effective theory, the S-matrix is CPT invari-
ant at tree level.
• Fig. 8.3 appears to exhibit self-similarity. Indeed, by zooming into the center
of that figure one obtains again an identically-looking plot. However, this
self-similarity is only a leading (and next-to-leading) order effect and breakes
down in the flat regions.
8.6 Implications for the information paradox
Very roughly, the information paradox [18] may be formulated in the fol-
lowing way. Imagine a pure quantum state in a non-singular asymptotically
Minkowski space-time. Let this pure state collapse into a BH which evapo-
rates due to the Hawking effect. This effect is only understood for a back-
ground which does not change appreciably due to radiation: if it does, it is,
nevertheless, assumed that this evaporation proceeds through an (unknown!)
final phase so that the BH disappears. The final state of this process will
be Minkowski space filled with thermal radiation which is definitely a mixed
quantum state. Therefore, a pure quantum state seems to evolve into a mixed
one, contradicting basic laws of quantum mechanics. One reason already has
been given why this picture is a rather approximate one. In addition the exact
thermal Planck spectrum of the radiation requires infinite time for its for-
mation, i.e. radiation can be strictly thermal only if the BH never disappears
completely. However, the formation of even approximately thermal final states
seems very difficult to master in quantum theory which has prompted several
very interesting developments in quantum gravity, as e.g. models of stable BH
remnants [2] and the S-matrix approach of ref. [394].
The understanding of the evolution of VBHs is crucial for quantum gravity
[213]. Their evaporation – or, more exactly, their conversion to mixed states
would inevitably violate either locality or energy-momentum conservation [20].
Since the non-perturbative approach to path integral quantization now also
predicts VBHs in two dimensions, it is important to understand whether there
is an “information loss” in these models. Of course, there is none at the tree
level discussed above. However, we also have good grounds to believe that the
situation will remain the same in higher loops.
Our first argument is somewhat formal. In the two-dimensional model we
were able to extract the VBH from the degrees of freedom already present in
the theory rather than to be forced to introduce it from the outside. The whole
system has been quantized in full accord with the general principles of the
quantization for systems with constraints. According to general theorems [219]
the resulting quantum theory must be unitary, respect causality and energy
conservation, and must forbid transitions of pure states to mixed ones, as long
as we are able to refer to a Fock space of the asymptotic states.
Our next argument is more physical. BH evaporation is related to the
condition (6.25) which fixes the energy-momentum tensor at the horizon and
thus defines the Unruh vacuum state. This condition is clearly not applicable
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to VBHs. The relevant vacuum state for the scalar field is just the usual
Minkowski space vacuum containing no information about VBH states which
may be formed in quantum scattering. Kruskal coordinates for a VBH cannot
be associated with any real observer. Therefore, the argument that the energy-
momentum tensor must be finite at the horizon is not applicable to it. The only
vacuum state which can be defined by a condition at infinity rather then on
a horizon is the Boulware vacuum which does not contain Hawking radiation
so that VBHs do not radiate anything to infinity.
It must be admitted that in order to put this argumentation upon a firm
basis one should calculate the next (one-loop) order in the path integral. Since
Hawking radiation is a one-loop effect, this order of the perturbation theory
will be actually sufficient.
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9 Canonical quantization
Canonical quantization methods dominated 2D dilaton gravity during its
early years. They owe their success to the fact that the geometrical sector con-
tains no propagating degrees of freedom, and, therefore, the problem reduces
effectively to a quantum mechanical one.
After the extensive discussion of the path integral in the previous section
we intend to be brief for this essentially equivalent approach. The prehistory
of canonical quantization of gravity involves the seminal papers of Arnowitt,
Deser and Misner [7], Wheeler [435] and DeWitt [121] which led to Misner’s
“minisuperspace quantization” program [331], where almost all degrees of free-
dom were frozen by symmetry requirements. Kucharˇ extended these techniques
to “midisuperspace quantization” for the explicit example of cylindrical grav-
itational waves [273], i.e. to a system with field degrees of freedom, albeit still
using symmetry requirements in order to simplify the formalism. This seems
to be the only midisuperspace model that could be treated exactly. The most
notable example of a non-soluble model is the collapse of spherically symmet-
ric matter [36] (cf. [412] for an essential correction to that paper). A canonical
treatment of a complete Schwarzschild spacetime under somewhat too strong
assumptions provided Lund’s proof [308] of the non-existence of an extrinsic
time representation for vacuum Schwarzschild BHs [74].
Possibly due to the impact of Hawking’s work on semi-classical radiation
of BHs [211] the discussion of genuine quantum gravity effects was postponed
until the CGHS model [71] rekindled the interest in (exact) quantization of
BH-s [173,276,277,77,174,395,24,175,303,73,75,74,76,326,327,328,415,425].
In particular, in ref. [276] an extrinsic time representation for the quantized
Schwarzschild BH allowed to circumvent Lund’s no-go theorem by relaxing its
premises.
As an explicit example for demonstrating the main points we focus on
the CGHS model, the Dirac quantization of which has been studied by Jackiw
and collaborators [73, 75, 76, 77, 32], by Mikovic [326, 327, 328], and later also
by other authors.
Our brief summary follows the work of Kucharˇ, Romano and Varadara-
jan [277]. The starting point is not really the CGHS action (2.8), but its con-
formally related one (4.40). In this way, one eliminates the kinetic term of the
dilaton field in (2.9) at the cost of a singular conformal transformation (4.39).
This action is then cast into canonical form by the standard ADM decomposi-
tion. It has to be supplemented by surface terms invoking the requirement of
functional differentiability 75 . However, the boundary action leads to an im-
portant caveat: At the left and right infinity corresponding to the asymptotic
regions of patch A and patch B in the figures 3.5 and 3.6 arbitrary variations
75 The physically most transparent way to impose it is a careful treatment of asymp-
totic conditions on the geometric variables [30] (including lapse and shift; cf. also
sect. 5.1).
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of the lapse are required. Otherwise unwanted “natural” boundary conditions
for the BH mass emerge which imply vanishing of the BH mass. This problem
has been resolved for the Schwarzschild BH [276], parameterizing the lapse
function at the boundaries by a proper time function. It turns out that the
total action
L =
∫
d2x
(
πφ˙+ πy y˙ + pσσ˙ −NH −N1H1
)
+
∫
dt (τ˙LmL − τ˙RmR) , (9.1)
depends on these two additional parameters τL and τR and on the standard
canonical variables: N is the lapse, N1 the shift,H the Hamiltonian constraint,
H1 the momentum constraint, π, φ denotes the matter degree of freedom (the
presence of a single minimally coupled scalar field is assumed), and in the
notation of ref. [277] y, πy, σ, pσ are geometric canonical field variables. In the
boundary action the indices L,R refer to “left infinity” and “right infinity”,
mL,R are the – conveniently normalized – BHmasses. The relative sign between
the last two terms originates from the different time orientations one chooses
for the two patches in order to match the behavior of the Killing time T in
the corresponding global diagram.
There exists a canonical transformation mapping the action (9.1) onto
a simpler one (in terms of which the constraints become second order poly-
nomials). One has to be particularly careful with the boundary part. In the
new variables the constraints can be solved exactly, because they have the
same form as those of a parametrized massless scalar field propagating on a
flat 2D background. The main obstacle in replacing the canonical variables by
corresponding operators is a Schwinger term encountered in the commutators
of the energy-momentum tensor operators [46]. This anomaly converts the
classical first class constraints into quantum second class ones and thus the
imposition of the operator constraints on the states leads to inconsistencies 76 .
Kucharˇ proposed a trick to get rid of that anomaly in the Schro¨dinger pic-
ture [274, 275]: The momentum operators are supplemented by an additional
term which does not change the canonical commutation relations but which
cancels the anomaly.
To summarize: by performing first a conformal and then a canonical trans-
formation the CGHS model was mapped onto a parametrized field theory on
a flat background which could be quantized successfully. Clearly this quantum
theory of the parametrized field is a standard unitary quantum field theory,
i.e. no information loss is encountered. However, the interesting questions are
precisely those related to the physical spacetime. Thus, one still has to show
76 This is true at least in the Schro¨dinger picture. In the Heisenberg picture the
quantum theory is well-defined and has the same number of degrees of freedom as
the classical one. Indeed, also the Heisenberg e.o.m.-s have the same form as the
classical e.o.m.-s (of course, one has two additional quantum mechanical degrees of
freedom from the two parameters in the boundary action, but they are just constants
of motion).
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how to pose such questions in the framework based on the auxiliary flat back-
ground. As emphasized by the authors themselves [276, 277] it seems that
difficult problems reemerge which were avoided so far:
• It is not clear how to make sense of the operator version of the physical line
element (ds)2physical = (ds)
2
flat exp (−2ρ).
• The “correct” operator ordering of the conformal factor is an open question
when ρ is expressed in terms of the auxiliary canonical variables.
• The classical dilaton field should remain positive to ensure the correct sig-
nature of the physical metric. In a quantum theory it is highly nontrivial to
maintain this positivity requirement. There have been attempts to clarify
this issue with a 1 + 0 dimensional model [432].
Besides, the presence of an anomaly may add difficulties in implementation of
the Dirac quantization scheme [76].
If there is no matter field in the model the canonical quantization is
especially simple. The reduced phase space quantization program 77 can be
carried through exactly to the very end, i.e. one can solve the constraints and
fix the gauge freedom. However, the result is essentially trivial for spherically
reduced gravity [407, 276, 90, 91], as well as for the other dilaton models [92]:
the quantum functional only depends on the ADM mass.
Since the Maxwell field in two dimensions does not add new propagating
degrees of freedom an extension of the canonical approach to charged BHs
may be done in a rather straightforward manner (cf. [319, 23]).
Other instances where the programme of canonical quantization has been
carried through in essentially quantum mechanical models like the collapse
of spherically symmetric (null-)dust are refs. [40, 206, 207, 270, 424, 208]. An
example for a semiclassical model of BH evolution with time variable is ref.
[82].
77 A clear explanation of the reduced phase space quantization can be found in [150].
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10 Conclusions and discussion
The last decade has seen remarkable progress in the treatment of 2D
dilaton gravity models. Having retraced the main historical lines of this devel-
opment in the Introduction we now confront the main results of this field with
a list of well-known problems which quantum gravity, in fact, shares with other
quantum theories in which geometry plays a fundamental dynamical role.
First we summarize the main contributions which dilaton gravity has been
able to provide with respect to these questions and which we have described
in some detail in this report.
Dilaton models in D = 2 possess the basic advantage that their geometric
part, in a certain sense, is a “topological” theory, albeit one where the solutions
are not related to a discrete winding number. An important special case is the
theory which arises from spherical reduction of Einstein gravity in D = 4, i.e.
also the treatment of Schwarzschild black holes is covered by it. Other relevant
members are the string-inspired dilaton theory and the Jackiw-Teitelboim
model.
In the absence of matter the classical solution for all such theories can
be given in closed analytic form, a result which appears more naturally in the
Eddington-Finkelstein gauge for the metric. In that gauge also a very straight-
forward procedure allows the construction of the global solution without the
necessity to introduce explicitly or implicitly global Kruskal-like coordinates.
It is a peculiar feature of effective two dimensions of space-time that the ADM-
mass, even in the presence of matter interactions, generalizes to an ”absolute”
(in space and time!) conserved quantity. Technically many new results are
related to the complete dynamical equivalence between the standard formula-
tion of dilaton theories by an action expressed in terms of metric and dilaton
field on the one hand, and a “first order” (“covariant Hamiltonian”) action
on the other hand. The latter involves auxiliary fields and the geometry is
expressed in Cartan variables (zweibeine and spin connection). This equiva-
lent formulation also contains nontrivial torsion and turns out to represent a
special case of the very general concept of Poisson-Sigma models, a new and
rapidly developing field of research with important connections to strings and
non-commutative geometry. Certain generalizations, as e.g. Yang-Mills fields
or supergravity extensions are covered directly by this formalism.
Strictly speaking, the (semi-classical) treatment of Hawking radiation
does not represent an application of quantum gravity but it is formulated with
respect to a given classical (Black Hole) background. Nevertheless, in order to
justify other 2D quantum gravity results derived from an effective 2D theory,
it should emerge as well from a treatment of the spherically reduced case. As
far as (in D = 2) minimally coupled scalar fields are concerned all aspects
are well understood. In spherically reduced matter (nonminimal coupling in
D = 2) a correct relation between Hawking temperature and Hawking flux has
been proposed, however based upon mathematical steps whose justification as
yet has not been proved conclusively. For a wide class of twodimensional grav-
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ity models relations between Hawking temperature and ADM mass can be
obtained which differ from the one in Einstein gravity.
The full impact of the advantages from the first order formulation of dila-
ton modelsD = 2 is revealed in the path integral quantization of such theories.
In the temporal gauge for Cartan variables – corresponding to the Eddington-
Finkelstein gauge of the metric – it proved possible to exactly integrate out
all geometric degrees of freedom. This intrinsically nonperturbative result is
closely related to the quantum field theoretical “triviality” of generic gravity
theories without matter interactions in D = 2. In this derivation the path in-
tegral over all positive and negative “volumes” is an essential ingredient, thus
establishing an important confirmation of the conjecture that this should also
be the correct procedure in D = 4.
If matter fields are present, still an effective theory is obtained in which
geometry is treated in a nonperturbative manner. A perturbation expansion
in terms of the interactions with matter follows standard quantum field the-
oretical methods. It is valid as long as the energies are small as compared
to Planck’s mass. The effective non-local vertices of scalar fields in this for-
mulation can be interpreted as the appearance of an intermediate “virtual”
Black Hole in certain scattering amplitudes of spherical waves. It should be
stressed that this seems to be the first instance where such a virtual Black
Hole reflects an intrinsic feature of the theory and is not introduced by any
additional assumption.
As far as the problem of observables in quantum gravity is concerned, the
computation of a special (gauge-independent) S-matrix element for spherically
reduced Einstein gravity seems to be an interesting feature as well. Also some
progress has been reported regarding the final stages of Black Hole evaporation
and the intimately connected “quantum information paradoxon”. The very
fact that now a formulation of that system exists in the form of a standard
quantum field theory implies that – also at the very end of its existence —
a Black Hole does not violate quantum mechanical concepts like unitarity.
In that case as in others it has turned out that – at least in D = 2 – the
application of standard quantum field theoretic techniques can go very far,
leading to interesting results without the necessity to infer additional concepts.
This suggests further studies in many directions which have not yet suf-
ficiently been covered so far.
At the classical level a more systematic search for 2D gravity theories in-
volving matter interactions, but still allowing exact solutions, seems desirable,
e.g. for a – perhaps at first only qualitative, but nevertheless exact – descrip-
tion of critical behavior in spherical collapse. The same applies for models with
additional abelian or nonabelian gauge fields from which the spherically sym-
metric Black Hole with (nonabelian) charges could be studied. Although the
general principle to obtain supergravity extensions from 2D dilaton theories is
now available, the new comprehensive approach based upon the Poisson-Sigma
structure of such models has posed many new questions.
Recently a whole new field of scalar-tensor theories in D = 4 (quintes-
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sence) has been developed. There a dilaton (“Jordan”-) field already appears
in the higher dimension. Certain important aspects of these models should
be accessible by 2D-methods when the effective spherically reduced theory is
considered.
Within the realm of semi-classical problems despite new insight for the
treatment of Hawking radiation starting in the spherically reduced case, still
several important questions are open.
Among the possible directions of research in full 2D quantum gravity
higher loop corrections could be investigated. The issue of “quantum” observ-
ables is closely related to the treatment of systems with finite boundary and
related boundary variables.
Possibly also new elements for the long discussion of quantum gravity
at the Big Bang (quantum cosmology) could emerge. More immediate conse-
quences of the present approach are a generalization of gravitational scatter-
ing of scalars described in this report, for scattering off a Black Hole. Another
generalization in the quantum case would be the treatment of fermions, either
directly introduced in D = 2 or obtained from D = 4 by reduction. Finally,
the virtual black hole phenomenon exists for generic dilaton models. It could
be interesting to study the S-matrix of gravitational scattering of matter in
the extended context of generalized dilaton theories. The range of technically
feasible investigations now certainly has been enlarged substantially.
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A Spherical reduction of the curvature 2-form
In a D-dimensional Pseudo-Riemannian manifoldM with Lorentzian sig-
nature (+,−,−, ...,−) and spherical symmetry 78 the coordinates describing
the manifold can be separated in a two-dimensional Lorentzian part spanning
the manifold L and a (D − 2)-dimensional Riemannian angular part consti-
tuting an SD−2. In adapted coordinates the line element reads
ds2M = gµνdx
µ ⊗ dxν = gαβdxα ⊗ dxβ − Φ2 (xα) gρσdxρ ⊗ dxσ, (A.1)
using letters from the beginning of the alphabet (α, β, . . . ; a, b, . . . ) for quan-
tities connected with L, letters from the middle of the alphabet (µ, ν, . . . ;
m,n, . . . ) for quantities connected with M and letters from the end of the
alphabet for quantities connected with SD−2 (ρ, σ, . . . ; r, s, . . . ). Indices will
be lowered and raised with their corresponding metrics.
In the vielbein-formalism 79 ds2L = ηabe¯
a ⊗ e¯b, ds2S = δrse¯r ⊗ e¯s and com-
paring with ds2M = ηmne
m ⊗ en = ds2L − Φ2ds2S yields
ea = e¯a,
er = Φe¯r,
ea = e¯a,
er = Φ
−1e¯r.
(A.2)
Metricity and torsionlessness for the connection 1-forms on M,L and S leads
to
ωab = ω¯
a
b, ω
r
s = ω¯
r
s, ω
r
a = (e¯aΦ) e¯
r, ωar = η
abδrs (e¯bΦ) e¯
s, (A.3)
using the relations (A.2).
From Cartan’s structure equation (1.25) the curvature 2-form on M fol-
lows:
Rab = R¯
a
b, (A.4)
Rrs = R¯
r
s + η
ab (e¯aΦ) (e¯bΦ) e¯
re¯s, (A.5)
Rar = η
ac (e¯be¯cΦ) e¯
be¯r + (e¯bΦ) ω¯
abe¯r, (A.6)
Rra = (e¯be¯aΦ) e¯
be¯r − (e¯bΦ) ω¯bae¯r, (A.7)
where R¯ab and R¯
r
s are the curvature two forms on L and S, respectively.
Contracting the vector indices with the form indices and using R¯rs = e¯
re¯s
yields the curvature scalar
R = RL − (D − 2) (D − 3)
Φ2
[1 + (∇αΦ) (∇αΦ)]− 2
(
D − 2
Φ
)
(Φ) , (A.8)
78 I.e. the isometry group of the metric has a group isomorphic to SO(D − 1) as
subroup with SD−2-spheres as orbits.
79 The notation and the meaning of all quantities appearing here is explained in
sect. 1.2.1.
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where ∇ is the covariant derivative with respect to the metric on L and  =
∇α∇α. This – together with
√
|gM | = Φ(D−2)
√
−gL – is the starting point of
spherically reduced gravity formulated by a 2D effective action. Note that the
generalization to continuous and negative dimensions D is possible in (A.8)
which leads to the subclass b = a− 1 of the models of (3.67).
Characteristic classes are independent of the metrical structure since they
depend solely on the topology, but typically they can be expressed as integrals
over local quantities using index theorems. As an example we treat Euler and
Pontryagin class in D = 4. The latter can be expressed as
P4 =
1
8π2
∫
M
RmnRmn = 0, (A.9)
and it vanishes because RabRab = 0 = R
stRst and with (A.6), (A.7) also
RasRas yields no contribution.
The Euler class
E4 =
1
2(4π)2
∫
M
RklRmnεklmn (A.10)
is non-trivial in general and can be expressed as a 2D integral over L:
E4 =
1
2π
∫
L
εa
b
[
Rab
(
1 + ηcd(e¯cΦ)(e¯dΦ)
)
+ 2
(
ηad(e¯ce¯dΦ)e¯
c + (e¯cΦ)ω¯
ac
) (
ηbe(e¯ce¯eΦ)e¯
c + (e¯cΦ)ω¯
c
b
) ]
. (A.11)
B Heat kernel expansion
Some basic properties of the heat kernel expansion are collected here
which are needed in the main text. More details can be found in the mono-
graphs [185, 143,11, 260].
In most of the quantum field theory problems one deals with an operator
of Laplace type. In a suitable basis such an operator can be represented as:
A = −(gµν∇µ∇ν + E) , (B.1)
where ∇µ is a covariant derivative, and E is an endomorphism of a vector
bundle (or, in simpler terms, a matrix valued function). The connection in the
covariant derivative and the matrix E may have gauge and spin indices. We
consider the oparator A in arbitrary dimension D.
The smeared heat kernel is defined by the equation
K(f, A, t) = Tr(f exp(−tA)) , (B.2)
where f is a function, but more complicated cases with f being a differential
operator may be considered as well [54]. If the underlying manifoldM has no
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boundary, there exists an asymptotic series as t→ +0
K(f, A, t) ≃
∞∑
n=0
an(f, A)t
−D
2
+n , (B.3)
where the coefficients an are locally computable. This means that they can be
expressed as integrals of local polynomials constructed from the Riemannian
curvature, E, gauge field strength, and covariant derivatives. On manifolds
with boundaries half-integer n are also admitted. A very important property
is that numerical coefficients in front of a monomial depend on the dimen-
sion D via an overall factor (4π)−D/2 only [185]. This last statement follows
immediately from writing the general form of such a coefficient on a product
manifoldM =M1⊗S1 and assuming complete triviality in the S1 direction.
The heat kernel coefficients an are known for n ≤ 5 [414]. We find it
instructive to present here the calculation of a0 and a1 in order to make our
review self-contained, and to advertise a very powerful method of such calcu-
lations. The first step is to write down all possible invariants of an appropriate
dimension. The mass dimension of the operator A is given by dimA = +2.
Therefore, dim t = −2. The volume element has the dimension −D. All ge-
ometric invariants (like e.g. curvature) have positive dimensions. The lowest
dimension (−D) involves just the integral of the smearing function over the
volume. This explains why the expansion (B.3) starts with t−D/2. Thus, the
first two terms in (B.3) must read
a0(f, A) = (4π)
−D/2
∫
M
dDx
√
gtr(α0f) , (B.4)
a1(f, A) = (4π)
−D/2
∫
M
dDx
√
gtr (f(α1E + α2R)) . (B.5)
where tr denotes the finite-dimensional matrix trace. At this point αi still are
unknown constants which will be defined by particular case calculations or
through functional relations between the heat kernels for different operators.
The constant α0 follows from the well-know solution of the heat equation in
flat space:
α0 = 1 . (B.6)
Let us consider now how the heat kernel changes under the conformal
transformations of the operator A and by the shift by a function.
d
dǫ
∣∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
an(1, e
−2ǫfA) = (D − 2n)an(f, A) . (B.7)
d
dǫ
∣∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
an(1, A− ǫF ) = an−1(F,A) . (B.8)
Here f and F are arbitrary functions. The proof of these two properties is
purely combinatorial. It uses differentiation of an exponential (B.2) and com-
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mutativity under the trace. From the equations (B.6) and (B.8)
α1 = 1 (B.9)
follows. A combination of the two transformations, A(ǫ, δ) = e−2ǫf(A − δF ),
allows to prove that for D = 2(n+ 1)
0 =
d
dǫ
∣∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
an+1(1, A(ǫ, δ)) ,
0 =
d
dδ
∣∣∣∣∣
δ=0
d
dǫ
∣∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
an+1(1, A(ǫ, δ)) =
d
dǫ
∣∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
d
dδ
∣∣∣∣∣
δ=0
an+1(1, A(ǫ, δ))
=
d
dǫ
∣∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
an(e
−2ǫfF, e−2ǫfA) . (B.10)
The conformal transformations of the individual invariants which may enter
(B.10) must be defined. They are perfectly standard in the “geometry” part:
d
dǫ
∣∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
√
g = Df
√
g ,
d
dǫ
∣∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
R = −2fR− 2(D − 1)∇2f . (B.11)
E is transformed such that the operator A is conformally covariant:
d
dǫ
∣∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
E = −2fE + 1
2
(D − 2)∇2f . (B.12)
Note, that for the standard conformal (Weyl) transformations the “potential”
term E transforms homgeneously, i.e. the second term on r.h.s. of (B.12) is
absent.
Finally, the general expression (B.5) is substituted in the variational equa-
tion (B.10) for D = 4. The result
α2 =
1
6
(B.13)
completes the calculation of a1.
Heat kernel methods became standard in quantum field theory after
the famous works by DeWitt [120] 80 where a different calculation scheme
was used. The approach we have presented here goes back to the paper by
Gilkey [184]. This approach appears somewhat simpler, although is less “al-
gorithmic” since one has to invent new functional relations appropriate for a
particular problem. The full power of this method has been demostrated on
80 For the first time the heat kernel (proper time) methods were used in quantum
theory by Fock [161].
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manifolds with boundaries [52] (cf. also [419] for minor corrections). With no
other method a complicated calculation as the one for a5/2 for mixed boundary
conditions [53] is possible.
The last topic to be addressed is the relation between the heat kernel and
the zeta function of the same operator. It is clear from the definitions (6.18)
and (B.2) that
ζ(s|f, A) = 1
Γ(s)
∞∫
0
dtts−1K(f, A, t) . (B.14)
This relation can be inverted,
K(f, A, t) =
1
2πi
∮
dsΓ(s)ζ(s|f, A)t−s , (B.15)
where the integration contour encircles all poles of the integrand. The co-
effcient in front of tp in the asymptotic expansion (B.3) corresponds to the
residue of Γ(s)ζ(s|f, A) at the point s = −p. In particular,
aD/2(f, A) = Ress=0(Γ(s)ζ(s|f, A)) = ζ(0|f, A) . (B.16)
For D = 2, A = −∆, E = 0 the equations (B.5), (B.13) and (B.16) provide
the relation (6.19) of the main text.
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